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PREFACE. 

After years of delay and many broken promises made to 

friends and former pupils the author submits this vol- 

ume with the hope that it will meet the expectations of 

those who have urged the work upon him. 

In the preperation of these pages my object has been to 

give to the American farmer and stockman, whose onerous 

duties allow but little leisure for consulting more compre- 

hensive works, a practical common-sense hand-book, 

through which he may b= enabled to preserve the lives and 

usefulness of the most valuable assets of the farm. 

I have endeavored to eliminate everything not of some 
practical worth and have striven to express myself in plain 

and simple language to the end that anyone who can read 

may understand, no matter what his advantages in life 

may have been. nae eas 

In speaking thus plainly I feel that I can more readily 

secure the attention of those whom I desire to reach and I 

cannot believe that the simplicity of my work will cause it 

_to prove less acceptable to them. 

THE AUTHOR. 

Sa nh eT ae eS ae ec ot de 
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PRESCRIPTIONS AND LECTURES 

THE HORSE. ae ae 

CHAe FER. 

To be able to successfully meet the various pathological 

conditions which so often arise in the great equine family, 

the student must first turn his attention to, and master the 

horse in a state of pertect health; when this is done he isin 

a position to distinguish the presence of disease. The nor- 

ma! or healthy horse is one in which there is an entire ab- 

sence of any pervertion of nature, either external or inter- 

nal. External or local troubles can in most instances be 

readily determined by even the unlearned, but internal les- 

sions cannot be distinguisbed or understood satisfactorily 

without accnrate information as to the pulse, temperature, 

respiration, actions and inclinations, in fact,everything that 

is in any way expressive of either the feelings or physical 

condition of the animal must be cart fully studied. 
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PULSE. 
If there is any one thing which can be classed as being 

of vital consequence, of supreme importance to the veteri- 

narian, it is a perfect-understanding of the pulse. The 

pulse is the barometer by which we are governed in the ad- 
” 

TAKING THE PULSE OF THE HORSE, 

ministration of medicines in all internal diseases. Itis ev- 

idence of the circulation of the blood which passes through 

the arteries at the rate of about ninety feet per minute. It 
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is the key to the nervous system, for the circulation is pro- 

duced and its volume regulated by the sympathetic nerves. 

The pulse indicates the condition of the heart, and whether 

or not disease is of a depressed or exalted character. In 

inflammations and fevers the frequency of the pulse is in- 

creased according to stage of the disease. In debilitated 

conditions we find it usually depressed, but some times 

quick, then natural. The normal or pulse of health in the 

full grown horse is from 33 to 36, and in rare instances, 40 

_ beats per minute. In young stock it is more frequent, 

under one year of age it runs from 42 to 48 beats per min- 

ute. There are many places at which the pulse can be 

gotten, but the best place for taking it is, in my judgefnent, 

from the submaxillary artery as it passes on the inner an- 

gle of the lower jaw, this being the most convenient. We 

have many pulse variations which will be fully treated un- 

der the heads of the diseases in which they prevail. 

TEMPERATURE. 

When we speak of the temperature of a horse, we do so 

with reference solely to the amount of heat prevailing in 

the economy of the animal. Through the agency ofa ther- 

mometer, and by no other means, are we able to secure the 

correct temperature of a horse. fo take temperature in-- 

sert clinical thermometer in rectum, always turning to: 

one side so as to have it press against the side of bow-. 

els, allow it to remain from 3 to 5 minutes, remove carefully 

and note any deviation fromthe normal. The normal tem- 

perature of the horse is from 99 to 100 degrees. In severe 

cases the temperature should be taken every 4 to 6 hours,. 
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while in mild cases once or twice a day is sufficient. The 

temperature may sometimes run as Jow as 78 1-2 degrees 

and the horse will survive, but when it reaches 75 degrees 

it is my judgement that death is rapidly approaching. 

- RESPIRATION. 

In health the horse breathes from 12 to 14 times per min- 

ute, work or excitement increases this, however. The num- 

ber of respirations per minute can be readily counted by 

the heaving of theflanks. It requires no special skiil to 

distinguish the soft rustling sound of the healthy respira- 

tory murmur, but considerable experience is required to 

make one a first-class judge of the sounds obtained by per- 

cussion. Percussion is the act of striking smartly a finger 

of one hand, (resting gently over part to beexamined) with, 

the first three fingers of the other. In connection with the 

respiratory organs we place the finger over the lung in the 

region of the 6th rib, do our striking and in case of health 

we find a clear resonant sound, but should disease exist 

everything is changed, depending entirely upon the nature 

and extent of the trouble. The abnormal sounds which 

prevail in diseases of the air passages and lungs will be 

treated under the heads of the various diseases with which 

they are associated. 

In studying the horse, his every act as to position in 

standing and lying, rolling, kicking, pawing, jumping, 

etc., must be taken into consideration with its initial refer- 

ence to disease. These along with inclinations in the way 

of appetite, for either food or drink, are expressive of the 
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feelings of an animal, and are all we have to rely upon in the 

diagnosis of disease, aside from the pulse, temperature and 

respiration. By depicting an animal when suffering from 

a derangement of aninternal organ, is our only means of 

illustrating an internal disease. 

Under this head I desire to direct the reader’s attention 

to and urging upon him the importance of a painstaking 

consideration of the habits and constitutional conditions, as 

well asthe color ana quantity of excretions: of every ani- 

mal which he is treating, to the end that he may be able to 

distinguish when nature is aiding him. 

Importance of Prompt Treatment. 

The sooner disease is recognized and given the proper 

treatment the sooner health will be restored, making the 

liability of a fatal termination and consequent loss, very 

much less and. from a humane standpoint, the less the an- 

imal will suffer There is nothing to which the old adage 
) that ‘‘a stitch i: ‘ime saves nine,’’ applies more forcibly 

than in th~ tre.tment of the ailments of all kinds among 

stock, :o matter whether the trouble be local in character 

or of internal origin. For instance, a horse goes lame from 

acor., if properly attended to it can be cured in a few days, 

but if neglected, itfesters and spreads, works, up through 

the foot and breaks out around the top of the hoof, forming 

quittor, which with the best of attention cannot be cured 

in less than 5 or 6 weeks. Another instance, a horse may 

catch a cold and have a catarrhal discharge from the nose, 

sore throat, a cough and loss of appetite; if promptly and 
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properly treated he may be restored to Fealth and ‘useful- 

ness in from 2 to 10 days, but if neglected for a day or two 

the disease will in all probability find its way into the 

lungs, starting an irritation most painful in character, and 

disease of lengthy duration, with the possibility of a fatal 

termination. 

Know What You Are Treating. 

Let me urge as a matter of utmost importance, that when 

treatment of any kind is indicated, whether it be local or 

internal, that the proper remedies be applied promptly and 

thoroughly. But I would remind you to be sufficiently 

cautious in every instance; always be sure you are on the 

right track then go ahead with energy and persistence. Do 

not be caught treating an ankle because it is cocked, when 

every particle of the inflammation causing the lameness is in 

the foot. Neither would I have you make the mistake of 

‘‘dosing’’ a horse for the ‘‘Bots,’’ when the trouble is either 

Pleurisy or an affection of the kidneys: Many errors 

similar in character to these, have come under the obser- 

vation of the writer in his practice. One notable instance in 

which many were deceived was supposed to be a case of 

‘“Sweeney’’ in which I was called. I jound the horse 

very lame, and blistered on both shoulders and withers by 

the too free use of some patent liniment of questionable 

utility. I made a careful examanation, and through it 

the fact was disclosed to me that this horse was suffering 

from a thorn in his foot. This I removed and the patient 

was all right ina few days, I relate this {merely to illus- 
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trate the worth of accurate information, and the absolute 

necessity for careful examination, and intelligent delibera- 

tion before beginning with any treatment. But when the 

disease is clear:y defined, when it is exclusively located 

by a process of exclusion, begin at once the careful admin- 

istration of the remedies indicated in such disease, provided 

however, that in case of internal medication, the nature 

and stage of disease makes such 4 course necessary. 

The reader must bear in mind the important fact that 

medicine alone never cured man nor beast. It merely 

assists nature in effecting a cure. Observation and experi- 

ence have forced the conclusion upon me, that more stock 

are killed through the administration of stuff called medi- 

cine by the ignorant and irresponsible than would have 

died, had nature alone been depended upon for acure. I 

have found it necessary to physic only about one half the 

stock which I am called to see. Nature and disease are 

diametrically opposed to each other. The one puts forth 

every effort by means of natural law to build upthesystem, 

while the other exerts all those baleful influences which 

have a tendency to bring about decay and death. In the 

treatment of the internal diseases of the horse, I would 

advise that nature be relied upon entirely, until the pulse 

reaches 50 beats per minute; should the pulse go be- 

yond this, medication is indicated and I would suggest 

that its administration be promptly begun. But I re- 

commend that a dose of medicine for any internal disease 

be never repeated so long as the pulse is on a stand still 

or shows an inclination to come down; under these circum- 

es 
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'Stances simply give nature a chance, and in most cases 

she will do her work well. 

How to Give Medicine. 

Medicine for horses is usually either in a liquid or 

powdered form. Powders may be given incorporated with 

the food; when the horse will not take it in this way, a 

good plan is to use a long handled spoon, pull his tongue 

out and empty powder by means of spoon far back on the 

root of it. Another way of giving powders is by making 

them into a ball or placing them in a capsule which ball 

or capsule, as the case may be, is thrown into the fauces 

or throat of the patient. Liquids are best given in the 

way ofadrench. To drench a horse secure a long necked 

bottle and place the desired amount of medicine in it, ele- 

vate the head of the horse, insert neck of bottle in side of 

mouth and pour contents slowly into throat, keeping head 

elevated until all is swallowed. If horse should cough 

while being drenched, let his head down at once regard- 

less of the loss of medicine, for if kept up, drench is liable 

to pass into the lungs instead of the stomach and result in 

something serious. Never be so brutal and ignorant as to — 

‘ attempt drenching a horse through the nose, for it is an 

inhuman practice, aside from placing the life of the animal 

in jeopardy. : | 

Small doses of medicine can be given by means of a 

little syringe. Todo this open the mouth of horse with 

one hand, insert the syringe containing medicine at the - 

side with other, and shoot contents into throat. 
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The hypodermic method of administering medicines is. 

very unsafe for any but experienced practioners, for by this 

method they are assimilated much more readily, and act 

very much more powerfully than when taken through the 

stomach. The dose hypodermically of most drugs is about 

half that administered inteinally. 

Nursing and Feeding. 

Much might be written under this head and from time 

to time, we intend wedging in a lot of matter in this con- 

nection which we consider of worth to every one. At 

this stage we will simply give a few practical hints. 

In order to care for an avima! intelligently and properly 

the nurse must familiarize himself with his habits and 

requirments in a state of health. It is of the greatést 

importance in case of sickness that a horse should be made 

as comfortable as possible in both summer and winter; 

always allow plenty of fresh air to breathe, but in every 

instance avoid a draft. Have bedding dry and clean. 

Food wants to be simple, clean, nutritious and as easy 

digestable as possible. All water given should be fresh, 

pure and clean. Be careful about over-feeding; this is 

often a detriment and hindrance. Sick horses should 

be fed 4 or 5 times per day, but in very small quantities. 

Colts should have their rations every 2 or 3 hours. A pa- 

tient with fever should have plenty of pure water by him 

all the while, and be allowed to help himself, but those 

suffering with Diarrhcea or Dysentery should be given 

water 4 or 5 times per day in sparing quantities. An ani- 

mal should always have a few days rest after being sick; 

many cases prove fatal from working them too soon. 
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_ THE AGE OF THE HORSE FROM BIRTH 

TO TWENTY-ONE. 

In buying or trading for a horse, age is always a matter 

which must necessarily enter into the consideration, for 

upon it largely depends the value of the animal, from a 

monetary standpoint, age also cuts quite a figure in the 

service which ‘is expected of the animal. It is very es- 

sential that farmers and stock owners, should study the 

teeth very closely, that they might be able to judge for 

themselves the age of their stock, for there is no other way 

of approximating the age of a horse except by the teeth. 

I shall endeavor to tell in as plain language as possible 

the conditions which will be met with from the birth of the 

colt to twenty-one years of age. : 

1st. Adult horse has forty teeth in all, twenty-four jaw 

teeth or grinders, twelve above and twelve below. He has 

twelve front teeth or nippers, six above and six below. He. 

has four tusks. two above and two below. The mare has 

thirty-eight teeth, twenty-four grinders or jaw teeth, and 

twelve front teeth or nippers. She has two tusks after she 

passes seven years of age, but never has any above. ; 

2nd. The colt at birth has no teeth at all, but in two 

weeks old we find four front teeth, two above and two 

below. At twelve weeks old he gets four more, two above 

and two below, the two are called the lateral teeth. At 

nine months old he gets four more front teeth called the 

corner teeth, twoabove and two below. So at nine months 

old the colt has a full mouth of milk or temporary front 

teeth. There is not much change in the teeth until the 
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colt gets two yearsold. At two and a half years he sheds 

four of his front teeth, two above arid twobelow which are © 

called the center teeth or nippers and gets in permanent 

teeth. At three and a half yearsold he sheds four more 

which are called the lateral teeth, two above and two below. 

At five years old the teeth in front are all even, this is 

what we call a full mouth of permanent teeth; each one of 

the front teeth has a black cup init. At six years old the 

black cups disappear from the two center teeth below. ° At 

seven the black cups from the next two disappear from 

below. At eight years old the black cups from the two 

corner teeth disappear. At nine years old the black cups 

from the two center teeth above go out. At ten years 

old the black. cups from the two next teeth above are 

smooth. At eleven years old the two corner teeth above 

are smooth. At twelve years old a groove starts at the gum 

margin but is not noticeable before the horse reaches thir- 

teen years old. This groove will travel about one eight 

the length of the tooth till the horse gets twenty one yea’s 

old, then we can te'l no more. 
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DISEASES OF THE TEETH, MOVTH AND THROAT. 

Under this head we will consider everything of import- 

ance in connection with these organs, and form those af- 

fections of the throat, which are intimately connected with, 

and have a direct bearing upon the air passages. 

Sharp, Irregular, Uneven and Elongated Teeth. 

Hitber of these is worthy.of our careful attention, for 

they often prevent a horse from properly masticating his 

food, and in some instances make eating a very difficult 

accomplishment. 

Cause—These irregularities are usually produced by ares 

tention of the milk teeth beyond the time when they should 

be shed, by the uneven wearing away of the permanent 

teeth in masticating hard food, and through a lack of prop- 

er acclusion. 

HOW TO KNOW THEM. 

A sight of the animal when trying to eat in connection 

with an examination is sufficient. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Cut teeth down evenly and smoothly, being careful to 

leave no sharp corners. This is accomplished by means 

of an instrument called a ‘‘float,’’ which resembles a 

coarse file or rasp. If there is an irregular or elongated 

tooth, which precludes the possibility of establishing a 

propped acclusion by floating, extraction should be resort- 

ed to. 
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Tooth Ache. 

The tooth ache is of more common occurrence in the - 

horse than is generally supposed and it very often pro- 

duces a condition, with reference to the health of the 

animal, of grave importance. No horse is in trim to per- 

form his full comp!ement of work when he is stopped from 

eating his daily ration by the pain engendered in the act 

from an exposed and irritated nerve, neither is he fit for 

service when racked and tortured by the excruciating and 

deep seated pain of an abscess on the fangs of a decayed 

tooth. 

Cause—It is brought about most generally by the forma- 

tion of a cavity through common decay, and occasionally 

from a kick or blow upon the mouth by which the teeth 
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are cracked, broken or otherwise injured. Sometimes 

injuries to the teeth are the results of efforts at masticating 

very hard corn. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The action of the horse while eating, coupled with an 

examination of his teeth, will disclose the trouble: he will 

throw it from side to side as if trying to remove food’ from 

a sore in the mouth, and act much the same way when 

drinking cold water. He loses flesh rapidly from being 

unable thoroughly to masticate his food. If.there is ulcer- 

ation or abscess of the tissues surrounding the fang of a 

tooth, we often find an enlargement or swelling which 

contains pus. Occasionally this abscess breaks into the 

nose, causing a discharge from the nostril on same side as 

diseased tooth. On account of the disagreeable odor emit- 

ted, a discharge of this kind is sometimes taken for Nasal 

Gleet, and occasionally for Glanders. A careful examina- 

tion of the teeth, and a reference to chapter on Gleet and 

Glanders, in this work will demonstrate the wide difference 

in these troubles. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If, after a careful examination, you are satisfied that the 

patient is suffering from an affected tooth; immediate ex- 

traction is the proper thing to resort to. 

Lampas. 

This is simply congestion fof the buccal membrane and 
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is accompanied by more or less tumefaction, which is 

more particularly noticed in the bars of the mouth. 

Cause—In old horses we attribute this condition to irri- 

tating substances or medicines, while in colts it is gener- 

ally the result of teething. | 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The bars of the mouth will be swollen, sometimes ex- 

tending below the teeth. In bad cases there will be a 

constant flow of saliva, and the horse can not masticate his 

food properly, and in many cases the breath is, very 

offensive. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Scarify the first’ bar well with some sharp instrument, 

and rub in coarse salt for three consecutive days. Never 

cauterize for Lampas. 

Sore Mouth. 

This trouble is quite common, and is in most instances 

the result of neglect or carelessness. 

Cause—Very often a sore mouth is produced by the use 

of a severe bit; occasionally by the caustic properties in 

either food or medicines, and sometimes from grazing when 

the dew is heavy. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

It is a very easy matter to look into a horse’s mouth and 

discover an irregularity of this kind. When the bone or 
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roof of the mouth is injured, we will find considerable sore- 

ness and some swelling. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In case the trouble arises frow bit used, try another of 

more gentle persuasion, or else keep it out of mouth en- 

tirely for a few days. If properties in food or medicine 

are cause, make a change in them, and in case the trouble 

comes from grazing when dews are on, keep patient off of 

pasture until the sun is well up in the morning and lot 

him before dew falls in the evening. ‘To remove the 

cause is generally sufficient to effect a cure, but in the 

event the mouth is raw, and you desire to aid nature, use 

the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Pete D aia ye hh ote a ees OE half ounce. 

Acid Acetic Dilute. .. . . one ounce. 

Water, add sufficient quantity, one pint. 

Mix and apply 3 times a day as a lotion to the mouth. 

In case the bone is injured or exposed cleanse it well 3 

or 4 times a day with carbolized water. 

Tongue Laceration. 

Though of uncommon occurence, it is well that we 

understand how to treat such a condition to the best 

advantage. 

~ Cause—In falling,an animal sometimes has his tongue 

between his teeth, and by this means it is bitten; again he 

strikes his mouth against something and the tongue is 
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injured. The bits or a sharp molar tooth are in some in- 

stances the cause of laceration. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A sight of the tongue will readily convey to the mind of 

any one what the trouble is. 

WEA OAD Ox 

Wounds of the tongue heal very quickly and satisfac- 

torily, but they do not always heal as evenly and smoothly 

as we would like. In severe cases where a portion of the 

tongue is torn or cut more than half off, it is advisable to 

cut severed portion entirely away and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. » 

SOLAS 8 Men en atatalic se te) a oe » ie bewte .  E. OumMl@er 

Honey oo) ea ea Oddie. 

Watery 3:58 eee pee jcroal 

Mix and apply to wound (fatter drying » 3 or 4 times 

per day. 

Pharyngitis. 

By Pharyngitis is meant an acute inflammation of the 

Pharynx, which is an organ situated at the back part of 

the mouth and is the connecting link between it and the 

tube leading directly into the stomach. 

Cause—It is usually brought about through some for- 

eign substance, such as oat straw or wheat beards, lodging 

in its passage from the mouth into the esophagus, the 

latter being the tube leading to the stomach. | 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find the throat and glands of the neck more or less 

enlarged, considerable tenderness upon pressure, neck 

stretched and head extended. It will be noticed that it is 

very painful for the animal to swallow, if indeed he can do 

so at all. In his efforts at drinking, water returns by way 

of the nose. ‘This desease presents many of the symptoms 

which are found in Laryngitis, a disease of the air passage, 

but is much easier controlled; about the only difference of 

any note in the symptoms of the two are the hacking cough 

and high fevers found in Laryngitis. The treatment em- 

ployed is very similar in both diseases. 

6 WHAT TO DO. 

First, examine the throat and if any foreign substance 

be found, remove it. After this is done apply a counter 

irritant to outside of throat. A mustard plaster is good, 

and the following has been used with considerable success 

by the author: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Aunimonia sig won ere an Weis ne, ees 0 

Mpa pentme. Oita mene Caw ee ie ss 

biciseed Oil each’, 7 aise ei es « 1.02 OUNCES. 

Mix and rub in well once per day until blistered. 

In case patient should have any fever use 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Aconite, Tincture of . . . . .one drachm 

Niters Spirits of Ws). oo oie 

Potash,’ Nitrate of... VALU ee oumeeae 

Water, add sufficient quantity. ... r pint 

Mix and give one tablespoon every 2 hours until fever 

gives away. Give soft feed, such as bran mash, and in 

case patient cannot swallow this, try him on meal gruel in 

the way of a drench. Should this fail, injections of oat 

meal gruel into :he rectum must be depended upon. Pre- 

pare this same as for table. 

Choked Horses. 

While an uncommon occurence, yet we _ occasionally 

run across a horse that is choked, and it becomes 

our duty to relieve him, when such a course is 

possible. 

Cause—The lodgment of anything in the throat. In 

most instances it is caused by eating dry food, such as 

thrashed oats, fodder, hay, etc., without these being prop- 

erly incorporated with and moistened by the saliva. These 

accumulate in great lumps in the gullet, usually about six 

inches below the pharynx. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is little room for mistake in diagnosis when a horse 

is “choked, for his every act plainly indicates the trouble. 

We notice the choked horse elevating his head and stretch- 
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Ing his neck, he is coughing hard at intervals, as if trying 

to expel something from the throat, and the saliva runs 

freely from both sides of the mouth. .In some instances the 

flanks are distended. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Make a thorough examination, and if obstruction can be 

reached, remove it with either hands or forceps. Should 

you fail in your efforts at removing it in this way, admin- 

ister a few swallows of raw Linseed oil, a half dozen 

raw eggs; if these do not soften lump and lubricate gullet 

sufficient to allow it to pass on to the stomach, force must 

be used. There is a probe made expressly for work of this 

kind, but a smooth buggy whip well greased, or small rubs 

ber tube is all right. By exerting gentle pressure with 

probe upon obstruction, it can in most cases be readily 

forced into the stomach. Great caution must be exercised 

in introducing any of these things into the throat, to avoid 

pushing them through the walls of the gullet, and never 

allow them to remain for longer than a minute at a time, 

as the patient cannot breathe with an instrument of this 

kind in his throat. 



CHAPTER ITI. 

Diseases of the Respiratory Organs. 

It is very essential that diseases confined to these organs 

should have prompt and careful attention, for in very 

--many instances the life of the animal depends upon our 

efforts in this direction. Intelligent treatment, coupled © 

with every advantage of disease, with reference to duration 

should be our motto. 

Tumor in the False Nostril. 

The false nostril is a small pouch on the inside of the 

lower edge of either nostril. Tumors sometimes form here 

and partake more of the nature of abscesses, in that they 

are filled with pus of a cheesy consistency, but are tumors 

in that they form slowly and do not point and break like an 

abscess. 

Cause—We can give no satisfactory reason for a malady 

of this kind. It may come from am external injury and 

again the cause may arise through a lack of functional 

activity upon the part of some of the sebaceous glands. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A small swelling is often apparent on the outside, but 

the main dependence is to be placed in an examination of 

the nostril, when it will be found almost closed by an 

enlargement, generally about the size of an egg; there is no 

soreness, but we notice more or less wheezing in the act of 

breathing, this being due to the diminished capacity of the 

air passages. 

WHAT TO DO. 

There is not the slightest danger in operating here. Cut 

into tumor from inside of the nostril, making a free open- 

ing for the pus to escape. Wash out wound pele 2 

or 3 times a day with carbolized water. 

CATARRH. 

Some writers treat this subject under three different 

heads, viz: Acute, subacute and chronic, but for all prac- 

tical purposes I think a more simple classification justified, 

hence we consider it as being only acute and chronic. 

Acute Catarrh. 

This is an inflammation of the mucous membrane of the 

nostrils; it is simple in itself, but all inflammations of the air 

passages are liable to extend to the bronchi and lungs and 

thus produce bronchitis or pneumonia, either of which is of 

serious import. 

Cause—Exposure to raw winds, cold rains and snow 
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storms, more particularly whea the animal is exhausted 

from overwork, or is overheated from any cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

First we notice sneezing and shaking of the head, which 

are in many instances signs of pain in the horse; these are 

followed by a change in the mucous membrane of the nos- 

trils from the normal pink to a déep red color. Soon a 

watery discharge from the nose makes its appearance, but 

changes in afew days to a mucilaginous state of yellow- 

ish-white color and may be profuse. The temperature 

rises, pulse runs from 44 to 60 beats to the minute, the 

fever depending upon the amount of surface involved. The 

appetite is often lost and the patient becomes debilitated; 

he does not cough unless the throat is affected, but expels 

air through his nostrils often ina manner which may be | 

aptly called ‘‘blowing his nose.’’ In very acute cases we 

find the eyelids swollen considerably as seen in pink eye 

and.tears flow freely over the cheeks. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Shelter well and blanket if necessary; give soft feed and 

plenty of fresh well water to drink. Syringe out nostrils 3 

or 4 times a day with carbolized water and should throat 

become affected apply mustard plaster on under side from 

ear to ear. If pulse should go over 50 beats per minute use 

this: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Aconite ‘Tincture of./....+. meee tl . drachm 

Belladonia Fluid extract of . . .2 drachms 

Water, use a sufficient quantity . . . 4 ounces 

Mix and give one tablespoon full 3 or 4 times a day and 

Should there be a lack of appetite try the following as a 

tonic: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Oras Nitrate Obes) (2). ed) aoe a2, OUNCES 

Pocisie i tartrate Ol iii, ois) Vel bs Moki s, GROUUICeS 

Piro oul pnaterot ssc i 4s Yo). 2eounces 

EtAc ATION Y: Je Ne Ve) de le a oe OUNCE 

Sep CE: Mr se Nib er jae 2 1 HOUNCES. 

Mix and give a tablespoon full once per day. 

Chronic Catarrh or Nasal Gleet. 

The seat of this desease is usually the sinuses of the 

head. Some care must be exercised in passing upon 

the troubles of this kind as horses have been condemned as 

glandered when there was no ailment aside from ‘‘nasal 

gleet.’’ Study well in connection with this disease the 

symptoms of glanders and you will be competent to render 

a safe opinion whenever called upon. Most generally the 

health of the animal suffering with chronic catarrh is not 

materially affected unless the case be of long standing. 

Cause—Neglected or obstinate acute catarrh which fails. 

to yield to treatment. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. _ 

It is manifested by a presistent “discharge of a thick 

white or yellowish-white matter from one or both nostrils 

most commonly from one. ‘This discharge may be inter- 

mittent, some days great quantities being thrown off and 

again very little if any. The eye on same side as dis- 

charging nostril may present a peculiar appearance and 

look somewhat smaller than its fellow on opposite side. 

There may be an enlargement or bulging of the bone over 

affected part between and below the eyes. The breath 

may be offensive, but this is very unreliable as it may 

come from a bad tooth. When you tap on the bones 

between and below the eyes and above the back teeth if 

the sinuses are filled with pus the sound emitted will be 

the same as if you had struck a solid substance, but if not 

we get a hollow drum like sound. In this disease we do 

not have the ragged sores found on the mucous membrane 

of the nose in glanders. There may be a dry cough and 

sometimes loss of appetite. | 

WHAT TO DO. 

If there be no bulging of the bone and sinuses are not 

entirely closed by inflammation, syringe out nostrils well 

night and morning with carbolized water. When this is 

done take a pail of hot water and hold it under patient’s 

nose forcing’ him to inhale the steam as it rises. Stir water 

in pail with atwig and steam will pass off much more 

rapidly than if left at rest. Give internally: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Pram. Sa) pirate of <0... .) Pand 11-2 ounce 

Potash Nitrate of i.e. .. . 1 ounce 

Gentain powdered i) 3.) poih = FE eOUNCE 

Bload: ROW a eds band T-2 ounce 

_ Mix and divide into 16 powders; give one night and morn- 

ing. In case the sinuses of the head are closed and bulg- 

ing of the bones has taken place, trephining is the only 

course left open, but this is avery difficult operation and 

will require the services of a skilled veterinarian. (See 

chapter on operations. ) 

Pharyngitis. 

This is an infiammation of the larynx, an organ situated 

at the upper part of and is continuous with the wind-pipe. 

It is what is familiarly known as the ‘‘voice box’’ in man. 

Cause—Exposure, standing in cold draft of wind when 

warm; driving animal until he is hot and then allowing 

him to cool quickly. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is short, hurried breathing which may assume a 

noisy character and the patient sometimes seems as if 

threatened with suffocation. The cough which is usually 

the first symptom noticed is a dry hacking one. A violent 

fit of coughing may be induced by exerting pressure upon 

the larynx. In some instances the difficulty in swallowing . 

is so great that water and sometimes food are returned. 
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through the nose. The head is generally poked out and 

carried stiffly, and saliva dribbles from the mouth. The 

temperature commonly runs from 102° to 104° and pulse 

will be found quick and small, running from 55 to 75 

_ beats per minute, depending upon the amount of fever. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Clothe warmly and shelter from storms. Rub mustard 

paste well in on throat from one ear to the other, and 

should this fail to give the desired relief in twelve or 

fourteen hours, try a Linseed meal poltice, having it as hot 

as patient can bear it. In all cases commence to steam 

the head with boiling water, with one tablespoonful of 

Spirits of Turpentine in it. Let him inhale it for fifteen 

or twenty minutes at a time every one or two hours until 

he gets relief If the pulse should run up to 55 or 60 

beats per minute, give this for a few days: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Belladonna Fluid Extract of . . . 2 drachms 

Aconite Fluid Extract of . . . . .1drachm 

Water, add sufficient quantity, . . . 4 ounces 

Mix and give one tablespoon full every 2 or 3 hours, as 

the case needs it. You will always find the throat sore on 

ithe inside of the mouth. So use this as a gargle: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Tincture Ferri Chlorate. . . . . 1-2 ounce 
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Miilorate: ‘Oly Potash soo 262) ojos ine VE OUNCE 

ly COMING. acy es sce teen om Kens. 2 (OUNCES 

Maactire Acouite . hse ee eo ke drachm 

Water add fo;makes. ors). 2... 12 otnces 

Mix. Use asa gargle 4 or 5 times a day. Give the 

patient one tablespoon full of Nitrate of Potash in the 

drinking water twice a day; then give this Prescription 

_ night and morning: 

; Sumimne: Sulphate; 20.2) ct. 12 Ounce 

wGentian (powdered): 0...) 2 4 /..20unces 

Sulphate oflIron:.... 2. 1 and'1-2-0unces 

Mix and divide into 8 powders and give one night and 

morning. When the patient begins to recover, the follow- 

ing tonic will rrove beneficial in this, as well as most all 

other troubles where the appetite is involved or the 

blood is bad: 

PRESCRIPTION. | ey 

MSEALG COLOUMG oe chy aia A OUNCES 

Sassafras Bark (powdered). . . . 2 ounces 

SHlphurts..\\:; s 3 ounces 

Sentiatl (POwdeled))\.. 2) 0) secs Susi). OUNCE 

Foenugreek (powdered)... . . . 1 ounce 

MBiIMON yo DIgek:| teva | oe tt -2 Ounce 

Mix and give one tablespoon full once a day in bran 

mash, and then give the patient several days rest. 
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Quinsy. 

Quinsy in the horse is nothing more than laryngitis of a 

superative type. This disease resembles tonsilitis in the 

human family. a | 

Cause—The inflammation in laryngitis is occasionally of 

‘such a deep seated and persistent nature as that there is a 

breaking down of tissue, and abscesses form, quinsy being 

the result. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find all the symptoms of laryngitis. The throat 

swells and gets very sore, the patient refuses to eat and 

generally has a small amount of fever which runs along 

from day to day until abscess breaks when there is a flow 

of pus and the sufferer gets almost instant relief. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Wecan do but little, aside from treating as we would 

laryngitis. Nature seems to take her own good time in 

assisting these abscesses in pointing and breaking. Should 

the patient get beyond eating or drinking and stay in 

such a condition for any great length of time it becomes 

our duty to,administer nutriment by way of the rectum. 

Large injections of water through this channel will quench 

a burning thirst. 
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BRONCHITIS. 

Bronchitis presents itself to us in different forms, hence 

we classify it in‘o Acute and Chronic, and study each 

under ja seperate head In some sections of the United 

States these troubles are very prevalent, and it canin no 

way prove a waste of time for us to study them closely. 

Acute Bronchitis. 

Thisis simply an acute inflammation of the bronchi, these 

being the tubes or passages leading from the wind-pipe 

into the lungs. 

Cause—The causes of this trouble are much the same as 

that of those diseases of the air passages. previously de- 

scribed. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Generally we find a chill to bethe first sign of this dis- 

ease, but it is not always observed, this passes off and the 

reaction brings on fever, the temperature rises, the nostrils 

are distended and breathing is short and hard; at first 

there is a dry ‘‘barking’’ cough. The membranes of the 

nose are red; the patient will stand with his head down 

and won’t move around much; his appetite is indifferent 

and his ears and legs are cold ‘When we place our ear 

to chest of patient we hear a thick unnatura! sound, a kind 

of hissing or wheezing when small tubes are affected, and 

a cooing or snoring whenthelarger ones areinvolved All 

of the symptoms may be observed in first ten hours, and 
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in the next twenty-four the pulse may go up to 65 or 70 

beats a minute, and temperature to 104° or 105°; the 

pulse will be small but frequent. The cough will increase 

but will be of a moist rattling character. Urine will be 

highly colored and scanty. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If initial chill is observed, give immediately aud at one 

dose four ounces of good brandy in a pint of warm water. 

When this is done wait an hour and begin the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Aconite, Tincture of . i aN CTs path co, Da drachm 

Belladonna, Fluid extract of . . . 2 drachms 

Mitre, Spiritol. {a0 a ome 

Water qi nSad ok ohn ena Skah) ee Nt OEY : 

Mix and give one tablespoon full every 2 or 3 hours as 

indicated, In case.the pulse should, at the expiration of 

twenty-four hours, run above 60 beats per minute change 
your treatment to this: | 

PRESCRIPTION 

Nitre; Spiritsiof 20 2 0.) e001 2 OleGEs 

Amimonias:Muriate of 20.74. 4 12 ounes 

Aconite; Tincture of) oN) oy draelaial 

Belladonna, Fluid extract of. . . 2 drachms 

Gentain, Tincture of. ...-°. . .1ounce 

Water, guselad race Mie! kad nite, Olas 

Mix and give 3 tablespoon full every 2 hours until pulse 
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approximates 50 beats per minute, and has a downward 

tendency. Give patient fresh air to breathe and have 

plenty of clean water by all thetime. If there is much 

soreness of either lungs cr throat use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

aTpemane Spirits ofsw Ly Las 3 oMRces 

Camphor Coun aio aaa ON Ue nara chats 

Seda OU KOr es del Ae) terol ie aot OUNCE 

Sissaitas, Olio. Pik sat wt oe ede OUNCe 

CIO: Be ean he ei ee a OMUneES 

Mix and bathe freely parts di:ectly over soreness, and > 

sbould this blister, rub in well once » day fresh lard Use 

same constitutional tonic as reccommended in laryngitis. 

Chronic Bronchitis. 

Cause—From taking cold on the acute form not having 

been treated at the proper time and in the right way. I 

sometimes think it is brought on through an animal eating 

food stuffs containing either dust or smut. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a confirmed cough, more or less severe in 

character and sometimes a discharge from the nostrils. 

The cough usually seems worse early in the morning, or 

when patient is subjected to exercise than at any other 

time. The temperature will be about normal, and the 

pulse willrun from 42 to 45 beats per minute being full 

and regular. When the ear is placed to the chest we dis- 
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tinguish a rattling rubbing sound, more, like passing the 

hand over a piece of dry paper than anything else. There 

will be heaving of the flanks and shortness of breath from 

the mere presence of these, this trouble is often taken for 

heaves. With chronic bronchitis a horse can do moderate 

work and stay in fair flesh. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Avoid long drives and be cautious 2bout feeding too 

much bulky food. Give soft feed and pure water in liberai 

quantities. Be sure that you dampen every particle of 

feed allowed and let patient run on grass as much as possi- 

ble. Give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Aloes Barbadoes. . . . . . 1 and 1-2 ounce 

Potash Nitrate of . ... 4.) 4 2yeteguees 

Potash Chlorate of. . . .. . . .2 ounces 

Blood Rost (powdered) . .1 and 1-2 ounce 

Lobelia Seed (powdered). . . ...1 ounce 

Tartar: Hmetie . 00 222 6o ow sO) @raeninns 

Nux Vomica (powdered)... .3 drachms 

Mix and divide into 16 powders and give one every night. 

Pneumonia. 

Pnenmonia is an acute inflammation of the tissues of the 

lungs; it is by no means rare and is most commonly con- 

es oS a 
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fined to the right lung. Horses may have it at any season 

of the year, but it is most prevalent in winter or early 

spring. Bronchitis isa common cumplication with pnue- 

monia. 

Cause—The cause of pneumonia is much the same 

as that of the other diseases of the air passages with the 

cold seitling upou the lungs instead of elsewhere. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

_ First, the shivering chill in which there is a rush of 

blood to the lungs followed by high fever, the temperature 

running up to possibly ro5° or 106° F. The pulse will 

run anywhere from 55 to 65 beats per minute and upward, 

the pulse will be soft and weak. The tips of the ears, and 

feet and legs will be cold. The urine will be scanty and 

a high color. The breathing will be hot and laborious; 

the number of respirations runnning up to 25 or 30 per 

minute, and the hair of the animal looks dry and dead; 

he stands with his head down and his appetite is poor. By 

placing your ear over the affected lung, (which is on the 

right side) vou will observe a dry cracking sound, some- 

thing like salt thrown on fire. These symptoms are 

usually present for the first twenty-four to forty-eight 

hours and sometimes longer before it reaches the second 

stage of the disease. These symptoms are seen in the first 

stage or the stage of congestion, the second stage or stage 

of red, hepatization. On examination there is a loss of the 

expansive powers of the chest, on affected side, the respira- 
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tions are had and painful in character, on percussion there 

is a dull sound observed over the affected lung, which the 

sound will be like tapping a barrel full of water, then place 

your ear over the affected lung the reis no respiratory 

murmur heard. The lungs seem to be hard like liver, the 

pulse will stand at about 65 to 70 beats per minute the 

breathing will be from 30 to 40 per minute and he will 

stand on his feet all the time and never lay down. When 

he gets to where he will lay down you can look for a 

speedy recovery. The horse will live any where from 12 to. 

25 days, without any treatment before he dies. 

In the third stage the affected lung becomes more moist 

and the pulse get faster and weak runs to 75 to 85 beats per 

minute and the temperature will stand at about 102° to 

1032, On placing your ear to the affected side there will 

be a moist wheezing sound heard, on pescussion the sound- 

ness will be found to be getting less marked. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First if you find the patient with the chill on him, blank- 

et him well, and put him in a comfortable place as possible 

with plenty of fresh air to breathe, but always avoid a 

draft, and allow plenty of good water todrink. While the 

chill is on him give him a stimulant about four ounces of 

good brandy or whiskey in half pint of warm water. If 

you don’t see him with the chill on, give this until you get 

the fever reduced. 
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PRESCRIPTION 

Beir ite NMEre ayant ae Ake s eo we 12 OULCES 

PMC HILS ACOMMS ns i sere dis Uren Vense ta 02 Vt ACHINS 

Mrnctire Opram ot 0.5 ee 2 OTCeS 

RV Sher tO Nae. eho ota aero aio. 9) 4 VOURCES 

Mix and give one ounce every hour in half pint warm 

water; if the cough is very bad and the patient seems to be 

suffering much pain, give him a few doses of the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

PPMACEURS PO) PIUTINa vere wes est ve alee 2h OUCeS 

ainettine (Digitialisn, pee ere is) ie: Barack 

WALeE POA eri. Sie ents ‘fel (ities a vw 4 OUlIGES 

Mix and give one ounce at a dose every hour in half 

pint of water. Should the patient become constipated, give 

the following physic: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

PUGesHsaTDAdGeS Ah wn Hal Vol beierret 4 AnACchins 

Winseed, Oilk Graw sce wal vo a sage bs pint 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in 24 hours if bow- 

els don’t move. 

In the second and third stages of this disease you want 

to watch the heart and fever, give patient stimulants, such 

as Alchohol or good brandy in 2 to 3 ounce dose, 4 or 5 

times a day, after the patient gets on the road to recovery 

and the appetite is coming brck give the following as a 

tonic to build him up. 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

CHC San cL SOME MMC AOA uit N ese yee) 6 1200) 08 

Sulphate of, Irom. isl) sak co), saya eae) onan 

Crema ig) SURO Mat ai RAC OU a Gheiiieree 

Moenupreek “iio, (cailaa Gh tr ly cas Oem em 

Mix, divide into 12 powders and give one night and 

“morning in bran mash, let him have plenty of exercise but 

keep him in the dry, in bad weather.. 

Distemper. 

While I am willing to admit that when the morbid con- 

dition of an animal is such as to favor direct transmission | 

this disease may prove infectious, yet I cannot accept the 

theory of many writers upon the subject who contend that 

it is a contagious blood disease. Its attacking and run- 

ning through an entire herd of horses, I will admit, is evi- 

dence in favor of the theory of contagion, but this is by no 

means proof positive, for in all probability every horse of 

the herd has been subjected to the same identical condi- 

tions. But no matter whether it be contagious, infectious 

or of spontaneous origin the vital fact remains that stock 

have it, and it becomes our duty to study methods for get- 

ting rid of it. 

Cause—The cause of distemper is entirely problematical; 

it may arise spontaneously, and again it may be the result 

of cold. One thing we do know and that is the fact of its 

being more prevalent in low damp sections of the country 

than upon higher ground. 
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In Third Stage of Distemper. 

HOW TO KNOw IT. 

The coat of a distempered horse is usually dry and 

uneven; he suffers from loss of appetite and is in many 

instances apparently prostrated. The pulse will be quick 

and weak and the temperature will run up to 102 ° or 103°. 

The feet legs and tips of ears arecold. In two or three 

days the throat begins to swell on both sides and some- 

times between the lower jaws; this swelling isin some 

cases enormous, causing sufferer to hold his head and 

neck stretched like a child with mumps. There is usually 

a cough and inability to swallow, with a discharge from 

the nose which takes on a purulent character in a very 

few days. The eyes are weak and watery. The swelling 

referred to is painful and sore upon pressure being applied 

and in most cases it breaks within a week or ten days 
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discharging pus. If the lungs should become involved we 

will by auscultation distinguish a wheezing sound. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Keep the patieni as comfortable as possible and use the 

following: | 

Flam (powdered) (000 i.5 ata a ets 2 Ole 

Blood Root, . (pewdeered)')., 3. 5 2721) ounee 

Gentian) (powdered) 072) 2) fae oe one 

Mix well and divide into 5 powders, give one the first 

night, skip the second day entirely, fon the third day give 

one morning and night, skip the fourth day and give one 

‘ each fon night of the fifth and sixth days successively. 

Bathe the throat of patient thoroughly with this liniment: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Lurpetitine). ‘Spirits ob sic... 2.203 Ouees 

Camphor Gime iis ura var ia sh aeons 

Cedar) Onl of new oi a Te volmmee 

Aammormia, water Of. i) 0 asa oy ec Oommee 

Water, add sufficient:for.i..%.. 2 °. 6 ounces 

Mix and apply to throat 2 or 3 times a day, and should it 

seem to blister, grease with hog lard. If abscess 

forms and there is an indication of pus in the tissues of the 

throat make an incision directly over abscess and in line 

with the hair about a half inch deep and one and a half 

inches long, this is generally sufficient to reach the pus. 

Cleanse wound thoroughly three times a day with carbol- 
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ized water and give in connection with other treatment the 

general tonic reccommended in laryngitis. Should the 

lungs become involved and the pulse’run as high as 55 or 

50 beats per minute, give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

O prin Pinevure ot! widens verter I OUNCE 

Aeomires + Tincture lot.) ofh.6e.. bo drachm 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2drachms 

INIGET Spirits Obi), wes. snus ne tA, Bo2nOuNCeS 

Water, add sufficienty quantity . . . 4 ounces 

Mix and give two tablespoon full every hour until pulse 

‘comes down to 50 beats to the minute, then discontinue. 

See that bowels of patient are kept open; if they are in the 

least costive use purge reccommended in case of pneumonia. 

Heaves 

This is one of the most dreaded diseases with which 

stock are afflicted. To understand why this is so we have 

but to turn our attention to the lungs for a moment to be 

able to see why it is that nature’s herculean efforts as well 

as our own feeble ones fail to relieve it. The lungs are 

composed of tissues fibrous in character and innumberable 

small air cells; the tissues are endowed to a very great 

extent with the properties of elasticity and contractility. 

By virture of these peculiar properties the tissues of the 

lungs are capable in a great measure of expelling air from 

and drawing it into them without any effort upon the part 

of an animal. Sometimes many of these small air cells are 
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ruptured, larger ones being thus formed by reason of the 

fact that they break into each other. When this happens 

that portion of the lung involved loses largely its power of 

involuntary contraction; in this event the diaphragm, ribs 

and abdominal muscles are brought into play in expelling 

air from the lungs, the exercise of these giving rise to the 

twitching seen in the fianks. : 

Cause—It is sometimes produced by rapidly driving in 

the face of heavy wind, particularly when the horse is not 

in condition to stand it; and it may be brought on by 

exercising too freely when the stomach of the animal is too 

full of bulky food to allow free expansion of the lungs. 

Again it may be caused by too violent exercise when the 

lungs are weak from cold, a severe spell of sickness or 

where the horse has been fed on dusty or smutty food. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

“There will be a deep cough, and instead of the regular, 

easy breathing there will be a twitching of the muscles of 

the flanks or a kind of secondary effort upon their part at 

every respiratory act. The nostrils will be distended, and 

by auscultation we observe a popping, crushing sound. 

When this sound is heard we can not be mistaken, for it is 

present in no other disease. An animal thus affected will 

have no fever, the pulse will run a little aboye normal, how- 

ever. If you are buying or trading for a horse that you 

have any reason to suspicion is one that the heaves have 

been ‘‘shut down’’ upon, (as the jockeys call it) I would 

advise that you examine his lungs and under no circum--” 

aye 

eee ee ee 
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stances buy or trade for himif this popping, crushing . 

sound be present, unless you naturally wish to posess an 

animal with this malady. The cough. and hard breathing: 

can be gotten rid of for a short time, but no jockey can rob’ © 

a horse for a minute of the above sound when he has the 

heaves. 

WHAT TO DO. 

A well developed case of the heaves can not be cured, 

but can be helped by careful feeding. Always feed with a 

view of getting the greatest amount of nourishment from 

the smallest amount in weight and bulk of food, and be 

sure to dampen every particle of dry food the patient gets. 

If grass in pasture be green and growing it isa good 

idea to follow free range, but if grass be dead this is 

not a good plan. Allow no access to stalk-fields at any 

time. To relieve the cough and improve the general health 

the following can be used with benefit: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Lobelia Seed, (powdered) ... . ... 2 ounces 

BiGOU KOO a) Mont Ga a eek ee a Er OUHee 

Gentian. 0% Me er eiprety yk OtneEe 

Pamceeds sNiea lh rte ts ere ere on OT CES 

Mix and divide into 12 powders, give one night and 

morning. After giving these, rest for a week or ten days 

and repeat. Heaves in the first stage can be cured. We 

recognize the first stage by the presence of every symp- 

tom of a well developed case aside from the popping, crush- 
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ing sound. When this peculiar sound is absent we can 

rest assured that the air cells have not been ruptured, and 

we may effect a cure if we will but treat the patient right 

and employ the following in the way of internal treatment: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Aloes Barbadoes. . . . .1 and 1-2 ounces 

Potash, Chlorateof. ..... . . 2 ounces 

Potash; Niteateof 5 i eevee 

Tartar: SMmieticnics ol. donee 6 drachms 

Nux Vomica, (powdered). . . .3 drachms 

Glenn Gialr eek whet cae Cetin seecete 4 drachms 

Mix and divide into 12 powders and give one a day. 

Dampen all feed and under no circumstances must patient 

be exercised severely. 

In some states it is a violation of the law to tamper with 

the heaves for trading purposes, and it should be. I do 

not give the following with the intention of assisting any 

one in an illegitimate practice, but as"a means of protec- 

tion, I merely let the reader know how they are usually 

‘“shut down’’. About ten grains of extract of Stramonium 

wrapped around the bits in a plece of cloth will stop heav- 

ing of flanks and cough and have animal ready for trade in 

ten or fifteen minutes; this does not stop the characteristic 

sound of heaves observed in the chest. An animal should 

not be exercised very much, nor allowed to get too hot, or 

drink to much water for several hours after Stramonium 

has been used, 
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Congestion of the Lungs. 

Congestion of the lungs is not very common in the horse, 

but nevertheless we occasionally run across it in this ani- 

‘mal. It is simply a turgescent state of the tissues of the 

lungs produced by stagnation of the capillary blood ves- 

sels. Under favorable conditions. this disease improves 

readily and total recovery is the ‘result, but in some in- 

stances inflammation of the tissues of the lungs takes place, 

resulting in pneumonia. 

Cause—Over exertion when animal is not in condition to 

stand it.. The blood being rich or overloaded with fatty 

products, or the patient’s being in too heavy flesh may be 

the cause of the congestion, and again the trouble may arise 

out of a weak pair of lungs, made so by a spell of sickness 

or otherwise. This trouble has been brought on by driv- 

ing too fast and too long when horse has not taken exer- 

cise for a week or two. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The horse suddenly stops all out of breath, his nostrils 

are distended and his countenance has a look of profound 

anxiety upon it; he looks around as if in search of fresh 

air and paws the ground. The pulse is small and quick 

and in the first stage there will be little or no fever: 

WHAT. TO -DO- 

Let patient stop if traveling and turn head towards the 

wind; loosen any part of the harness which may in the 
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: ‘least interfere with the breathing. It is a very good plan 

to bleed in the mouth about the first or second bar. Allow 

animal thus affected cold water to drink, but in very small 

- quantities ata time. Use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Acomite,, Tincture /of-s si (oe einai 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of.) 512 drachime 

Water CoN s wade) Cor i scnky so) Minas Cty ounces 

- Mix and give tablespoonfull every two hours until 

breathing is better, and pulse is down in the neighborhood 

of 45 beats per minute. If congestion does not yield to 

. . this treatment, look out for a case of pneumonia and adopt 

' without delay treatment prescribed in it and apply it vigor- 

ously.) Ihe approach of pneumonia will be indicated by a 

rise in temperature, which, if it goes to 1o1 1-2, and breath- 

ing continues to be labored you inay know without any 

_. Suess work what the trouble is. 

Pleurisy. 

‘the lining of the chest and the covering of the lungs are 

serous membranes or sacks which enclose the lungs, and 

protect them from friction with any other portion of the 

chest or frame work of the body by means of the serous 

slippery secretion which comes from these membranes and 

lubricates, as it were, the lungs proper. These membranes 

are called the Pleura, and any inflammation of them iscalled 

Pleurisy, which disease is usually attended by great pain, 
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and is often followed by hydrothorax, or filling of the chest 

with water. Pleurisy may exist alone, or in combination 

with pneumonia. When it appears in combination we call 

it Pleuro-Pneumonia. 

Cause—Sudden exposure to cold rains and the like. A 

draft in the stable, especially if the horse comes in warm, 

or any shock in the way of a quick change when the animal 

has any tendency whatever to take cold. | 

HOW TO KNOW 1s be 

The horse generally has a chill which is followed by 

high fever and great pain in the chest, which pain is evi- 

denced by the animal acting as if he had colicky pains; 

he has his nose turned around to his side; the ears and 

legs ate cold and the breathing is hard. The elbows of 

the patient are turned in and he suffers from loss of appe- 

tite. Great pain is evidenced upon pressure with the fin- 

gers between the ribs. The temperature will run from 

103 °to 105° and pulse will make from 55 to 75 beats per 

minute. In placing the ear to the chest a rough dry 

sound is observed. If recovery takes place it is usually in 

3 or 4 days; and should the pleurisy run longer there is an 

effusion and the chest begins to fill with water. If chest 

does not fill more than one-third full the effusion may be 

absorbed and patient recover. When there is water in the 

chest we hear a sound like sloshing water in a pail, upon 

placing our ear over affected lung. 

eS OS ei we 
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WHAT TO DO. 

If chill is observed and pleurisy is suspected, blanket 

animal well and keep him in doors. Give the following at 

once: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Brandy ei c o Me Ties re ete ons 2 eee 

Ginger, Tincture’ of 3204. <).. = 1drachm 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of warm water and fol- 

low 1n an hour with: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Niter, Spirits of .-. . 2. a and 1-2 oumces 

Gentian, Tincture of ) = .6 2°) .%).-sounee 

Potash “Nitrate iof ie e700. 2 a ee 

Ammonia, Muriate of . ... .. °.1 ounce 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 1 drachm 

Aconite,; Tincture of. 2). 2... 2 drachms 

Water, add sufficienty quantity . . . . 1 pint 

Mix and give two tablespoonsfull at a dose every 2 or 3 

hours as indicated. Should the pulse be above 60 beats 

to the minute in the beginning, double the above dose in 

the first instance. Feed lightly but put a pail of water by 

and allow patient to drink when he likes. Bathe affected 

side thoroughly with: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Tarmpemtines 22.000. Vie ec stia 2 Okie 

Camphor (Gum). 94 Oe os eden 2 keeling 
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Sassaitas: CHG! wx tse ete inerachm 

Alcohol, add sufficient quantity. . .3 ounces 

Mix and apply, repeat application in 6 hours and then 

grease. When fever is broken and pulse is running below 

50 beats a minute discontinue fever mixture and begin 

with the following blood purifier: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SSO Me Sc cal agnet ah hae (ial tgs eee a ede Qa OUNCES 

EMStaLd  (SLOUNG yi 0%s 3 he here tye, 07 Gh OUNCES 

Blood Root,(powdered) . . 1 and 1-2 otinces 

Gentian (powdered)... .. . ..-.1I ounce 

Sassafras Bark, (powdered) . . . . 2 ounces 

Poentisteek, (powdered), .)e 525.8% 5 ounce 

Mix and give one tablespoonfull once a day. Should 

there be an effusion put fly blister on parts directly over 

lung involved. 

Chronic Cough. 

A trouble of this character among stock is quite common 

in the United States and is of much more [frequent occur- 

rence in animals which have but little or no advantages in 

the way of pasture than where they have free range upon 

either prairie or meadow. : 

Cause—The cause of this trouble is largely a matter of 

conjecture but it is reasonable to suppose that it is brought 
about through an inflammatory condition of either the lar- 

ynx or bronchial tubes, these being constantly irritated and 

kept in this condition by the presence of dust in the feed 
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or atmosphere. Some writers claim and I am not prepared 

to refute it, that these coughs are sometimes brought on by 

neglect and improper treatment of catarrh and distemper. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The cough is recognized as being dry, husky and hack- 

ing. Where in health it is strong and full and usually fol- 

lowed by a sneeze to clear the nose. It may be that the 

animal thus affected will cough but little at a time, and 

again he may have a spell of coughing lasting several min- 

utes, followed shortly by another spell of like character. 

This cough can in some cases be brought on by pinching 

the larynx, and in others speeding of the animal is neces- 

sary to develop it. 

WHAT TO DO. 

A chronic cough of long standing is incurable, but most 

cases can be benefitted, and in the beginning of disease, 

cured by the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Cedar Ou oly vy aia awed lel, Mies aero OMe 

Bren, Sulphuric (04 0). and e2, o1umee 

Sassabras vO ore tcwt ene, On Olameer 

Ammonia, Water Of ss (iil :<8) aay) ie k= 2oOuinee 

Cam phor Gum. (i a OL, 3 2) CGnaeaitaes 

AleGholveg Sad! 230i. Ueto de aie ty aoa 

Mix and apply to throat, rubbing it in well from ear te 

ear. Give internally the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION 

Camphor Gum... . ..1 and 1-2 ounces 

Digitalis, (powdered): 0). 4+) ounce 

minseed = Mealie. ven.) hs neta ae, 2 OUNCES 

Gentian, (powdered)... ... . . rounce 

_ Mix and divide into 12 powders, give one of these night 

and morning, and should this fail to relieve patient try 

this: 

PRESCRIPTION, 

BP ASANET Sy) Ai) )o) yids, sha Oa 102 OLS 

Haisain’s Copatba . .i)%./°.)).0 5 s-, \- 2) onces 

Wopelia,Dinetiure: > 3.) a 6. So. eee ottnce 

Mix and give one tablespoon full night and morning. 

Some authors reccommend a mechanical counterirritant 

inthe way of old-fashion Seton inserted under the skin 

of the throat, but I consider this of doubtful worth. 

Just here I desire to add a word of wholesome advice 

Do not under any circumstances attempt to hold a horse’s 

head up and drench him when he has a cough. The best 

plan when liquids are used is to throw them into the throat 

rere 

a with a syringe. 

i) 
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CAPTER III. 

DISEASES OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS. 

In this connection we purpose studying all of those im- 

portant troubles which arise in the alimentary canal from 

the stomach backward. We will no doubt treat some affec- 

tions in this chapter which it might seem right and proper 

to consider elsewhere in this work, but if the reader will 

think for only a moment he must realize that those which 

seem out of place (like rupture of the diaphragm, etc.,) 

are a direct result of some trouble along the alimentary 

canal. This chapter, the writer feels, will prove of much 

value to every reader, for in it we will consider some of 

the most common and yet most important diseases to which 

stock are liable. 

Gastritis. 

This is an inflammation of the stomach, and though by 

no means common, yet it is of sufficient occurrence to de. 

mand our attention, 

a 
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Cause—It is caused by over-eating in most instances, 

and occasionally from eating poisonous herbs. 

HOW TO KNOw ItT. 

| ‘Upon examination we will find some of the symptoms of 

wind colic present. A horse thus affected will lay down, 

but will roll but little if any, usually remaining very 

quiet. The food not being digested rapidly enough decom- 

position sets in and leads to some swelling in the bowels; 

the pulse will be soft and jerky at times and the patient is 

not likely to have any fever. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give a complete change of food and if in season allow 

patient to run on grass, otherwise give as soft food as pos- 

sible and use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Gansen,) Hrtract,) Of) Sc) eon A pd eer eunce 

Gentian, Tincture of. . .°. .... 1 drachm 4 

Seer OMNES IC il ae a cae CDT | 

Mix and give at one dose, and repeat in 4 hours if patient 

isnot relieved. ‘If there seems to be much pain give with | 

the above this: | 

PRESCRIPTION. of 

brorphine Sulplate oe yeh eur nhs grains i 

Babe, yo Sua LiPo teiea Nan ect Cae pie 
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Mix and give at one dose and repeat every 30 minutes 

until patient seems easier. When attack is passed use the 

following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Iron, Sulphate of . . . . . 1 and 1-2 ounces 

Potash, Nitrate of . .. ; . ... .2 ounees 

Foenugreek, (powdered) . . . . . 1-2 ounce 

_ Mix and divide into 12 powders, and give one morning, 

noon and night. 

Stomach Staggers. 

This is a very peculiar condition, but it is simply an 

‘acute attack ‘of indigestion in which fermentation sets up 

in the stomach. — 

Cause—Overloading the stomach. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient is usually found standing in a kind of stupor 
or asleep, and perfectly quiet; he is without appetite for 

either food or drink. The pulse will be very soft and it 

will not run very high for ro or 15 hours. The tempera- 

ture will be found anywhere from 102° to 104°, and pa- 

tient will stand with his head down all the time. 

WHAT TO Da. 

Remove from food of any kind and sit a pail of water by. 

Give the following as a purge: 
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PRESCRIPTION, 

Iiniseed Cie (TAN ya at entice fs Lie Te pEt 

Aloes Barbadoes. . .... . .4 drachms 

Nux Vomica, Tincture of . . . . . 1drachm 

Mix and give at one dose, aid repeat in 8 hours if bowels 

have not moved freely. After the second dose give injec- 

tions of warm water every hour until you get the desired 

action. If after the bowels move the temperature should 

run as high as 103 ©, use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Aconite, Tincture of . . . . . ... 1 drachm 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2 drachms 

INTEC CS PIELES OL i) Usa A neki Ss 2 rOUNCeS 

NVAtEL Cir Se a 6 csi Sre n9) Ge paca qu OUNCES 

Mix and give one tablespoon full every hour until fever is 

reduced. After bowels have acted and fever has subsided, 

commence the following: 

PRESCRIPTIONS. 

BLOH SUD Nate Ol. oi yenivny stipes oe, 2 OUNCES 

@inehoud Bardia e Nite cao ent 2 OMNCES 

Mix and divide into 12 powders, and give one night and 

morning. Feed light and exercise but little for some 

time. 

Indigestion. 

This trouble seldom occurs in the horse, but we some 

times run across a case of it. 
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- Cause—High feeding is commnnly the cause, but bad 

teeth which interfere with mastication may produce it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The coat is rough, dry and staring, the horse will be 

thin and present a generally unthrifty appearance. The 

dung is of a peculiar yellowish color and offensive smell. 

The appetite is geuerally indifferent, but in some instances 

is ravenous for a moment then it is all over and he leaves 

the remainder of his feed or merely nibbles at it. 

WHAT TO DO 

If caused from a bad tooth, extract it, and if from high 

feeding give a complete change of food. A good treat- 

ment is to give purge same asin pneumonia, and follow 

with tonic powders recommended in laryngitis. 

Bots. 

We find ‘‘bots’’ in every horse from start to finish, and 

instead of proving harmful as many would think, it would 
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be impossible for a horse to live without their presence in 

the stomach; as nature provides for these little worms so is 

she able to care for them. But there isa worm hatched 

sometimes in the stomach of the horse from the egg of a 

‘““gad fly,’’ or ‘‘nit fly,’’ which, when passed by the horse, 

ts taken for a bot; these resemble bots very much, but a 

comparsion of the two will demonstrate a difference. You 

may take a worm from the egg of a ‘‘gad fly,”’ place it 

in a bottle, and inside of twelve days it develops into a 

perfect ‘‘gad fly,’’ where a bot similarly placed is at the 

end of eee months still a bot. As before stated all 

horses have bots, but these are not the cause of the mutil- 

ated condition of the stomach, which we find soon after the 

death of.a horse, this condition being brought about by the 

action of the gastric juice—in fact it is a kind of self diges- 

tion of the stomach by itself. Bots never have killed a 

horse and I would advise that you be not guilty of giving 

bot remedies for you can put nothing in the stomach that 

will kill a bot without killing a horse. A bot will live 

fifteen minutes in turpentine or strong tobacco juice and 

from eight to ten minutes in carbolic acid. When you see 

a horse rolling or giving forth any of the signs of disease, 

study the symptoms to the end that you may learn what 

the trouble is, always remembering to let the bots take care 

of themselves. In many cases the trouble is bilious colic 

instead of ‘‘bots,’’ this being a very common mistake—in 

fact the most common one in this connection. 

BI 
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Bilious Colic. 

A colic of this kind is quite different to the others, and 

possibly ought to be studied under the head of diseases of 

the liver, but owing to the fact that many make the mis- 

take of saying a horse has the ‘‘bots,’’ when bilious colic 

is the trouble, I deem it proper to consider it here. 

Cause—The cause is a want of functional activity on the 

part of the liver, that is the liver fails to perform its part of — 

work in the economy of the animal. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient gets down and rolls, throws his head around 

to his side, turns up his upper lip and shows by his every 

act that he is suffering in pain in either stomach or bowels 

and probably both. ‘The pulse will beat hard and regularly 

and there will be no swelling of the flanks. This is the 

only disease with no swelling in the flanks, in which the 

pulse 1s hard and regular. 

WHAT TO DO, 

In most instances this condition is easy to relieve. When 

first symptoms are noticed use this: 

PRESCRIPTION, 

Chloroform fae 0 enn. axcrachinns 

Cloves; Oibion ie i aid Ue st NG eGo s 

SVU OU le es TM a OLneee 

Mix and give at one dose, in a pint of warin water or 
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sweet milk; repeat every half hour until patient shows no 

sign of pain. After pain is relieved administer the follow- 

ing as a purge: 

In First Stage of Bilious Colic. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

eased FOR eet kali same arn Hie dad NDT 

Aloes Barbadoes ... . Sa) aeeckrach ims 

Raion Vira eee epee ty Sanh Mos ot ae sOr FO LEIS 

Mix and give at one dose and patient will be all right in 

afew days. Remember when acase of this kind has been 

cured that it was bilious colic and not ‘‘bots.’’ 

Spasmodic Colic. 

The term colic means a pain in the abdomen. Any kind 

of colic is dangerous from the fact that it may result in in- 

flammation of the bowels, which trouble is very fatal, 

though not necessarily so. Spasmodic colic is so called on 

account of the spasmodic contraction of the muscular coats 

of the stomach and intestines. 

Cause—Often the cause is exercising a horse until he is 

warm and allowing’him to cool too quickly. Sometimes a 

horse is exercised until he is very warm, and asa matter 
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of fact he is very thirsty; then under these circumstances 

he drinks excessively if permitted to do so; this causes a 

sudden contraction of the muscles of the stomach, and 

Spasmodic Colic is the result. 

In the first stage the patient will appear uneasy and will 

be noticed looking around; he will stand first upon one 

foot and then upon the other, quit his feed if eating and 

_— SS 

Second Stage of Spasmodic Colic. 

walk around as though he was going to lay down. In the 

second stage he drops down suddenly showing signs of the 

great pain he is in; he rolls very violently and gets up and 

down very often. ‘There will be periods of relief in which 

the horse will be quite free from pain, but they are fleet- 

ing. A horse exercises himself more with this disease 

than with any other. When symptoms have been noted 

diagnosis can be verified by the pulse. We find two hard 

beats of it and then a fluttering fluctuation. When this is 

found we can be sure of Spasmodic Colic, for no other dis- 

ease presents this fluctuation of the pulse. We can not 

always go by the way a horse acts, for where there is any 

pain (no matter as to its character) in either stomach or 

bowels, he will roll more or less. 
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WHAT TO DO. 

If the pulse is under 60 and above 50 beats per minute, 

use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SI OEOLOLIIS iso's en ie inca aide ee LAC RIM. 

Beer, Sal pOuenler 5a oN stipe a 2) OUNCE 

Opin “Dinetire oe cio ee. pi 2 OUNCE 

Canibus Indicus, Fluid Ext. of . . . 1rodrops 

Mix and give at one dose in a half pint of warm water; 

repeat this every half hour until pulse is on stand still or 

inclined to come down. Should the pulse run over 60 and 

under 75 beats a minute, double the above dose in the first 

instance but never afterward unless pulse should increase 

rapidly. If the pulse should run above 75 beats to the 

minute give 3 times the amount prescribed in the begin- 

ning and then drop back to original prescription. Allow 

patient a few days rest and be careful in feeding to insure 

best results. 

Flatulent or Wind Colic. 

This is the most dangerous and fatal of all diseases to 

which stock are liable. From this fact it ought to com- 

mand our close and careful attention. It is not very pre- 

valent; possibly if it was we would become better acquaint- 

ed with it, and more accomplished in handling it. 

Cause—We might say the primary cause of this trouble 

is indigestion, the food fermenting in the stomach. It is 
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in most instances brought about by exercising a horse 

unmediately after a heavy feed of corn has been eaten, the 

active exercise retarding or entirely interrupting digestion, 

and the moment digestion stops decomposition sets in and 

the evolution of gases begins. As before stated this is a 

very fatal malady: It lasts from two to twelve hours. 

The patient gets down and rolls, but not so much as in 

Spasmodic Colic. By the time the pulse reaches 45 or 50 

beats per minute the horse will begin to swell-in the flanks. . 

The pulse will be hard and regular all the time, (by regu- 

lar we mean without any fluctuation.) ‘This is the only 

disease where there is swelling of the flanks in which the 

pulse is hard and regular all the time, so there is no room 

for mistake. If a rupture of the stomach or diaphragm 

should take place the pulse will get weak and small and 

patient will sit on his haunches like a dog. 

WHAT TO DO. 

When the first signs of Flatulent Colic are observed, and 

the pulse jhas ‘reached 50’ beats’ per minute) eine game 

following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Ether Slpligme i ena 2 drachms 

Opium). "Tincture jof ig 0 eo onan 
Asatcetida, “Lincture of, i. 2.5). voute 

Ammonia Aromatic, Spirits of . . 2 drachms 

Einseed Oil tov make 6700 00) ol ome 

Mix and give at one dose. Should the patient not get 
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relief from this in 30 or 40 minutes, repeat the above dose, 

but leave the linseed oil off and use warm water instead of 

the oil. Should the gases continue to collect in the colon; 

Chlorate Hydrate, is also beneficial in this form of colic. It 

is an anti-ferment anda painreliever. It is well adapt- 

ed to the treatment of Wind Colic. It should be given in 

one-half ounce doses, diluted in one pint of warm water. 

As this drug is irritant to the throat and stomach it 

should be well diluted. Oi! Turpentine is an antispasmodic 

and can be given in Wind Colic, with good results, in 

two drachm doses, every two or three hours until two or 

three doses have been given. Powderei charcoal is also 

good in two ounce doses. If this treatment can’t be ob- 

tained or should fail to have the désired effect, I have 

spiendid results with this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

et OORUOMALE: SOG) OS eS VOICE 

Peppermint; Tineture of)... +. 8 drachm 

prim: Pimeture Hon iish hve s 12'GunEe 

Meonite a ime tike Obi: Oy iin Estrdreps 

Mix and give at one dose in half pint of warm water, 

and repeat this dose every 30 minutes until the pulse shows 

a disposition to come down. Should the pulse be above 60 

beats per minute in the beginning, double the above dose 

and should they be above 75 treble, but only in the first 

instance. 

This is the only disease which has a limitation to the 

pulse. When the pulse reaches 85 beats per minute the 
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patient has only 15 or 20 minutes to live unless he gets 

immediate relief. ‘Then, when the pulse reaches 85 beats 

per minute, we have but one resource left and that is to tap 

the sufferer on the left side, half way between the end 

the last short rib and the point of the hip. It is very dan- 

gerous to tap a horse before the pulse reaches 85 beats per 

minute, for the colon has not reached the diaphragm. Ex- 

perts may tap on right side but I would not advise inex- 

perienced hand to try it. 

Tapping the Horse for Wind Colic. 

In tapping a horse a trocar is the best instrument to use. 

Should you not have one, then use a knife ,with a blade 

about two and a half inches long and a half inch wide 
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When incision is made I introduce a quill or something of 

the kind to permit the escape of gas. In tapping a horse at 

night some care must be used in not having a light too 

close to the animal, as the gas may be caught and cause 

considerable trouble. 

Rupture of the Stomach or Diaphragm. 

Hither of these may occur in violent cases of wind colic 

In Last Stage of Rupture. 

and both are fatal, this being the case we simply give 

cause and how to know it, without any treatment. 

Cause—In most cases this trouble is brought on by ex 
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cessive generation of gases in wind colic, these gases dis- 

tending the stomach beyond its capacity, thus producing a 

rupture, or else forcing the colon up against and through 

the diaphragm. In rupture of the stomach the partially 

digested food and gastric juices are turned loose in the ab- 

dominal cavity, where in rupture of the diaphragm the in- 

testines are permitted to pass into the chest among the 

lungs and heart. Sometimes these ruptures -are the result 

of violent kicks or blows about the abdomen and again 

from animal falling when stomach is full of food. 

HOW | TO KNOW Iie, 

The patient will sit on his haunches like a dog, his nos- 

trils will be distended and his breathing labored, he will 

turn up his lip as though his stomach was nauseated, and 

appear as if trying to vomit, but this he can not do on ac- 

count of the peculiar formation of the stomach. ‘The mus- 

cles of the legs will tremble and shake as if he was 

having a chill, his legs get cold and cold sweat breaks 

out in spots upon him. The pulse is very small and fast, 

and when it passes 85 beats per minute, death soon claims 

the patient. 

Constipation. 

When fecal matter in the intestines becomes dry and 

hard or from any cause resists the paristaltic efforts of the 

bowels to pass it on, or when paristaltic action is interfered 

with or suspended for a time and the fecal matter lays quiet 

in one place, there is to all intents and purposes an ob- 
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struction formed. This condition is called constipatidn or 

costiveness. | Wes sions cn 

Cause—It is due to a drying and hardening of matter in 

the bowels, which is brought about by there being an in- 

sufficient quantity of water present, this state being pro- 

duced by most of the water going to the kidneys, or horse 

not drinking enough. Again the cause may be from the 

liver and other glands not secreting enough of the typical 

juices necessary to supply nature’s wants in thé bowels. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

But little if any fecal matter will be passed, that, which 

is, will be dry and hard and will emit an extraordinarily 

- bad odor. The patient will show signs’ of having some 

colicky pains, which will be mild in the beginning; he 

may continue to eat and appear all right otherwise; but as 

trouble runs on, pains will become more frequent. and ‘more 

severe, resulting in inflammation of the bowels if not at- 

tended to. In constipation the pulse is full and regular, 

generally. Neewe | 

WHAT TO DO. 

If the pulse is not above 50 beats a minute, and colicky 

pains are not frequent give an injection of warm soap suds 

by way of the rectum and give internally this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

BAS PCa MOI ek Sy a ue Newerhas 2 rh, or asia ed 

Nux Vomica, Tincture of . . . . 2 drachms 

Muoes ambad@es: ites. ce. ee 2) drachims 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in 8 hours if bow- 
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els have not moved. Keep up injection every hour 

with this until free action is obtained. Should pulse run 

as high as 60 beats to the minute and pains be of frequent 

occurrence use the following for relief: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Morphine, Sulphate ‘of .. 2°... 2 2 grams : 

Opium, ‘Lincture’ of... 2. 4.) 1-2’ outer 

Aconite, Tincture of: ... . .. 4: 20-<drops 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of warm water, aud 

repeat every hour so long as indicated. 

Diarrhoea. 

This is a watery discharge from the bowels and repre- 

sents the very opposite of constipation. 

Cause—It is often induced by the animal eating green or 

watery food in large quantities, and sometimes it is due to 

the present of an irritant in the bowels which produces 

excessive secretion of the intestinal juices. It may be 

brought about by the administration of large doses of pur- 

gative medicines, when it is, we call it superpurgation. © 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a watery discharge from the bowels, the patient 

becoming weak after this condition has prevailed for a 

time. The pulse will be found feeble and_weak, and the 

eyes and nose pale; the patient grinds his teeth and refuses 
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his feed. The temperature of the body will, in all proba- 

bility be in the region of 95 °; should it run as low as 92° 

there is a strong probability of this trouble proving fatal. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If the cause of trouble be watery or green feed give a 

complete change of diet and use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Alum, (powdered)... . .. . « 2 ounces 

Opium, (powdered). ... .. . 2 drachms 

Mix and give one tablespoonful every 2 hours until four 

doses have been given. If this doesnot give relief in due 

time we can take it for granted that one of the latter causes 

is present or else we have a very obstinate case, and it 

becomes necessary to change our treatment to this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Chai A Precipitated. .o..0 5 s04) caret OUNCE 

Ciieer (rotund) sr. ne. ee er bos OUNCE 

Omit | (powdered!)> 4 2. ae £. drachia 

Baber Se Sulpaeie 2 ect Oe eta Trach 

tenet water 71 oS co ee ue . 1 pint 

Mix and give at one dose, and repeat in 3 hours if neces- 

sary. Give starch or flour water to drink, but in small 

quantities and 3 or 4 hours apart. 
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Dysentery. 

This;disease is very uncommon in the horse; it is what 
) we semetimes. call ‘‘blody flux,’’ and is inflammatory in 

character; affecting the large intestines. | : 

Cause—It is produced by the animal eating grasses from 

low lands which are unfit for food, or ee food of any 

kind, and hard work may be the calise. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

It begins as a case of diarrhoea in most instances, the 

feces becoming bloody in appearance and it may be that 

shreds of the mucous membrane of the bowels will be pass- 

ed. The patient. will have some fever and appear greatly 

prostrated; the pulse will be quick and irritable and thirst 

will be.tntense. : There will be frequent and painful evacu- 

ation, :which?will increase in number and violence as the 

disease progresses, the fecal matters passed being very 

OHENSIVes ) 7 soa. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Place patient in a warm and dry, but well ventilated, 

stall and blanket; give starch or flour water in small quan- 

tities and food that is light and easily digested. Medicin- 

ally use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Caster Oily. aN aM ALOR MBIA Po POPs AMO SON org CSS 

Opi |. Vaieture. Of ole Srteyh ey. a, ee renee 
- 
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Mix and give at one dose. In 3 or 4 hours begin the 

following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Peet (POWGEKECG oie ahead. att. k= 2) OURCE 

@pium (powdered). 2. 2) ..) 3° 0/2 drachms 

Ghatky (precipitated): s+ Serie 2 SOtTCeS 

PQEASiy. itt ake) Obes Sihee 6 eel ee OlIICe 

Mix and divide into 5 powders, and give one every 2 or 3 

hours as indicated. 

Superpurgation. 

This condition is the result of the administration of a 

physic and occurs sometimes when every reasonable pre- 

caution has been taken to avoid it. 

Cause—Too large a dose of physic, driving a horse 

when purging or giving large quantities of cold water 

while physic is operating. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

When purgative medicine has been given and horse 

presents the symptoms which are attendant in diarrhea, 

you may rest assured that he is suffering from an over- 

purge. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Treat as you would a simple case of diarrhea. 
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Gut Tie 

In the human family this trouble is known as Invagina- 

tion or Intussusception; it is the falling or slipping of one 

gut or portion of it into another. It is rather uncommon 

in horses, but several cases have come under the observa- 

tion of the writer. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

First we find that patient has the symptoms commonly 

found in bowel troubles; colicky pains are present but 

they come on gradually; he looks around at his side, paws 

the earth and stretches out at full length; he lays down, but 

‘does not roll much and gets up and down very often. ‘The 

pulse rises from 50 to 80 beats per minute and will be hard 

and weary. The legs get cold and cold sweat breaks out 

by the time pulse reaches 70 beats per minute; after this the 

pulse is small and hard, the muscles tremble and death 

soon follows. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If the pulse should run as high as 50 beats per minute 

. and patient should have any colicky pains when frst 

symptoms are noticed, give him this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

WATSCEGHOM eer hese rere ie ee a 

Aloes Barbadoes.... ., ~. 3 drachins 

Nux Vomica, Tincture of . . . . I-2 ounce 

Mix and give at one dose and give injections into the 
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rectum of warm water every hour. Use hot water rugs on 

the belly. If there is no apparent relief in 2 hours use 

this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Chloroform . Maia ald ete a ahi), SUG MS 

Aiconite, “Iincture of: . «. -..- s-,:.20.drops 

seeder Oily, Khai ca Ga ome tad AL 2) PTELL 

Mix and give at one dose, and repeat every hour until the 

third dose-has been given. Should patient appear thirsty 

give him all the water he wishes 

Inflammation of the Bowels. 

This is a disease which prevails at all seasons of the | 

year and in every section of country; it is often mistaken 

for colic. 

Cause—In looking for a cause we find several things 

which produce a condition of this kind. It may be caused 

by another disease and a change of food may produce it, 

particularly from dry to green, or allowing too much green 

feed when animal is not accustomed to it. Feeding upon 

grain and driving hard immediately afterwards is conducive 

to such a condition. The horse catching cold is in some 

instances the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

When fiirst taken the patient does not seem to be in 

much pain; he lies down and stretches out upon the 

ground, but does not roll much in the first stage.. As the 
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pulse goes up to 60 beats a minute and above, the pains 

get harder and he rolls more. The pulse is the only 

means through which we can definitely distinguish this 

trouble from colic. In inflammation of the bowels the 

pulse gives forth two hard beats and a soft or intermediate 

beat; (see colics.) his is the only disease which pre- 

sents this character of pulse—hence we can not be mis- 

_ taken. 

WHAT TO Do. 

Give the following internally: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Opium, Tincture of Les toe as 3 drachins 

Disitalis.; Fluid Hextract ore, 7 en© drops 

Aconite, Fluid Hxtract of 2. 005. 157 drops 

Water, Gis cide: Aas ei Meee oleae 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every hour until pulse 

is on a stand still, or inclined to come down. Should 

the pulse run over 60 beats a minute the above dose should 

be doubled in the first instance, but never afterward. 

Intestinal Worms. 

Innumerable kinds of worms are at times found in the 

intestines of horses, some being of little moment while 

others prove very injurious to the health of the animal 

harboring them. The treatment for all worms being the 

same we will do nothing more than to give the reader the 

symptoms and remedies, so as that he may detect the pres- 

ence of them and employ the proper treatment. 
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HOW TO KNOW WHEN THEY ARE PRESENT. 

A horse suffering from worms generally presents a ‘‘pot 

gutted’’ appearance, has a ravenous appetite usually, anda 

very dry, staring coat; he is in very poor condition, hide 

bound, and is particularly fond of salt. There will be 

switching of the tail and frequent evacuations with some 

straining, and the afflicted animal will often rub his rump 

"against the fence or stall, and will sometimes pass worms in 

his dung. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In case of worms, the following has always proven ef- 

fectual with the writer: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Tran ouipiate: OR. s,s deter nes Fdrachm 

Medi PMA CliGy,) 5) iss, 1s, ke ha hen eee To atachm 

BASE PMIVEFIZEEL)) al ciye iene tye peng Ub Achins 

Mix and give at a dose 3 times a day for 4 days, and 

then give this: 
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DISEASES OF THE URINARY ORGANS 

Many diseases of these organs are quite common, and 

they are of equal importance in so far as the health of a 

horse is concerned with any of his many afflictions in other 

ways. Diseases of the urinary organs are very much more 

common where stock do not have free range than where 

they have it. This can be accounted for in only one way, 

and that is through the theory that an animal has a kind 

of instinct, or peculiar intelligence, which teaches him how 

to ‘‘doctor’’ himself if he can but get at the various grasses 

and herbs which contain the medicinal properties he needs 

in effecting a cure or warding off disease. If the reader 

will but study carefully the diseases treated under this 

head he will never be caught dosing a horse for colic or 

pleurisy when the trouble is in either the kidneys or the 

bladder. 

Inflammation of the Kidneys 

This trouble should always have our close attention from 

the fact that it is very deceptive in its actions; sometimes 

we may think a horse on the high road to recovery with 

this disease and he will lie down and die in thirty minutes. 

Cause—The most common cause is from the use of very 

strong medicine when not indicated. Eating faulty food 
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is a cause, and standing where water can drip on the loins 

sometimes produces it. Indigestion or any derangement 

of the digestive organs may be the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient will get down and roll as if he had the colic, 

but does not seem to be in much pain until the pulse reach- 

es 50 or 55 beats per minute. When he rolls he exhibits an 

inclination tostop on his back, this 1s from the fact that the 

pressure of the bowels against the kidneys gives him some 

relief. By exerting pressure over the kidneys the patient 

will kinder flinch or give way, demonstrating that sore- 

ness is present, and he will stretch out as though he de- 

sired to urinate. ‘The pulse will be found soft and regular. 

WHAT TO? DO: 

First make sure of your diagnosis and then proceed with 

the foilowing: 

PRESCRIPTION: 

imsced Oil. i nie hg Werlich cea tate iL pint 

Aloes-Barbadoes (49). /5 87.0 cd 7. godrachms 

Nux Vormica, Tincture of: - >...) 1, dracha 

Mix and give at one dose, and in thirty minutes begin thus 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opin.) Tineture: of 22 er) ) a 2eOmaee 

Naive Sptritsiols ote Sn Ota ea ee Ontnie 

aug) SEA ee ee 
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Bopeps Oil Of io) kee) ee 1-2) arachm 

eae. VAMeClUre (Okie ie aise... Ve 20 Crops 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of warm water and re- 

peat every 40 minutes until pulse goes below 55 beats a 

minute; after this give it every hour if indicated. Give 

patient several days’ rest. 

Congestion of the Kidneys 

This is a condition in which there is an excessive flow of 

blood to the kidneys, and in most instances it results in 

inflammation of these organs. 

Cause—Any interference with the working of the kid- 

neys may produce it. A common cause is the blood being 

heavily charged with fats, but it is by no means necessary 

that a horse must be fat in order to have this trouble; high 

feeding without sufficient exercise is a very prolific cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

If the horse is being worked the first sign we notice is 

the apparent stiffening of one of his hind legs, the other 

soon presenting the same peculiarity. The patient breathes 

hard, staggers, seems very weak in the loins, and finally 

drops down. (If he is’ able to pass any urine at all it is 

thick and ropy and has a dark coffee color.) There will 

be swelling over the kidneys and patient will show signs of 

great pain when pressure is exerted upon them. There 

will be some colicky pains; the pulse will be strong and 

hard until it gets in the neighborhood of 80 beats a minute, 

when it becomes small and feeble, 
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WHAT TO DO_ 

First empty the bladder as soon as possible by means of 

a catheter and use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opin Lineturerot 1a. 4) eines 

comite, AmChane Or! 257 ce, sence ie the aelaned : 

Nite, Splits! Of: kela tLe ota iene laa ee sya 

Potash ON iratenory eels ke ae Ae hie aeslnaetoy tear 

MidtennG Saad pli hike ss, Gy Ondine 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful every two hours in a pint 

flax seed tea. Use injections of warm water in rectum 

every hour, and if bowels do not move inside of 3 hours 

give this as a purge: . | a 

PRESCRIPTION. 

amsce wi Gig 0 Se ea ee oa ii eel ag nt 

Wiloes Barbadoes olay Swiss we: schinaetts 

Mix and give at one dose. 

Inflammation of the Bladder 

This is by no means of common occurrence, yet it is very 

essential to us to be able to diagnose a case of it and know 

the remedies to be applied should we ever be called upon 

Lovireaty it: : 

'  Cause—Prolonged retention of the urine, too free use of 

diuretics, and in some instances the application of fly blist- 

ers over extensive surfaces, are the principal causes, 3 p 
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HOW TO KNOW I?T. 

Frequent passages of urine in small quantities, with 

the symptoms we first: notice. The patient will look 

around at his flanks and show other signs of pain. There 

will be marked tenderness when pressure is applied in the 

flanks. Bladder can be felt per rectum and is tender to 

the touch. The gait is stiff and straddling; the loins are 

rigid and the tail is constantly switched. © 

WHAT TO DO. 

It depends upon the cause; if it be from diuretic medi- 

_cines, stop or curtail their use, and if from fly blisters, re- 

move them. Always remember to empty the bladder by 

means of a catheter first, then give the following internaily: 

PRESCRIPTION, 

Opi. Minckure ;OL ys By as Sat ounce 

PEGS y SPUGUS. NON, C405 ets ee hee om 6 E, OUNCE 

Aconite;* hinctire Of . =o oe 05. a P- drachm 

De elbeige Cn Seal rah. 0 esulel fo) als os SHOUNCES 

Mix and give at three doses an hour apart. Use the fol- 

lowing for several days: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Plaxsced, Mea aie cs.) ayn. ve/oaan  LOrounees 

Gentian, (pewdereds) 27 yaaa eunee 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful 3 times a day. 
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Spasm of the Neck of.the Bladder 

This is a spasmodic closure of the neck of the bladder by 

contraction of the circular muscular fibers in this region. 

It is most common in the horse, but is by no means un- 

known in the mare. 

Cause—lIt is usually caused by retention of urine when 

patient is being driven or worked, that is, where animal is 

not allowed an opportunity to pass it off. The administra- 

tion of spanish fly or the’application of large blisters and 

the use of dieuretics;when not indicated as well as stone in 

the bladder may be the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient makes frequent and repeated attempts at 

passing water and if any is forced out it comes from severe 

strainning and in very small quantities. ‘The sufferer will 

show signs of pain; hej;will look around at his flanks, both 

while standing and lying, and there will be}great{ tender- 

ness at the lower and back part of the belly. By imtroduc- 

ing the hand into the rectum the bladder will be felt on the 

floor of the pelvis in a full and distended state. The pulse 

will beat small and regular. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Let patient have such exercise as he or she, as the 

case may be, may like; use all means to induce passage of 

urine in the way of warm water injections into the rectum, 

and by the use of the catheter passed up the penis in the 
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horse. In case of patient being a mare all that 1s necessary 

is to insert a finger into the neck ‘of the bladaer. Give 

an-ti-spasmodic prescriptions as this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

INiere, “Spirits Ons | Uc teyin G BL tae ia oh ob ot br 

Omiam, Moctureorc eee y a Sedraciinrs 

COMME. bIMeLtbe TOR e648 wc _ 20 drops 

Gimeens “rH xtract “obvi ign ae Ts2) ounee 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every hour until relief 

is secured. : 

Diabetes. 

This is a condition in which the kidneys secrete ua ex- 

cessive amount of very clear urine, and is not very coin- 

mon in the horse. 

Cause—Long continued cases of lung trouble and stom- 

ach troubles, which in most instances create a burning 

thirst, produce it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 
{ 

The patient exhibits a very great thirst and passes urine 

in excessive quantities, it being as clear as spring water; his 

appetite is lost and his coat looks rough and dry; he soon 

becomes hide-bound. Sometimes he shows an inclination 

to lick the wall of stable and eat his bedding in preference 

to clean food. We occasionally find the patient suffering 
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from palpitation «i the heart along with general weakness 

and slight fever 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give a compieu: change of food and use the following: 
e 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Todine, hincture toleg 2.98 "ii dracmndl 

Gentian, Tincture of . 6 4. . . 2 drachms 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of warm water and re- 

peat every day for 4 days. After the fourth day change 

treatment to this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

epsom Salts). Soi iy V4 be ae te 4 0 OUMCES 

Potash IN ihrate Ol st.) ie 6) Fil en OMMeeS 

Soda, Bi-Corbonate of. . . .. . . 3 ounces 

Tinseed Meas Viel ler ees ee is KOROMNees 

Gentian. CPowdered) 2 0e 0s 60 oe Ounce 

Mix and give one tablespoonful night and morning, and 

allow patient torun on pasture as much as possible. 

Paralysis of the Bladder. 

A condition of this kind seldom ever occurs, but when it 

does it becomes our duty so relieve it when possible. 

Cause-— Long continued distention of the bladder from 

the urine being held too long. Diseases which confine a 
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horse to a lying position, such as rheumatism, broken 

limbs, etc., often are the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The urine dribbles away as it is secreted and scalds the 

inside of the legs and sheath. The horse thus afflicted 

does not seem to suffer much pain, but a condition of this 

kind is very trying upon him, and we find some fever 

along with a soft and regular pulse. 

WALDO ROW DO: 

Use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

IEDC DO IGIES Obgeyio heey, oo Akin nts uso AOEEMCES 

Mitta PL CEMGEOL se hot. 9G) eae et oh OUNCE 

Aconite, Tincture of . . ..... «2 drachms 

Geutian Lineture or. ue ea yo. ounce 

RV aber ed wsy ada onda kG pose aaho” OMLECES 

Mix and give 2 tablespoonsful 3 times a day ina half pint 

of warm water. Allow food and drink in very sparing 

quantities. 

Eversion of the Bladder. 

Eversion is an affliction of the female alone and is of 

Tare occurence. 

Cause—Protracted labor or straining is generally the 

cause, the bladder being forced back into the pelvis and 

turned inside out, 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 
# 

The bladder will be seen from the lower part of the Vul- 

va, and the entrance of the Uretes (tubes of the kidneys) 

can be plainly seen near the neck of the bladder with the 

urine dripping from them. 

WHAT TODO: 

First wash bladder clean in carbolized water, to which © 

a little laudanum has been added, then place it back in its 

proper position, using sufficient care not to push the fingers 

through the walls of it. Should the temperature of pa- 

tient run up to 102° use the following: 

. 

PRESCRIPTION 

Natre (Spirits Ore is) 2 eee hs) votes 

Acanite) Tancture ote. Wm J 2 aacaclamis) 

Belladonna, Hluid "ih xtractvor ..) \s 2..drachnds 

Water qi Si Aidye as ka EAM ach | ae Oye IMENeeS 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful 3 or 4 times a day. 

Rupture of the Bladder. 

Like many of the other diseases of the bladder this is 

also very uncommon. 

Cause—The bladder is sometimes ruptured by violent 

rolling on the part of a horse which has the colic, particu- 

larly when it has some obstruction in it or is filled with 

urine. ‘This trouble occasionally occurs in females during 

parturition when the mare fails to empty her bladder be- 

fore labor begins. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT 

The animal will tremble all over the entire body, the 

pulse will be found weak and jerky and it will be run up to 

75 or 80 beats a minute directly the body will soon be- 

come cold and examination per rectum shows bladder 

empty. The introduction of a hypodermic needle into the 

middle of the belly will let out urine which can be smelled. 

Inflammation sets up among the viscera, and death is the 

result. 

WHAT TO DO. 

We can do nothing but relieve patient until death claims 

him. For relief we can use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Morpline, (Sulphate, of.’ 4. 2). 4, stains 

ei, ceess AC gente a et oh Uta! (al tilt O. OUNCES 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every hour. 

Bloody Urine. 

This isa condition in which a horse passes blood along 

with the urine; it is of serious import. 

Cause—It is generally caused by violent treatment of 

animal through which the lions, kidneys or bladder may 

be affected. Cancer or abscess of the kidneys, and eating 

poisonous herbs may produce a condition of this kind. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The urine will be blood stained; the horse will be drowsy 
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and without appetite and will lose flesh rapidly; his coat 

will be rough, dry and staring, and the pulse soft and 

regular with some fever. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In case of a profuse flow of blood, dash cold water over : 

patient’s back and loins, give flaxseed tea to drink 3 or 4 

times a,day in small quantities and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Tincture, Muriate of Iron >. . 22. 1 oumee 

(Linctuse); Gentian) 25.2 28 odes: 

Water) .a.S ade ono ca ow ihe ee oROlitCes 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful 3 or 4 times a day ina 

pint of cold water. 

Dribbling of the Urine. 

Some might think that a constant dribbling of the urine 

in paralysis of the bladder might constitute this disease as 

the sole cause of the dribbling, but such is not the case for 

we occasionally find it without the presence of any paralysis 

whatever. 

Cause—When not caused by paralysis it may be due to a 

weakness of or injury to the bladder, and again the cause 

may by calculi. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Upon examination it will be found that the horse thus 
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affected has no control over his urine; it dribbles from him 

continually. At times he will stretch out as though 

he has a desire to make water, but it will come only in 

very small quantities. . 

WHEAT TOLD” 

If the trouble be brought about by the presence of cal- 

culi we must do our best to remove the cause. By the 

introduction of a catheter we can usually determine the 

prsence of astone. In using catheter pass the hand into 

the rectum to guide the point over the curve. Give the 

following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Pikes OPM Sy Olin. (x uelal eh. 2, OUNCES 

eat ne Opalbas) a. oss. avis Od OUNCE 

PMEO MOM MORAL Use en ke ay M4 8) OUNCES 

Mix and give one tablespoonful every 2 or 3 hours until 

patient is better. If the cause be a weakness or injury 

give a change of food and the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

OSCE AMS hoon oe a” 6 orate aa ads _ 6 ounces 

WPIISCCU NICAL rae elie c(las aba.” | OG ONNCeS 

Naxx Venicaa(powdered) .))) 02>. 4, drachms 

Cinchona bark (powdered) . . . .2 ounces 

Mix and give one tablespoonful 3 times a day. Keep pa- 

tient dry and comfortable. 
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Stricture of the Vrethra. 

‘This is a condition in which the urine is retarded or ob- 

structed in its passage through the Urethra by the forma- 

tion of a stricture in this passage. 

Cause—The causes are, irritating ingredients in the 

urine strong injections in cases of gonorrhcea, and contrac- . 

tion of the lining membrane of the urethra which may oc- 

cur during the healing of ulcers in this canal. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The urine is passed in a small stream, the patient being 

a long time at 1, and showing by his actions that he is 

suffering some pain; he occasionally stands stretched out 

for some time as though he wished to urinate. This trou- 

ble is by some, who do not know any better, called 

chronic eraver ; 

WHAT TO DO. 

First, examine the end of the penis to see if the trouble 

is there; if no obstruction be found here, then pass in a 

catheter gently; this is to be done once or twice a day dur- 

ing treatment. Give patient the following which you can 

best prepare yourself: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Gather one gallon of prickly pear leaves, 

place them in three gallons of water and boil 

down until you have but one gallon left. 
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In mild cases give one pint of this fluid once per day, 

and in severe cases give it two or three times a day as indi- 

cated. 

-Gonorrhoea. 

This is an inflammation of the urethra and is mostly con- 

fined to stallions. 

Cause—lIrritating substances in the urine, excessive 

capulation, connection with a newly delivered mare or one 

which has an irritating discharge from the womb, and in- 

jury to the penis in passing small stones may all be 

classed as causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

By soreness in the sheath and penis, both being swollen 

some. ‘The patient will pass water in small jets, and will 

show that the act of urinating gives him pain. The head 

of the penis will be found sore and hot and there will be a 

discharge of pus. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Keep the bowels of the patient well open and bathe all 

the sore parts well with warm water once a day and follow 

with an injection into the penis of this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Mead MA CCLALG Ole) 29 yah. 4 ies . I-2 ounce 

Pade Saiplate Oli eh a eo 3. arachms 

Pe OC SOU el sd ceH ally yer ne 1 OY OW ICES 
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Mix and shake well, ‘inject an ounce or two once a day 

into urethra. After thesixth day change to. this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 
v7] 

Silver,” Nitrate ety) tt 205.002 2 eho veraite 

Morphine,“Sulphate vols.) 0) 2261 wo eaamle 

Water qi ySntadsar tiger se Lert nae as non TteIakees 

Urinary Calculi. 

The corbonates of lime and magnesia are the principal 

components of the calculi of the horse, and they are due 

to a large proportion of vegetable acids in the food, these 

acids being transformed and uniting with the lime and 

magnesia of the blood, thus forming corbonates of either of 3 

these elements which are within themselves the calculi. 

Cause—The transforming of vegetable acids into corbonic 

and which in turn unites with the lime or magnesia of 

the blood of the system forming solid corbonates. By some 

it is thought that the drinking of hard water is a cause for 

calculi, and the reasons they advance for such opinions are 

good, but we will not attempt to discuss them. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Calculi in the kidneys and ureters produce colicky pains, 

a straddling gait, tenderness over the lions and sometimes 

blood in the urine. By introducing the hand into the rec- 

tum we may sometimes feel the calculus in the ureters. 

Caleuli in the bladder often get into the urethra or outer 

passage and obstruct the flow of urine, in which case they 
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give rise to frequent straining efforts upon the part of the 

horse in his attempts at emptying. the bladder. Under 

these conditions the urine passed comes in small jets with 

a sudden arrest of the flow. If the stone does not make its 

way into the urethra the fiow of the urine is checked, but 

blood in clots may be passed; which is a strong indication 

that the mucuous membrane or lining of fhe bladder has 

been wounded by the stone. The presence of astone in 

the bladder of the male can be determined by means of an 

examinatson through the rectum. In the female it can be 

reached easily with the finger through the short urethra. 

WHAT TO DO 

In case the trouble be in the kidneys or ureters there is 

but little that can be done, aside from the administration of 

medicaments to relax the walls of the ureters and to re- 

lieve the pain. ‘The following will prove efficacious: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Grom, seinetine off 4 as ee OSs otince 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2 drachms 

Preomite,, Tinectiire Ole fh oe so to drachm 

NV seat | NEL ae Son. se tone 4 OUNCES 

Mix and give at two doses one hour apart. 

In case the calculus bein the bladder or urethra it can 

be removed by crushing it with forceps made for the pur- 

pose, aud when crushed the bladder should be washed out 

thoroughly. For several days after this operation put a 

tablespoonful of bi-carbonate of soda in daily allowance of 

water. 
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Foul Sheath. 

The sheath of most horses at times becomes foul and 

needs cleaning. The glands in the region of penis secrete 

a fluid, which lubricates the parts, and it is sometimes se- 

creted in excessive quantities, and the result is an accumu- 

lytion of a black gummy substance in the sheath which eae 

should be removed. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Wash out the sheath thoroughly with warm water and 

eastile soap, then-dry the parts with a soft clean towel and 

depend upon nature to dotherest. Never put grease or 

oil in asheate for they hold dust and trash thus making 

bad matters worse. 



CHAPTER V: 

DISEASES OF THE LIVER 

Though the diseases of this organ are very few and sel- 

dom occur, yet it is of great importance to us that we 

should study those which are of consequence and can be 

understood and treated successfully. We do not think 

that we would be justified in taking the reader’s time and 

wasting a lot of valuable space in writing of something 

which can be of no practical worth——hence we present 

nothing under this head but ‘‘Inflammation of and Con- 

gestion of the Liver.’’ One striking peculiarity with refer- 

ence to the liver oc a horse is_ the absence of a gall bladder, 

this being the reason, no doubt, for the horse not being 

troupied with some of the common diseases, such as 

gall stone, etc. 

Congestion of the Liver. 

This is a condition in which the blood vessels of the 

liver are engorged, and it is usually accompanied by an 

engorgement of many of the other internal organs. 

Cause—Over feeding without reasonable exercise, injuries 

on right side over liver and the presence of foreign bodies 

in it. Theextension of inflammation from neighboring 

parts may produce such a condition. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a yellowishness of all visible mucous membranes, 

the horse appears dull and as if suffering from some intern- 

alpain. ‘he feces are of a gray color, hard and very of- 

fensive, the urine is scanty and highly colored. Some- 

times there is lameness in the right fore-shoulder, and in 

some cases the patient is noticed grinding his teeth. 

WHAT TO Do. 

First give as a purge the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Mintseed YO gn eM eel Metin eh pant eyecare alee tonne 

toes: Barbadoesis.\.) Galicia) se oO Chackmas 

Calomlel ir iteaye: io 254) Gina seats vel ope 2s ml Tela 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in (24 hours if neces- 

sary. When bowels have acted well begin with this: 

PRESCRIPTION . 

Cinchona Bark (Powdered): >) ./7.,, 2) «1 ommee 

Hoentigreek (Powdered). .150) 0 el oumee 

Blood Root) CRowdered)) sy 6 ne Oulees 

Mix and divide into 12 powders, and give one night and 

morning in soft feed. 

Infammation of the Liver. 

This disease, though rare, is sometimes met with and is 

generally in an old horse. It may affect the covering of 

the liver or its glanular portion. . 
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Cause—The causes of inflammation are congestion and its 

causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

Inflammation of the liver presents many of the symptoms 

of congestion. There is a loss of appetite, the patient 

hangs his head and usually remains standing, the feces are 

of a dark reddish brown color and are covered with a slimy 

mucous matter and there is generally tenderness of the 

right side. 

WEA. TO-DO; 

Give same purgative reccommended in congestion, and 

when bowels have been thoroughly opened give the fol- 

lowing: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Perch: € wlorate: O80 ie a 2 ounces 

PR tee Ot SMA eine eine Gar aes a 2 ePITItS 

Mix and give eight tablespoonsful at a dose 3 times a 

day. 
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DISEASES OF THE BLOOD | 

Under this head we will consider the general diseases of 

the blood alone, with those of contagious origin. 

Influenza and Pink Eye. 

These are one and the same and are identical with the 

rerp )in man. It is \necognized as being ay distimenn, 

specific germ disease of an infectious character. 

Cause—It 1s supposed to be caused by the introduction 

into the system of a poison of a malarious nature. 

HOW TO KNOW-IT. 

The first sign noticed is usually languor aud weakness 

upon the part of the patient, followed by nervous. prostra- 

tion in a few hours; he hangs his head, the ears droop, 

the mouth is hot, the eyes are red and in some cases swol- 

len, and in the corners of them is found a kind of matter. 

A high fever develops, the temperature running as high 

as 106 ° and possibly to 108°. The breathing is rapid and 

is sometimes characterized by a snoring sound. The pulse 

is quick, hard and irritable. 

WHAT VO DO: 

Give the patient good quarters, no drafts; pure sate and 

soft digestable food. Leave the bowels alone, treat the 

=a 
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heart mainly, look to your hygiene and depend upon na- 

ture for the rest. 

Asa heart stimulant and tonic this will be found effica- 

cious: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

PELOPIE aKa woe aaa ues Jide RAIS 

"S4cEical hh eeaeean tne toon Oh Me MOR RPSL ue SSM HE BR 3 

Mix and give four ounces at a dose 3 times a day. 

Rheumatism. 

Rheumatism is a constitutional blood disease and is 

neither contagious nor infectious. 

Cause—It is due to accumulation in the system of 

some unnatural acid and usually follows other disorders— 

as influenza, chest affections and most acute troubles. It 

rarely appears without a forerunner. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The first symptoms we generally notice is lameness, 

which is of a peculiar kind; there may or may not be swel- 

ling; when swelling is present the patient has more or less 

fever. The lameness is most generally flying in character, 

passing from one joint to another and from one leg {to the 

other. The joints usually affected are the hips, shoulders, 

‘knees and fet-locks. ‘There is great pain and soreness upon 

pressure- ‘The pulse is generally hard, rapid and small. 

<—— | 

eo Oe ~ 
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WHAT TO DO 

First bathe affected parts well for thirty minutes in warm 

water, dry thoroughly and rub in well the following 

liniment: 

_ PRESCRIPTION 

Arnica; “Fincture of (20 4. 8 2 emnees 

Opium) Tincture of 8.4 seo 12) ences 

Camphor, Spirits of 27.52) 2... 2) -ounees 

Mix and apply to affected parts. Give internally this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Colchicum Seed (Powdered)... . 1 ounce 

Foenugreek Seed (Powdered). . 1-2 ounce 

Gentian. ( Powdered) oe lous oo ar ec 

Potash. Nitrate otra Win) ore eeu le taaeies 

Mix and divide into 12 powders and give one night and 

morning in soft feed. 

Abscesses. 

An abscess is a sac of pus in the tissues. ‘They are 

sometimes large, but asa rule not painful unless near a 

nerve center. 

Cause—Impurities in the blood from retaining in the sys- 

tem matter which should be eliminated either through the 

bowels, the kidneys or the skin. A blow, a kick or other 

injury may be the exciting cause, but the morbid condi- 
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tion of the blood must be such as to favor the formation of 

an abscess ere one is produced. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find great swelling, which is hard in the beginning, 

but as it approaches full development becomes soft in the 

center, but remains hard on the outer edges. It is red, 

hot, and after a time is painful to touch. Abscesses may 

occur in almost any place upon a horse. 

WHAT TO DO. 

When the softening of the center becomes apparent, 

lance well with an eye to good drainage and wash twice 

per day with carbolized water. 

Glanders and Farcy. 

These are the same disease but present themselves in 

different forms. When it affects the lymphatic glands be- 

tween the branches of the lower jaw and breaks out in the 

nose it is called the glanders. On the other hand when it 

attacks the glands and tissues of the legs and body it is 

called farcy. The virus from either will produce both. 

Cause—We know but little of its causes, however, it is 

fostered and extended by contagion. It sometimes arises 

apparently spontaneously in armies and on shipboard. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

An animal with acute glanders suffers from languor; 
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presents a dry staring coat, red weeping eyes, loss of appe- 

tite, elevated temperature, running.-up to probably 106°; 

the pulse will be quick and breathing hurried. There 

will be a watery discharge from the nose which soon _ be- 

comes sticky and rather yellowish in appearance. The 

lining membrane of the nose becomes a grayish purple 

in color. At this stage the discharge from the nostrils will 

sink in water. The nostrils become ulcerated; yellowish 

points with purple bases make their appearance and burst, 

causing the discharge to become bloody for a time. These 

ulcers will spread and run together, eating away the tissues 

as they go. In the beginning the edges of these ulcers 

are elevated and the centers are depressed. As the disease 

progresses the discharge increases and a horrible odor is 

emitted. Ulcers finally form in th: lungs, the breathing 

becomes labored and the. ho:se dies. 

Chronic glandesrs runs a less rapid course, but presents 

the same symptoms as acute, with the exception that the 

appetite is less affected, the discharge from the nose is less 

copious and a great deal less offensive. 

Farcy is distinguished by a swelling Ob ithe lees “either 

one or all four of them. Nodules break out which dis- 

charge an unhealthy pus, these generally cure up ina few 

days leaving a bare spot to tell the tale. The swelling of 

the legs does not yield to treatment. Farcy always re- 

sults in glanders and terminates fatally. It is contagious. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Kill and burn the animal affected with either of these, 

i 
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quarantine all others which have been exposed, for at least 

sixty days, disinfect barn and clean up harness, halters, 

tle ropes: etc: 

CHAYP DER Var 

DISEASES OF THE HEART AND BLOOD VESSELS 

It is very difficult to diagnose the diseases of the heart, 

and but few of them are influenced by treatment. For the 

sake of information rather than practical utility, we give 

this chapter. 

Diseases of the Endocardium. 

The endocardium is a serous sac which surrounds the 

heart and secretes a fluid which keeps the heart constantly 

lubricated. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A horse with this trouble will stand around with no 1n- 

clination to move, he will allow his head to hang down 

and will appear as if suffering. The pulse will be high, 

and upon placing the ear over the region of the heart a 

harsh, rasping sound will be heard. 

WHAT TO D3 

The only thing we can do is to treat constitutionally 

with: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

NGChEy SPIES Ob.) AU ieee, ea Olmiees 

— 
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INconmibe: > Winerane) Obie. ieee tye: ek ObaChan 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2drachms 

Cenwan,~ Lincture, of.) oe oe eteounce 

Potash: INittrate-olce  o. o52. 3) seme tye SOURCE 

Ammonia, NiuriatesOb yi... mutase xl. OUNCE 

Water, q::s.:ad.—-. sche aes: Hikae bapEmae 

Mix and give four tablespoonsful every 2 or 3 hours 

Enlargement of the Heart. 

‘This isa condition in which the heart has increased in 

size, and it is generally confined to the left ventricle. It 

is by no means uncommon. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Our only means of diagnosis in this disease 1s tarough 

the pulse and temperature. The pulse will be irregular in 

its action with reference both to force and number of beats. 

The temperature will be very uneven, one side of the 

body being cold and the other hot, or one leg cold while 

the others are warm. 

WHAT TO DO 

Give patient gentle exercise and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Potasinwlodidel ones mene oL=2 OUNCE: 

Nux Vomica (Powdered)... ..1 ounce 

Hoenuiereek “Powdered ey.) . 4/2 PF ounce 

Blood Root (Powderrd) . . .. I I-2 ounces 
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Mix and divide into 8 powders, and give one night and 

morning. igs "4 

Atrophy of the Heart. | a 

In this trouble the walls of the heart become flabby and 

soft, a kind of wasting away as it were of the heart sub- 

Stance. ‘ 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There will be pallor of the mucous membranes, languor 

and emaciation. T’Me pulse will be weak and irregular, 

and often misses tivo or three beats at a time. 

WHAT TO DO 

Use the following 3 or 4 weeks: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Nux Vomica: (Powdered) ~ .). 0). 2 oumees 
¢¢ Iron, Sulphate of . 2.40 2;0Unces 

ie OLS Foenugreek . 2 ounces 
C6 Sassafras Bark . 2 I-2 ounces 

Mix and divide into 16 powders and give one night and 

morning. 

Aneurism 

This is a dilatation of an artery, brought about through 

the weakening of the artery wall, it being subjected to the 

powerful pressure of the blood from the heart’s action. 
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HOW TO KNow IT. 

An enlargement or bulge, and distinct pulsations are ob- 

served when there is an aneurism. The aneurism is soft 

and compressible. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In case it be the large arteries in the abdominal cavity 

nothing can be done, but if an aneurism appears on the 

outside of the body apply ice or cold water and a compress 

to the swelling. 

Thumps 

This is a peculiar spasmodic action of the heart, and is 

brought about by over exertion. It is most likely to occur 

in summer. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The heart thumps away as if it wanted to get out, often 

shaking the entire body, the patient usually sweats freely 

and puts on an anxious expression as if in distress; the 

breathing is labored. | 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give the patient rest and stimulate the heart’s action 

with this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Peeing te Pee hk San Le NR \ MO CeS 

? 
if ‘| 
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Opium Mucture or yes oe 

: Water,sq: sv ad) sh Ares ie 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat 3 Or 
* 

several days. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

DISEASES OF THE BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM. 

The nervous system of the horse is highly developed, 

approachimg in many respects that of man; this being the 

case he is more liable to brain affections and nervous dis- 

orders than any of the other domestic animals. 

Inflammation of the Brain. 

This is a very common trouble in the horse and we 

should study it closely. It is very essential to us that we 

secure well the patient for he generally struggles most vio- 

lently during his mad fits. 

Cause-—The cause is by no means always apparent, but 

a ENS we 
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it is generally supposed to be due to extension of fever. 

Blows upon the head may produce it, and again it’s béing 

more prevalent in summer than in winter, gives color to 

the theory that exposure to the burning sun for long 

periods may be a prolific cause. : 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient is apparently prostrated, the mucous mem- 

branes are very red, those of the eye being particularly so; 

the pulse and respiration are both quickened and the bow- 

els are constipated. There is a peculiar delirium at first 

followed by stupidity. The patient will be noticed plac- 

ing his head against the wall as if to brace himself; he will 

occasionally eat and while doing so will sometimes doze off, 

when awakened he will move around and paw the ground, 

then lay his head against the wall and doze again. <A 

horse may go on in this way for several days, the fits, 

however, becoming more violent at every recurrence. 

WHAT sO: DO. 

First give the following as a purge: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

TAnisced Obey ii Mt eae yoke Ns ea at roi 

Mioes: Barbadoes 2s eee eee Gir aebrias 

RCalomer oe Gece Rn SUN AAL egrets 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in 12 hours if neces- 

sary. 

To reduce the fever use this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Belladonna, Fluid F’xtract Obit sce 2 Gracias 

ee A 2s ee ee et 

—— 
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mcomiie, -Lineture, Of wl te eS or drachm 

RU AteR GIS. ade ays tia at ads mt Sd OULCES 

Mix and give one tablespoonful every hour until pulse 

comes down to 45 beats a minute. After this is done give 

the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Potash bromide Of: .-".' Ware: 2 . . 1 drachm 

Wier mi N Water ns SF seu ear acai? pint 

Mix and give at one dose 3 times a day for 4 or 5 days, 

then use a good tonic for a couple of weeks. 

Meningitis. 

Meningitis is of rare occurence, difficult to treat, and a 

horse affected with it seldom recovers. 

Cause—A general plethorie condition brought about in 

most instances by high feeding and but little work or exer- 

cise. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

At first the patient seems dull and listless, then he reels 

and stumbles and sometimes falls. The respiration is rapid 

and the pulse becomes quick and full; the pupils of the 

eyes are dilated and there is a very noticeable twitching 

of the muscles of the neck and head. At first patient is 

very nervous, but as disease progresses blindness and 

ceafness set in and he notices no more. 

~ 

- } _ 5, tyne Se, 

at aie 

i ees ee NT 

» 
Oe ee eee 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Apply ice poultice to the head and givesame purge as 

recommended in inflammation of the brain. Give bromide 

of potash in three drachm doses 3 times a day. 

Apoplexy. 

This condition is brought about by sudden pressure upon 
‘ the brain when a horse is healthy in other ways. 

Cause— Anything which produces pressure on the brain. 

A horse exerting himself in a collar which is too small, 

causing a rush of blood to the head, is a very common 

Cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The horse staggers and falls, froths at the mouth and is 

insensible. ‘There is a peculiar paralysis with twitching of 

the muscles. The respiration stops for a short time and 

occasionally there is a hemorrhage from the nostrils. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Remove collar instantly and give patient a chance to 

breathe. Bathe the head freely with cold water and suf. 

ferer will be all right in a few minutes. 

Lock-jaw or Tetanus 

‘This is a condition in which the whole nervous system is 

in a state of extreme excitement, the motor, sensory and 

sympathetic systems all being involved. 
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Cause—It may be brought about by overheating, worms 

in the intestines, or a common cold, but the most prolific 

cause is a wound, such as a nail in the foot, castration and 

wire cuts. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Lock-jaw is so well known by almost every one that it 

seems needless for me to say much about its symptoms. 

First there is extension of the head and difficulty in chew- 

ing, and upon examination it will be found that the mouth 

cannot be opened to its full extent. There is general stiff- 

ness and fixedness in the manner of standing. By raising 

the head more of the haw of the eye and less of the eye 

itself will be seen. Elevating the head causes great nervous 

excitement upon the part of the patient, increasing the 

spasms of the neck and jaws. The nostrils are dilared and 

the legs and ears are stiff. The muscles are hard and _ pa- 

tient sweats profusely. In the course of 12 hours the jaws 

usually become completely locked. 

WHAT TO DO 

Relax the system by giving hypodermie injections of the 

following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Motpiine: Sniphare- ot!) SS -244w, ir 2 2.8 ains 

PNEEOUMGIE: aisle rane ion na Stabe Leh cBaI Tl 

Aue HORUS 1 ACi a anos wi tater. nen st I? Crain 

Mix and give at one dose hypodermically, and repeat every 
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3 hours until muscles are relaxed. At the same time force 

patient to inhale sulphuric ether from a towel, allowing 

fresh air along with it. If cause be from a wound treat 

this also in a rational way. 

Sun Stroke. 

Sunstroke is quite common in some parts of the country, 

particularly in the cities. , 

Cause—Exposure to the hot sun and over exertion in hot. 

weather. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The horse is sweating and suffering from heat, when 

suddenly he stops and sweat dries off, then he begins to 

stagger, becomes weak, stupid and deaf. The oes of 

the body will be hot; the breathing is labored and the pa- 

tient soon falls in an uuconscious condition. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Throw cold water over patient until he is thoroughly 

cooled off, then give this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

BT ATIG Wo Hee Ei Al Gia AA AL ie ache bam cei al pint 

NIVIALEE cote BRNO s mPa nat cents Day gatinwes We eer aime ta 

Mix and give at one dose and in 2 hours give patient just a 

half dose more. 
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Blind Staggers | | 

This is one of the most serious of all brain troubles, and 

it is thought by some that the usefulness of the animal is 

impaired, even though he survives the trouble. The ex- 

perience of the writer is sufficient to justify the assertion 

that if the proper remedies are promptly employed, a horse 

can pass through the ‘“‘blind staggers’? and come out as 

sound and healthy as though he had_never had them. 

Cause—Rupture of the meningeal blood vessels. 
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HOW .1TO KNOW If. 

The first symptom usually noticed is drowsiness upon the 

part of the horse, he will hang his head, his breathing 

will be hard and gait straddling; in leading he will go to 

one side, and if left free will lean against almost anything. 

As disease progresses he will be hard to manage, becoming 

violent at intervals. ‘The pulse will be soit and regular, 

running from 50 to 80 beats per minute. The temperature 

Will un from! 163.) to TOs <5 

WHAT TO DO. 

First bleed the patient from the nasal veins These can 

be readily found with the knife by passing it through from. 

the outside just under the point of the nasal bones. ‘The 

blood will pass out the nostrils and continue to flow from 

25 to 40 minutes. There is no danger in this, so allow pa- 

tient to bleed all he will. In one hour after bieeding give 

this as a purge: 

PRESCRIPTION 

RimSeed Oia Sew as aii An wii ey aoa 

UIOES (Bar padoesy VO weiss 6 Ou dirachmas 

Mix and give at one dose, and if bowels do not move in 12 

hours repeat it. To control fever use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Aeconite, Fluid hxtract oft... 2) rdrachim 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of ... . 2drachms 
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Baier a Soa eS as, See OUNCES . } 

Mix and give one tablespoonful every hour until pulse 

runs down to 50 beatsa minute. After this give quinine 

in one drachm doses twice a day for 3 or 4 days. 

Loco Poisoning 

This is a peculiar condition of the brain produced by an 

animal feeding upon the dreaded loco-weed. 
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ee HOW TO KNOW IT. oe 

A locoed horse has fits of delirium, which begin in a 
vat mild way, but keep increasing in severity antl the animal 

We becomes wild and unmanageable, he becomes crazy, rear- ae ; 

i” io Mine and Bee ae until finally he goes down and) dies. in feat 

: : eo convulsions. 3 i a eo a 

J WHAT TO DO. — ay a ‘ i ae rs 

"Treatment is useless, but Bromide of Potash in one = 

Batt drachm doses might be resorted to to quiet the nervous: 

; system. i 

{ 

/ i ‘ ‘\ 
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CHAPTER 1s 

DISEASES OF THE EYE 

Diseases of the eye are by no meats so common in the 

horse as in the human family, but some of them are of 

muchmoment to the owner when the usefulness of the ant- 

mal is taken into consideration. Any defect of the eye de- 

tracts largely from the value of a horse in the estimation of 

dealers, hence it is of the utmost importance that we study 

carefully some of the more common affections of this organ. 

Moon Blindness. 

Inthe great west multitudes of good horses lose their 

powers of seeing through the baneful influences of this 

disease. 

Cause—The cause is an hereditary one. 

HOW TO -KNOW IT. 

There is a swelling of the whole eye and all the parts sur- 

rounding it; it is closed or nearly so; the mucous mem- 

brane is. very red, the tears run down the cheek and a whit- 

ish pus may be observed in the lower portion of the eye. 

In a few days the inflammation subsides, but the pupil will 

appear ragged, and in the course of a month or two the 

trouble recurs in a more aggravated form. ‘The trouble 
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continues to recur and eventually results in a cataract; 

when this occurs tae trouble subsides. It may affect either 

one or both eyes at the same time. 

WHAT TO DO. 

This trouble cannot be cured, but can be alleviated by 

using cold applications, keeping patient in a dark place, 

and seeing that the bowels are kept well open. 

Glass Eye. 

This is a paralysis of the optic nerve with no alteration 

of the structure of the eye, aside from the loss of. power 

of seeing. 

Cause—Injuries to the brain and pressure upon the optic 

nerve are the most common causes, but it may be the re- 

sult of very high fevers. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The eye thus affected usually presents a white, glassy y Pp g 

appearance. It may be present in one or both eyes. In 

many cases the sight of the animal is seriously involved. 
4 

WHAT TO DO 

Treatment is valueless as a cure can not be hoped for. 

Inflammation of the Iris. 

This 1s an inflammation of that portion of the eye form- 

ing the pupil of it and giving color to it. 
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Cause—Constitutional disorders, exposure to and facing 

severe winds, extremes of light and darkness, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A pink ring is seen around the white coat forming the 

back part of the eye, the haw is drawn up, the ‘eye 

being retracted and partially closed. There is considerable 

inflammation and the pupil is very small. The aqueous 

humor becomes turbid, and in the anterior chamber it will 

be noticed that white flakes are floating. 

WHAT TO DO 

Cover eyes of patient with a dark cloth and place nim in 

a darkened stall. See that bowels are well open and bathe 

the eye with warm water and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

ie Sp MAaLeyOE io es ot ite) Mola. STAINS 

Moenphine, Sulphate: Of.) i 0" os.) a cerains 

DNIGECE Cis, NAA cate ee iia AE Sta LN ta 2 OUNCES 

Mix and drop a few drops into the eye 3 or 4 times a day. 

Cataract. 

This condition represents the most common termination 

of all the inflammatory diseases of the eye. 

Cause—The cause is in almost every instance a pre- 

ceding disease of the eye. 

HOW TO KNOw IT. 

The trouble is so plain as to be easily recognized ‘The 
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pupil is filled with white lymph and is dilated very much. 

Examine eye in dark stall with a candle; if you find three 

reflections there is no cataract, but if one or two of them 

are blurred or wanting, you can be sure of the trouble. | 

In recent cases a strong purge with the following appli- 

cation to the eyes may clear them up. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Copper, Sulphaterohi se vac aan. a 2 oew alias 

Water quis (adie ecg sian ee OMG. 

Mix and apply to eye twice per day. In the latter stages 

of this disease nothing can be done of benefit. 

Weeping Eyes. 

This is an obstruction of the tear duct, which is a small 

tube or passage leading from the floor of the eye into the 

nostril. 

Cause—Extension of inflammation in catarrh is general- 

ly the cause, but anything which closes the tear duct or 

causes it to be closed is sufficient to produce this condition 

HOW -TO KNOW, IT. 

The eyes look very weak and tears are constantly flowing 

over the cheek. It) may ibe -confimed (to ome (eyen rama 

again both may be affected. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Examine the nasal opening of the tear duct and if there 
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oe be any obstruction remove it. If there be no.me- 

; ~ chanical obstruction throw about a tablespoonful of pul- ean 

a ws verized ginger into the nostrils, this will produce a fit of | ' 

‘ ; sneezing the force of which will open duct. 

_ Torn Eye Lids. | 
\ cies 

This should, to come in Suneel be placed under the 

Mp ee of operations, but for the sake ‘of convenience we 

‘treat it ina brief way -here. 

Frequently the eyelids are torn by being caught on 

snags, nails, hooks, etc., and when possible we should al- 

ways sew them up. Use fine silk thread, bring the severed #5 

edges neatly and evenly together and make fine stitches. 

Dress wound twice per day with carbolized water. 
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CHAPTER X. 

PARASITIC TROUBLES AND EXTERNAL AFFEC- 

TIONS OF THE BODY. ‘ 

In this chapter we will consider. the few parasitic dis- 

eases which are of consequence, and the numerous conse- 

quences, accidents and external diseases which are of im- 

portancc to the reader. 

Lice. 

These insects or parasites always impoverish the animal 

they infest. All horses suffer from their ravages at times 

more or less. 

HOW TO GET RID OF THEM. 

The following has proven very effective in the hands of 

the writer: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Oilvof -Sassairas: 0) 4 ea os) ees onimcas 

Oinivot Cedar ic aie ory ak sen Sora: 

Mix and apply with sponge or woolen cloth to all parts in- 

fested by lice. 

Mange. 

This is also a parasitic trouble, and there are two kinds 

of the parasite, but the preparation which destroys one ef- 
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fectually gets rid of the other, so we do not go into any 

further explanation along this line, 

HW TO KNOW IT. 

There is intense itching, followed by rubbing upon the 

part of affected horse, and the more he rubs the worse the 

itching seems to get. The hair comes off in patches and 

the skin becomes rough, pimply and scaly, and gets quite 

raw at times. Mange usually affects the neck and head 

first; it is contagious. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First wash patient, cleansing him thoroughly, with soap 

and water, then use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ries Wate ao tie ths hore AON AY OUNCES 

itor Sedan ec ow te wae ese. OUNCE 

Solita: owes yore ian cd eae es et OUNCES 

iiisced Ollie: ado. she as gee, pint 

Mix and apply to every affected spot. 

Ringworm. 

The trouble is the result of filth and poverty; it is con- 

tagious and is a kind of vegetable parasitic growth. . 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

First we notice a circular, scruffy patch, the hairs of 

which may be erect, bristly, broken or split up and drop- 
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ping off, Later affected spot becomes entirely bald, with 

hair surrounding it as above described. This bald spot 

grows, maintaining a circular outline. It usually appears 

upon the back, loins, chest and head. ) 

WHAT TO DO. 

Bathe off affected parts with soap suds, and paint with - 

tincture of Iodine twice a day for ten days. 

fichy Tail. 

This is an itchy condition of the root of the tail. / 

Cause- Worms in the rectum, filth or some parasitic 

trouble. 
® 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

By the actions of afflicted animal; he will be continually 

rubbing his tail against anything he can reach, 

WHAT TO DO. 

Wash root of tail with soap and water and use the fol- 

lowing: 

PRESCRIPTION, 

QC Se OSU UR MA ANDRO TMH aie Mel Ua amiauies Gib Ot cls 

Quel) oman GUM Mone UMN Giw RCT Caharolsyncts 

Mix and apply once a day. 
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ee ftchy Skin. 

_ This is an itchy condition of the skin all over the body, 

and a horse afflicted with it sometimes becomes frantic from 
’ 

the annoyance, worry and pain. 

~ Cause—When not due to lice or mange it is a form of 

‘. surfeit, and.is caused by a heated condition of the body. _ 

i 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A horse with this trouble is continually rubbing, scratch-— 

- ing and biting himself. 

WHAT TO D9) 

Give an oleaginous purge and follow with a vinegar 
’ e 

_ bath; when this is done give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Peco Sales caeke tai il < peeede. 6 otitices 

Gentian (Powdered). . : . . .-. . 10unce 

PNAS aINIEKALe OF oO Hc a ats oe 2 OUNCES 

WAscet wea hal Ue in hit aba aay shy AS OTLECES 

Mix and give one tablespoonful night and morning. 

Noes 3 ~Surfeit — 

This simply represents a condition in which nature 

| ‘makes an effort to throw off effete matter and get rid of 

superfluous heat. 

_ Cause—High living with but little exercise. 
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HOW > TO) KN© We rb 

Some times there is itching and again there is none. 

The skin is rough and scabby, and sometimes there are 

blotches which may disappear in a few days or scab over. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give a good purge; a change of teed and plenty of ex- 

ercise. 

Hide Bound. 

This isa generally unthrifty condition and is nota dis- 

ease within itself, but is the result of some derangement of 

the system. 

Cause—It may be due to exposure to cold, starvation, 

indigestion, diseased teeth, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

The hair is turned the wrong way and the skin is tight 

on the body, dirty and full of dandruff and the animal is 

usually thin in order. 

WAG LO) DOR 

Make a thorough examination for t 1e cause and remove 

it when found. Give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Nici NG Eel ys nian 3 drachms 

Soda. Bicarbonate Ol Lien Re Ge 2NOLeesS 

2 ES Cae 7 
We ad 

Le 
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Rorash aINiEEate Ol) saa eee ays), OUNCES 

PATEVIMOU LOOK.) ante Wal caw ogee eo we OUTICES 

Asafoetida Gouin): Va ees Pala, 2 ounces 

Mix thoroughly and give one ere a day tor 3 

days, then every other day until four doses are given in 

this way. This should be followed by good tonic. 

Eczema. 

This is simply a scalded condition of the back of an 

animal and is generally due to carlessness. 

Cause—A horse getting wet and the hot sun coming out 

scalding his back. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The skin over back, neck, hips and sometimes sides and 

belly is covered with scabs as thick as they can stand. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Shelter patient from sun and rain and he will be all 

right in the course of time. 

Warts. 

Warts may come on any part of the body. They are 

generally tough and hard but may be soft and bleed easily. 

Usually they possess but little vitality. 

Cause—They seem to be of spontaneous origin. 

WHAT TO DO 

If wart be anywhere except direct'y over an artery cut 

t off smooth with the body; and use the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION 

eid. VATSeIIOUS 2) 8 ),5 a cat Se 2 eee 

Acacia \\ (Gam 2s oy als 9 nee 

Cocaine, Hydrochlorate . . . . . 18 grains 

Mix and add sufficient water to make a thick paste Bind 

a small amount of this to surface of wart and allow it to 

remain two days; after this apply vaseline. If after three 

or four days it appears that wart is not killed, go through. 

same treatment again. 

Saddle Gails.. 

This is a condition in which the skin is rubbed off the 

back in spots, leaving raw sores, and is the same as collar 

and harness sores when it comes to treatment. 

Cause—Badly fitting saddle-back, scalded with sweat, etc. 

WHAT. FO DO) 

Bathe affected spots with warm water and castile soap, 

then use the following: q 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SULT CN car 8 fsa heehee to itey athe ys a 

Alum: Gpowdered) 02> ce 92 7). 

Calomel {oho gees ge oe eee ete 

Mix and apply to sore once a day 

Sit-Fasts. 

These are large tumor-like lumps on the back. 

ry = : te 7 ee ae 
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Cause—They are the result of saddle galls not being 

properly treated. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Take a sharp knife and cut them out then treat as a 

simple wound. 

Poll Evil. 

This is an abscess or fistulous sore affecting the bones of 

the neck near the poll. 

Cause—Any bruise or blow near the top of the head is 

liable to produce this condition. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is always some swelling anda flow of pus which 

is seen running down the side of the neck. This pus has 

a disagreeable odor, and when the bone is affected we ob- 

serve the,odor characteristic of caries. In a week or two 

pipes, as we call them, form, getting thicker and thicker 

all the time. | 

WHAT TO DO: 

First open the fistulous sore with a knife, making a free 

incision, then use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Capper vot pkhate: Oru Hot nee a drachmis 

WH ALEES SC SLAC aul foe aN Se A SOMES 

Mix and inject into sore twice a day for 6 days, then change 

to this: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Zine, Sulphate tof.) 0 300. oe: Giraehtames 

Lead; Acetate: of 250.1260". 7 eee 

Water Sq 265A Saybia (rea te 

Mix and inject as above and for the same length of time. 

Fistula of the Withers. 

The word ‘‘Fistula’’ is applied to any ulcerous lesion 

upon the external surface of the body. Fistula may exist 

in any part of the body. If we have a case of the Pell Evil, 

that is Fistula of the poll; the same will apply to Quittor 

and should have about the same treatment. 

Cause—This condition is produced by the Withers get- 

ting bruised from other stock biting them, or bruised by 

the collar or saddle; or the horse rolling on a stone or 

some hard substance may cause it. 7 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

In the beginning there is an enlarge ment oi the withers. 

At that time it will be hard and hot and painful to the 

touch. If it has been there for some time it may be filled 

with germ, and will feel soft. and not very sore to the 

touch. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In case hard, painful swelling is observed, the trouble 

may frequently be aborted. To do tnis, it requires both 

general and local treatment. . At first a physic sheuld be 
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given—the physic that is given in Blind Staggers. Then 

give him this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

PMthaee POCASH Ett MR Os oS P es: . 2 ounces 

Sulpnate. (ron Of a0) a4 oie Vy 2. OUNCE 

Gentian. (Powdered eae ko >. Trotunce 

Mix, divide into 12 powders and give one, night and morn- 

ing, then local application of cold water to the hot swollen 

spot for an hour at a time 3 or 4 times a day. This very 

often prevents Fistula from coming and gives the patient 

great relief. 

In course of 4 or 5 days, if this fails to give relief and 

the parts are swollen and hard to the touch, puncture the 

swollen place fifteen or twenty times with some sharp in- 

strument, being careful not to go further than through the 

hide. When this is done, use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Or CO Cua es ait sah! sh ee he OUTCES 

PMS Sassalhas neds rye oe. Pee ne) 2VOUCeS 

Srroneruinimorta 7.4.5. %.. eee -oaedtrachms 

Campion aCG uni): Ce aie Ae Otte 

ihunpeutine: Spiritsof:: 2.3.00 Su *2-otmeces 

PUGH omy Gok rn, kor! hips on eae mains (3 OUNCES 

Mix and rub in well night and morning. If this blisters 

much, grease with hog’s lard once a day. If a discharge 

has made its appearance, and little pipes have formed, take 

a probe and make an examination of the opening to find 
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the direction — onl the depth of the opening, and at the 

same time see if there is any foreign substance in it, such 

as a fragment of bone from the spine of the vertebra or a 

disease of the same. If you find any loose bone or aly 

thing else, remove it with forceps. You will always find 

where the bone is affected the pus that runs from the place 

has a very bad odor. After you have removed the piece of 

bone, if there should be any, then take a strip of some kind 

of soft white cloth and saturate it in Butter of Antimony. 

Let the strip be 10 or 12 inches long and about 1-2 inch 

wide. Press it into the opening, then draw it out in 15 or 

20 minutes. Then put another one in and let it stay 24 

hours, then take it out and wash it out with this:- 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Sulphate; Zine) ois oe ae acme) ee 

Sugar ot. eades | Cr bar ei i at so teniees 
PAC) |(66 00 MC WA tahun eee ame coe OME aU Ae Sin C Ud) OS 

NYSE ses coh Ie Rais els rE Umea ace eda) C2 OUT 

Mix and wash out the opening once a day for 3 or 4 days. 

If there is any little pipesin the place, use another appli- 

cation of the Antimony. Keep the withers well oiled with 

hog’s lard to keep the medicine from taking the hair off of 

the withers and shoulders. 

After it is healed up, if there is an enlargement there, 

use this to take it down. | 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Cantharides (Powdered) . . . . 3 Drachms . 

Brclisl Rosin i. hy see re Ommice 

Hoag's deardin sy (US eeie wags Sake oneness 
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Mix, andrub in well. Let it stay for 32 hours and wash 

off with warm water and soap. In five days apply again 

and so on until it is gone down. If it is a long standing 

case, give the tonic powder that is prescribedin Laryngitis. 

Caries. 

This is simply an ulceration of the bone. 

Canse—W ounds of any character affecting the bones are 

liable to be followed by it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We know it by the odor emitted, which is the same 

as that of decayed teeth. There is always considerable 

swelling and the bone feels rough to the finger. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Make an opening with a view to drainage, allowing a 

free escape of pus, scrape diseased surface of bone well 

with a dull instrument and use this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

CIC IV CtOCMOMC hy dairies A Gracnis 

Niateied yes adie Ako earmark. ne 

Mix and dress parts twice a day with it until bone heals, 

then treat as a simple wound. 

Necrosis. 

By Necrosis is ment the death of bone. 

Cause—It is caused by caries and is a result of it. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find a fistula discharging offensive pus and pieces of 

dead bone, the discharge excoriating the surface over 

which it passes. 

WHAT TO Do. 

Make a free opening to allow escape of pus and dead — 

bone, and remove the latter as rapidly as possible. Keep 

parts clean and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Meds: Car bole Wor knxs = ss Oia ee 

OliIvelOi en ois Vv nute. Serie ceri ey Ele 2m a 

Mix and apply to parts by means of cotton or soft, clean 

cloth. | 

Wire Cut. 

In some instances wire cuts, if not properly treated, de- 

stroy the usefulness of a horse, and in other cases we may 

do our best and not be able to over come the damage done. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Cleanse thoroughly and often with carbolized water and 

use the following liniment twice a day: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

TPUrpentine ye ish ek ics ae esky LL eC enIeesS 

Canitpheor Gaame 25. 0 Sie [oe ericiics (22 6e ag SOURCES 
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SY ey OS oa Fo io Man a nae Nona ME tie MNO. 13 

Naat. GF 5n ACY) oc AS tao UNG! ey ot pitas 

Mix by dissolving camphor in turpentine then add eggs 

and shake thoroughly, when this is done, add vinegar. In 

case wound is of sufficient moment to require stitching do 

this with an eye to drainage at its lowest point. 

Dropsy. 

Dropsy is the result of a peculiar condition of the system 

rather than a disease itself, and is ordinarily the result of 

some disease of the kidneys. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

The legs, belly and sheath swell and there is indifference 

_ to food, weakness and emaciation with languor and palor 

of the mucous membranes. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Get at the cause and remove it. ‘Tonics which affect the 

kidneys directly are indicated. 

Rupture. 

We have different kinds of rupture depending upon the 

place in which the breaking away of the parts which con- 

tains the bowels takes place. 

Cause—Umbilical rupture is from a natural defect, while 

all the rest are from blows, kicks, strains. etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find a soft puffy enlargement on a surface which 
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should be smooth, and it can readily be pushed back, but 

will remain only so long as pressure is maintained. In the 

scrotum we find scrotal rupture. Inguinal rupture is 

found in the groin or flanks, and soon, Rupture is in some 

cases attended by serious results in the way of gut strangu- 

lation, inflammation of the bowels, mortification and death. 

* 

WHAT TO DO. 

Push gut back and make an incision ; sew up opening in 

abdominal walls with cat gut sutures, and treat your open- 

ing through skin and tissues in the same manner, using 

silk sutures. When operation is complete inject hypoder- 

mically in two or three places around incision and about 

an inch from it a strong solution of common salt. This is 

done in order that swelling sufficient may be produced to 

aid in supporting intestines until the walls of the abdomen 

begin to heal. | 



CHAPTER XII. 

AFFECTIONS OF THE LEGS. 

In this chapter we will consider all the important diseases 

and accideuts of the legs, from the fetlock to the body of 

the horse. 
Windgalls. 

These are soft swellings around the fetlock, and may put 

in their appearance upon either leg of the horse. 

Cause— ‘They are caused by severe labor or strain. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Windgalls are easily detected as they are simply puffy 

swellings about the ankle, and are usually about the size 

of a man’sthumb. They are filled with oil instead of air 

as many think. 
WHAT TO DO 

First use the following : 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Cantharides. (Powdered)... 3)... 2 drachms 

Beis WROSIi Sy) Jh ihe aha pote heehee OUNCE 

TRA ea a hts |, eR Sateen Ny ha DLOUNCES 

Mix and apply to windgalls, allowing it to remain for four- 

teen hours. After this keep it well oiled, bandaging it at 

night. 
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Scratches. 

This is a condition in which chaps and cracks present 

themselves around the heels and in the hollow of the 

pastern 

Cause—Snow, slush, ice and mud are the principal 

causes ¢ 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Cracks and chaps extend in all directions around the 

heels and up the legs. The skin in the hollow of the pas- 

tern 1s swollen, very painful, and is hot to the touch. 

WHAT TO DO: 

Wash the legs in warm water, removing all mud and dry 

dirt, dry them carefully, and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Weasels ie ae Oe tas Serra Ou On ee ua meee 

Atum «<CRowdered). 225 20 45> ao dirarchinaas 

Mix thoroughly and apply twice per day. 

Grease Heel 

This is an inflammation of the deeper layers of the skin 

of the heel, and resembles scrathes very much. 

Cause—Neglected scratches and a generally bad condi- 

tion of the blood. 7 
HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is an offensive, greasy matter oozing from the 

pores of the'legs, thes- being swollen to the knees. If neg- 

lected proud flesh puts in its appearauce through the open- 
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ings made by the pus, and if neglected farther, swelling 

can never be reduced. 

WEED AD) DOO, 

Look to the bowels first, and if they are not well open 

give purge recommended in pneumonia, and when they 

have been moved off begin tonic powders prescribed in lar- 

yngitis: Bathe heels in warm water and apply this : 

PRESCRIPTION. 

MAMI SCEAMON he rin (etn. et enn eae LOULINCES 

Carmi MOG Gada. here Vadis ak veh ag LP hOUMECE 

OBO nMla yh er ete els) oe me Mit aes eas OL CeS 

Mix and apply to heels once a day. 

Cocked Ankle. 

This is a condition in which a horse is from some cause ~ 

inclined to rest his heels on the lower back part of his legs. 

Cause—Sprains, bruises of the heel, corns, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The heels are raised, the ankle joint is thrown forward 

and there is no soreness. 

WHAT TO DO 

Seek out cause and remove it is sufficient aoe a cure. 

Ring-Bone. 

This is simply a bony enlargement on the pastern. 
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Cause—Any injury which sets up an inflammation on or 

near the pastern may produce it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We can feel it plainly around the pastern either in lumps 

or a ring running entirely around, and it may seem as if 

spread out on the bone. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give patient absolute rest and use this liniment: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Mercury} Bichlonide: of a7). (Ce roumee 

Caniphor Gumic se eee Se, ae Gara einai 

AanIMOnia NQuay nese ces 2) Giraud 
é 

Purpentine qs ad rk a wire ys OC LOmCees 

Mix and apply to pastern once a day until well blistered, 

then grease with lard until scab falls away then blister 

again. 

Splint. 

Splint is an enlargement of the bone between the knee 

and pastern joint. It causes no serious trouble unless near 

a joint. 

Cause—Bruises of any kind which sprain the ligament- 

ous attachment between the cannon and the splint bones. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. : 

If near a joint some lameness is produced. Splint is 
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simply a long bony lump found usually on the inside of 

the cannon bone. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Treat just as you would ring bone. 

Bone Spavin. 

By bone spavin is meant a condition in which there has 

been a leakage of the joint oil with ossification of it. 

Cause-—The cause in almost every case is a strain. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find a peculiar lameness which is very noticeable 

when the patient has been driven and allowed to cool and 

started up again. Upon examining the hind leg we will 

find a bony enlargement just a little below the joint and on 

the inside of the leg. 

WHAT TO DO 

The following has never failed to relieve this condition 
+ 

when properly used: 

PRESCRIPTION 

PROTA TLIC CORA eA sah Ie. Sonu US 2°OUTICES 

Jee OSS ON Gal alt bs (clan a asta thus et AUN oh Pe 2 ounces 

Acomite, Hiluvid. Wctract, Of ).7 aie)! a2i0... 4 drops 

Morphine Sulphate offi ey a. Ve tr eran 

OE Tse) CRN URS ARERR GN 8 ounces 

Gantharides' (Powdered) e'5..6i sip. t drachm 
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(Chioroform 0 ener a eg) ae ty alee 

Agniea 4 Vimevure: Obey ieee aici ele 10 drops 

Mix. In compounding this, great caution must be exer- 

cised, it must be stirred all the time Use an earthen bowl 

and an earthen pestle to stir it with. Put in calomel a lit- 

tle at a time and do not put in the cantharides «until it 

comes to a boil then stir until gas is nearly all out and add 

the chloroform and arnica. Apply this to spavin knot every 

other day for three or four applications, as a rule three are : 

sufficient. After this keep it well greased with lard until it 

begins to heal. 

Bog Spavin. 

This is an enlargement of the hock. 

Cause—Any sprain sufficient in character to produce in- 

flamimation of the synovial membrane. 

HOW? DOe KON OW Tale 

On the inner front of the hock we find a soft swelling 

resembling a windgall. In severe cases there is lameness, 

, but in mild ones there is little if any. 

WHAT TO DO 

Puncture swelling with a sharp instrument just through 

the skin some twenty-five or thirty times. When this is 

done use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Baba clsouehol shir hima MepnLAUAR APU Marie She (yCboIe aS 
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Minar Spice Soe" etka soe | 2) drachms 

OG Oris amdar. oss dene eke os 2 OMMEES 

Ranipuon Gani ou ee ies are -2-OMce 

Sah Par La ees Senate a) sce OUNCES 

PCO Ol Go -S. Adsuye wena ane, 2-15. LO. OUNCES 

Mix and apply twice a day. 

Blood Spavin. 

This is a distension of a vein as it passes over the en- 

largement of bone spavin, the bone being constructed the 

blood is dammed up. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

On the inside of the hock and just above the joint we 

find a soft swelling as in bog spavin, only a little higher 

up and father inside the leg. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Puncture place as in bog spavin and use liniment pre- 

scribed in wire cuts for ten days. Should ‘this fail to re- 

lieve the trouble an operation will be necessary. 

Sweeny. 

Sweeny is by no means as common as a great many 

think for. In nine cases out of ten thought to be sweeny 

the trouble is either in the foot or some other portion of the 

limb. 

Cause—It is usually caused by being bruised either from 

a fall or from the collar not fitting in hauling, ploughing, 

etc, 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is soreness, lameness and wasting away of the 

muscels of the shoulder blade. A horse with “sweeny will 

rest his foot on the toe without extending it. Rest some- 

times seems to relieve sweeney, but work brings it on 

again. 

WHAT TO Do. 

Puncture the shoulder as in bog spavin and repeat it 

every eight days for three or four weeks and use this lini- 

ment all the time. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Durpentime aed as oe he eee ee Oe 

Catnphor Gana Ng ie Sern Bae las 

Orbok Cedar (sy se eta 

Oil of Sassafras. 62 ea a a ae et a Oo nae 

Atcoholiqn Sad soi esie a) oe ae ean Ronmitn eee 

Mix and apply once a day and should this blister, grease 

once a day also. 

Shoulder Lameness. 

This trouble is often taken for sweeny and it does 

sometimes result in it when neglected. 

Cause—Strains, kicks, or injury of any kind may pro- 

duce it. 

WHAT: TO. De. 

In the shoulder joint there is some soreness, but there is 
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none in the shoulder blade as in sweeny. ‘There is lame- 

ness and at the time the leg is being moved forward the 

head is nodded down at the start and suddenly jerked up 

toward the finish «f the movement. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First bathe off the shoulder for thirty minutes with very 

warm water, then dry thoroughly and apply lniment 

recommended in sweeny. If weather be inclement blanket 

after bathing with warm water. 

Stifled 

This is a condition in which there is a dislocation of the 

pulley bone; but any derangement of the stifle joints is gen- 

erally referred to as “‘stifled.’’ 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The leg is apparently stiff and the horse is unable to 

move it forward. The horse can be made to back when he 

will swing himself over injured limb without raising his 

foot from the ground. In case the trouble be a strain in- 

stead of a true stifle, the patient will carry the leg farther 

forward than usual, but he will do it carefully and with 

seeming labor, bending the stifle joint as little as possible; 
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there will be soreness and swelling and the injured horse 

will be noticed resting his leg. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

If the trouble be true stifle, tie a rope above the fetlock 

and pull the foot upward, outward and forward, raising it 

about eighteen inches from the ground, and while this is 

being done pressure by the hand sufficient to force the pul- 

ley bone in place should be exerted over stifle joint. When 

pulley bone goes in place it will be with a ‘‘pop’’ which 

can be easily heard. Cord the opposite leg above the hock, 

this being done to force patient to stand on affected one. 

The stifle shoe is often used to advantage. Bathe affected 

joint with cold water for ten or fifteen minutes at a time, 

twice a day, and dry thoroughly, after which rub in well 

the liniment recommended for wire cuts. If the trouble be 

merely a strain the liniment is all that is necessary aside 

from rest. 

Hip Lameness and Hipped 

Cause—Hip lameness is caused by straining the muscles 

and ligaments around the hip joints. Hipped is caused by 

anything which strikes the hip with sufficient force to 

knock it down. 

HOW TO KNOw IT 

In hip lameness there is usually soreness directly over 

the joint and often some swelling can be observed from be- 

hind. On affected side the step will usually be much 
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shorter than on the sound one. The patient may rest af- 

fected leg in standing, and again he may only give signs of 

lameness while traveling. In hipped a sight of the patient 

is sufficient. 

WHAT TO DO. 

For hipped we can do nothing but give rational relies 

from pain. In hip lameness bathe affected hip twice per 

day with hot vinegar and follow this with the wire cut 

liniment. 



‘ 

CHAPTER): XII. 

DISEASES OF THE FEET. 

_ The feet are subject. to thany diseases and injuries which 

often render a horse unfit for work. In this chapter we 

will consider the most common and important affections of 

fie) eer, 

Corns. 

Corns most. frequently occur in the front feet and ‘are 

nearly always on the inside, 

Cause—High heels, contracted heels, long feet, weak 

feet, bruises, etc. 

' HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is lameness and soreness upon pressure over the 

corn. In paring the foot for examination we notice an 

apparently blood-shotten spot ,about the size of a dime, 

When this spot is present we knew it to be a corn, 
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WHAT LO; DOo. 

If there is a shoe on the foot remove it, and pare out 

the quarter until it is almost ready to bleed, when this is 

done apply carbolic acid full strength to corn once a day, 

and poultice with flaxseed meal. Should proud flesh make 

its appearance use powdered bluestone once a day for two 

or three days, then use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

GE ari, Patio) ne Tea a ae Wee AD OLICES 

Piotr Wmeaninae fo Ra a Ounce 

MMISCS HOME i Re Le hah Y hots B40) VOROUMCES 

PRA rte ea en Mo atin WN nanan ie OeMICeS 

Mix and apply freely twice a day to the bottom of the 

foot. . 

Quittor. 

This is a condition in which a sore has worked up 

through the foot and broken out around the top of the 

hoof. 

Cause—Neglect of corns, nails in the feet, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is swelling at the top of the hoof, this breaks in a 

few days, discharging pus. The pain, which is very se- 

vere in the beginning, is relieved some by the breaking. 

In a few days after discharge begins the flesh around the 

opening gets soft and turns purple and in the course of 
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two weeks pipes will form. The longer it runs the worse 

it gets. 

WHAT TO Do. 

Open freely and effectively and inject into all parts of the 

quittor the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Copper, Sulphate of . . . . . . . 2 drachms” 

Water @q.7Siiad 22.0 0 On Gee Sr ona ees 

Mix and inject night and morning for six days then change 

to this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Zine) Sulphate ot). 6ie 4 ke A diraehmer 

ead VA cetateOb) io eon Te nee Omnia ele 

Wateriqussiad: ye ieee aces ara 

Mix and use as directed above. 

Pricking 

This is a condition brought about by a horse stepping 

upon a nail or other sharp things and at times produces 

serious results. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient suddenly goes lame; a careful and pains- 

taking examination of the foot will no doubt reveal the 

cause. 
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WHAT TO DO 

Keep the foot and wound cleaned out and use the follow- 

ing: 

PRESCRIPTION 

ADA RD OAT, binky) cone ae ous ales ree AO thtaces 

iro Onteaimimay le det es i roto tae 

WeimSeed Oye ye sk te TS Aeon TCES 

Aaipentine «sh. Uns chee » .'2 ounces... 

Mix and fill prick wound with it twice per day. 

Quarter Cracks. 

These come on the quarters, usually on the inside, that 

quarter being weaker than the outer. 

Cause— They are due to a lack of elasticity in the fibers 

and a brittle condition of the hoof. : 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A sight of the split or crack in the hoof is sufficient 

WIA FO: Da 

If crack extends to the quick, pare down its edges to 

relieve pinching and make it more pliable. Then take a 

sharp knife and cut across the crack at the top on through 

tothe quick. This is done to start a new hoof. If crack 

does not extend to the quick it is not necessary to pare the 

edges. Wemay know when it reaches the quick by horse 

going lame. Pare the foot in such a way as that the 
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weight of the horse will tend to close instead of open it. | 

Blister coronet with the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Cantharides (powdered). = 3): .° -1-27omnee 

Bn Gish ROSH yi eee he Se ANN oh eed ana ee 

1 Dha Rann EARN Mest RUAN NMR UREA AMEE Dh 20) 5) SU CaS 

Mix and apply two or three times, or until well blistered. 

Use the same prescription as in corns, pouring the frog of 

the foot and cracks full twice a day. 

Thrush. 

This is a kind of ulceration of, and rotting away of the 

frog of the foot. 

Cause- Standing in fflthy stables. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We find a black watery discharge and very offensive 

smell from the heels. 

WHAT TO DO 

Put patient in clean stall and trim out frog, cleaning it 

thouroughly. Use in the frog the same prescription recom- 

mended in corns. 

Narrow Heel. 

Lameness of long standing always produces this condi- 

tion the foot being rested every opportunity. 
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Cause—Corns, founder, sprains of the muscles, ligaments 

and tendons of the leg and shoulder, etc. Leaving the 

shoes on too long is one of the most common causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

A look at the foot will satisfy us. 

WHAT CLO™ Oe 

Pare the foot down liberally, open the heel up to the 

soft parts, rasp off the quarters thin and do not touch the 

frog at all. Use the same hoof liquid as in corns and turn 

animal on soft pasture. If it is desired the shoes may be 

put on, but they should be plain, without any calks, of 

medium weight, level on bearing surface and beveled off 

to avoid bearing on the sole. Quarters should be reduced 

to relieve them of any bearing on the shoe, and frog should 

be allowed to coine to the ground. ‘The shoes should be 

reset every three or four weeks. 

Gravel in the Foot. 

Gravel sometimes get into the feet of horses causing 

« lameness and much irritation. 

Cause—The primary cause may be a nail hole but 

any wound of the foot is liable to get a gravel in it. 

HOW TO KNOW ITF 

The wound will appear black and unhealthy and by 

probing we distinguish a hard feeling. 

fds. 
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- WHAT TO DO. 

For the sake of room trim hoof away around the open- 

ing. Then remove the gravel in a careful way and cleanse 

wound thoroughly with carbolized water, after this fill 

wound with liniment prescribed in wire cuts. If much in- 

flammation be present a flax ‘seed meal poultice will not 

hurt anything. 

‘Stone Bruises. 

Cause—These are in most cases caused by a brnise from 

stepping upon a round or projecting stone. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is lameness, the tender spot being found upon 

either frog, sole or heel. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Poultice injured foot with linseed meal for twenty-four. 

hours, after this pare the foot down directly over the bruise 

being careful not to cut into the quick. Then use the fol- 

lowing: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

PUT DERERTE Hoy uN a ence earn ae ene Ounces 

TAO. | ei ac Oe Re SL EN Ree Sas OMICES 

BeOS EY aS i Ow a IN Si en sc DN Oa tees 

Pinerbaran got: Ounce 

Mix well by heating and apply to bruise twice a day. 
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Canker. 

Cause—Neglect and attempts at treating woundsin dirty, 

filthy stables. Badly treated wounds are a cause. 

HOW TO KNOW. IT. 

There is a sprouting up of a ragged, shreddy, leathery, 

substance which looks as if it ought to grow together and 

form hoof, but it remains soft and tender. 

WHAL LO: DO: 

Wash thoroughly with carbolized water, then apply a 

poultice of charcoal, to which a little carbolic acid has 

been added, remove this on the third day and pare canker 

down almost to quick and apply powdered blue stone for 

several days. 

Side Bone. 

This is an ossification of the lateral cartilages of the fore 

fern. 

Cause-——The most common cause is a bruise, but almost 

any disease of the foot can produce it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The quarters are elastic, hard as a bone and are en- 

larged upwards from the hoof; the patient being very lame. 

WHAT TO DO 

Puncture the enlargements in ten or fifteen places with a 
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common pegging awl just through the skin. Then use the 

following liniment: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Mercury, Bichloride' of .G\c sco) pu oumee 

Camuphor Gomi 3) Shes tc a her Uh ay eee once 

Ammonia, AGUA ter Att. ‘yo... 2 drachms 

Turpentine @)siad s.0) 050") Srontaaee 

Mix and apply every other day until well blistered and 

then grease with lard. 

Founder. 

From the nature and cause of founder, it might seem 

proper to have considered it under the head of diseases cf 

the stomach, but this trouble being in every instance re- 

ferred to the feet, we take it up here and treat it under the 

heads of acute and chronic founder. 

Acute Founder. 

This is acondition in which the symptoms are all ag- 

gravated in the beginning, 

Cause—The presence of grain aud too much cold water 

in the stomach at the same time, this leading to and pro- 

ducing a suspension of digestion. As a horse has no gall 

bladder, founder is the result when digestion ceases. We 

hear of road and water founder and the like, but no true 

case of founder can be produced without the presence of tco 

much grain and water in the stomach, 
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How TO KNOW IT. 

The horse is in great pain, standing as if riveted to the 

ground; wien he moves at all he appears as if walking on 

FOR FOUNDER. 

SDING 4 

IB IST 

pins. A foundered horse can not back. ‘The patient 

sweats profusely, his pulse and breathing are quickened 

and temperature is elevated. 
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WHAT TO DO. 

First bleed from pluter veins just half way between the 

knee joint and caster wart, taking a quart of blood from 

each fore leg. When this has been done use the following 

internally. 

Aloes Barbadoes - . Re ees. SE 

Potash, Nitrate sot 207 2 2 207 ve are oeeneee 

Gentian (Rowdered) ....:-°. . . 2 drachms 

Ginger (Powdered ) SO = 2G EIee 

Mix and give at one dose. <Keep patient in dry ‘let~ and 

allow water in sparing quantities for a few days. Should 

patient, have much fever fluid) extract of “acemite 11" ten 

drop doses should be given every two or three hours. 

Chronic Founder 

This trouble represents a condition which 1s the resuit of 

neglect of acute founder. 

Improper treatment of acute founder and neglect. Citse 

HOW TO KNOW. IT 

The patient goes with a short, shambling gait as if he 

was a confirmed crippte, his feet are always tender and 

hoofs are brittle with rough rings around the top. 

WHAT “TO DO 

Pare out sole of foot, and should pus be found, release it. 

Then use one tablespoonful of the hoof liquid prescribed in 

corns in all four of the feet once a day. Give internally 

one tablespoonful of pulverized alum once a day, 

25 ee 
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DISEASES OF THE ORGANS OF GENERATION 

Horses are as a general rule freer from diseases of these 

organs than almost any other order of animals; these cases 

being no doubt due to their usual activity In this 

chapter we will treat of nothing save the most important 

affections, these being the most common. 

Inflammation of the Testicles 

Cause-—External injury and excessive copulation are the 

most common causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

There will usually be some fever, much soreness and 

swelling of the parts, and a peculiar straddling gait. 

WHAT LO. RO: 

First bathe for thirty minutes with warm water and fol- 

low with the liniment recommended in wire cuts. 

Evil Results of Castration. 

This is a condition in which the cord is left too long, the 

ends falling between the edges of the wound in the scro- 

tum and adherring to them, both scrotum and cord swell- 

ing together, forming a tumor, hke moss, often of large 

proportions. 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Cast the horse and dissect the enlarg:-ment out as though 

it was a tumor. 

Wound of the Penis. 

Occasionally the penis is injured in teasing and covering 

mares. 

WHAT TO DO 

Bathe the penis in warm water, adding akout an ounce 

of the acetate of lead to the pint. 

Inflammation of the Womb. 

This trouble is usually brought about by injury during 

parturition and follows it two or three days. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is some fever, colicky pains and almost continual 

straining as if to pass a foal, with a black discharge from 

the womb. 

WHA’ TO DO 

If bowels are constipated give an oleaginous purge, and 

without waiting fer purge to act wash out womb with a 

half gallon of warm water to which a half drachm of bi- 

chloride of mercury has been added. Should the fever run 

high give the following. 

»~ 
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AWeconite, shhnd: HE xtrack Of." se. E drachm 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2 drachms 

NET Sir its: Ot, very Sie one a ale =, 2 OUNLES 

RWoet Gwe Saad oral. ure iS) ces v8 OUNCES 

Mix and give a tablespoonful in a pint of water every hour. 

Inflammation of the Ovaries. 

Thoth met with once in a while this trouble is very 

rare. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

It usually occurs at the time of heat and aggravates the 

passions. There is some fever though slight, soreness in 

the lumbar region anda disinclination to move around. 

WHAT T® DO. 

Give a half ounce of spirits of niter twice a day in a half 

pint of water. Do this for three days. 

Mares Hard to Foal. 

This is a condition met with when the mare wont foal. 

Cause—From a diseased ovaro or contractedj; womb, or g 

the womb being turned to one side, or in a low state of 

health and etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

By the mare being put to the horse without becoming in 

foal. Inacase of this kind make an examination of the 

woinb, 

-— line. os)... 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Ii the’ neck of the womb is closed’ up.) passa oun 

hand into the neck of the womb, and if you find it 

contracted or closed, open it by working your fingers 

around in it until it opens, if it is very hard to dilate, sat- 

urate a sponge with a 1-2 ounce of extract Belladonna and - 

pass the sponge into the neck of the womb with yonr hand, 

and squeeze out the medicine around the neck of the 

womb, leave the mare quiet for one hour, then pass your 

hand up and remove the sponge and open up the neck of 

the womb with your finger, as it will be easy done after the 

medicine has relaxed the parts, after the neck of the womb 

is open let the horse on her at once. She will generally 

get in foal. If it is a case where the neck of the womb is 

turned to one side, try and straighten it with your hand 

and have the mare immediately put to the horse. If in 

case where the ovaries are diseased, there can not be much 

done. Only give her constitutional treatment. 

Mares will start to breeding as young as two years old, 

and some mares will breed until they get twenty years old. 

The mare carries the colt 11 months and some times a few 

days over. Old mares carry acolt a few days longer then 

a young mare. © 

How to Tell When a Mare is With Foal. 

At first the mare becomes quieter in disposition, and 

thrives better; the belly gradually becomes distended, and 

at the end of the fifth or sixth month, after the mare has 

taken a drink of cold water, or by putting your hand over 
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her nose so she can’t breath for a minute you can see the 

colt move around, on the left side of the mare. Another 

way and the only sure way to tellis to oil your hand and 

arm and pass it up to the neck of the womb. If she is with 

foal the neck of the womb will be sealed and tight. In 

some cases you can feel the colt in the womb. Some mares 

will stay in season all the time and take the horse every 

three weeks and still be with foal. 

Parturition. © 

The mare gets through with parturition very quickly 

when everything is all right, but in case or malpresentation 

malformation of the pelvis they often need careful and 

intelligent assistance. No general rules can be laid down 

to follow in cases of this kind. Every thing depends upon 

the mare and the nature of her trouble, the foetus whether 

dead or alive, the time we have to work in, etc. Good 

common sense must be depended upon, and our best judg- 

ment exercised in the light of conditlons as they exist. 

The natural presentation of a foal is for the fore feet to 

come first with the head resting upon and between them. 

If all means fail to deliver the foal alive we can cut it away 

piece by piece, opening its bowels first and taking them 

out and then proceeding as our best judgment would in- 

dicate. The lives of many valuable mares have been saved 

by this means. 

Abortion. 

But few mares abort without sufficient cause. It may be 

brought about by extra hard work, external violence, falls 
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etc. As a rule everything passes off naturally and with 

but little outward signs of trouble aside from nervous pros- 

tration and a slight elevation of temperature and pulse. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give absolute rest and watch patient closely. Give the 

following internally: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Potashy Nitrate of: 22)... ee a 2a Ome@es 

Sassafras Bark (Powdered) . . : . 2 ounces 

Gentian (Powdered) ..... . . 1 ounce 

Flaxseed: Meal 2020.0 f°. 0. 8 ounces 

Mix and give a tablespoonful 3 times a day. 

Puerperal Fever. 

This usually comes on about the second or third day 

after parturition, and is very fatal when neglected. 

The organ becomes swollen, the temperature runs high, 

the pulse and respiration are rapid, the ears and legs are 

cold, the urine is scouty and highly colored, the bowels 

are constipated and the secretion of milk is suspended. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Protect the patient from exposure and see that the bow- 

els are kept well open. Wash out the womb with a so- 

lution of boric acid, (about an ounce to the quart of water) 

and use same fever preparation as in inflammation of the 

womb. 
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CHAPTER XT: 

OPERATIONS ON THE HORSE. 

Some of the more simple operations can be readily per- 

formed by the commonality of people if they will but exer- 

cise a reasonable amount of care, but we can lay down no 

fixed rules in this connection, every case demanding its 

own peculiar treatment. 

Dieeding. 

This is almost an obsolete practice, but is still employed 

with beneficial results in some instances. Under no cir- 

cumstances would I advise bleeding unless the pulse be full 

and strong. Bleeding in the nose has been fully described 

in blind staggers. Sometimes bleeding in the mouth is 

necessary, but it is not a good idea to make incision farther 

back than the second bar. To deplete the entire system we 

bleed from the jugular vein. This we do by cording the 

neck so as to fill the vein, then place the blade of fleam on 

it and strike it a good smart blow with a round stick. 

Always catch blood in some vessel so as to know how 

much you draw. ‘Take anywhere from three to five quarts 
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of blood, depending upon the size of horse. When pa- 

tient has bled sufficiently remove the cord and bleeding ; 

usually stops, if it does not pass a pin through edges of 

wound and wind a hair or thread around it in a figure 8 

"NIHA YVITOAOOAL NI ASYOH ODNIGHAIA 

shape. In bleeding from legs in founder the legs are not 

corded, but the bleeding is stopped with the pin as just de- 

scribed. 
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Stopping Blood. 

To stop blood from wounds, such as wire cuts, castra- 

tion, etc., we should take up the severed artery and ligate 

it if possible; when this cannot be {done apply Monsel’s so- 

lution of iron on absorbent cotton, or dry tanic acid to 

wound, Should this fail apply iron at white heat. 

Extracting Teeth. 

This operation is entirely mechanical and requires for- 

ceps made for the purpose. Place forceps on tooth to be 

extracted and exert lateral pressure;until you feel it give in 

the socket then lift it out. 

Removing Tumors. 

Tumors are fatty, fibrous, fungoid, bony, etc., and nearly 

always require an operation. To remove a tumor make an 

incision through the skIn and down tothe tumor proper, 

dissect it out carefully and treat as a simple wound. 

Opening an Abscess. 

This is a very simple operation, but should always be 

done carefully and intelligently. Always open an abscess at 

its lowest point, (this is done for the sake of drainage, ) 

make a free incision for the escape of pus. The idea in 

every instance is to get rid of pus and broken down tissues. 

Operating in Blood Spavin. 

To perform this operation it is best to cast the horse. 

Make an incision about four inches long through the en- 

largement and sufficiently deep to deplete it. Then place 
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a sponge on the spavin knot and bandage tightly. Remove 

and replace this every twenty-four hours for several days. 

Tapping the Colon. 

This operation has been sufficiently described under the 

head of flatulent or wind colic. 

Tapping the Chest. 

This operation sometimes becomes necessary when there 

is an effusion in pleurisy. Remove the hair by clipping 

from the spot where you intend operating, which is about 

three inches back of elbow and about five from bottom of 

chest. Use a sharp scalpel, and cut between the ribs 

through skin and flesh and insert a trochar or quill and 

drain off all the water and repeat as often as it collects. 

Castrating. 

The best age for castrating is from two to three years, 

- this usually admitting of a good development of the neck 

and fore parts. The mild days of early spring are best for 

operating on horses. Cast the horse and tie him securely, 

take the scrotum in one hand and draw it over one of the 

testicles so that the dividing line can be seen and avoided; 

make a slit in scrotum about three inches long and parallel 

with the dividing line, split open inner coverings one by - 

one until testicle pops out, (do not wound testicle with 

knife, ) seperate tunics from the small end and scrape the 

cord into with knife about an inch and a half from testicle. 

When this is done remove the second testicle in the sanie 

way. Should there be much hemmorage from castration, 

use a strong solution of alum water in the scrotum, 
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CHEAP DER xa. 

JOCKEY TRICKS. 

It is not the purpose of the writer to furnish in this chap- 

ter information through which the dishonest may defraud 

his unsuspecting neighbor, but merely to give the reader 

some idea of the deception and fraud which is constantly 

being perpetrated by the unscrupulous horse trader upon a 

more innocent and honest public. 

An old horse is often jockeyed up until he looks young 

again. This is done by means of ‘‘doctoring’’ the teeth as 

it is commenly called, and by making a slight incision at 

the side of and just below the ear, into which a small quill 

is introduced, and the surrounding parts just beneath the 

skin are blown full of air. This incision is then sewed up 

with silk thread. By rubbing the parts freely with the 

hands this air passes into and fills out all the shrunken 

places around the eyes and ears, making the animal appear 

young again. 

Old horses are often given apparently new life by the 

following: | 

PRESCRIPTION 

OU ORG IOVES= hier ek air wets oe INounee 

OH Gl amise Seed! sh goo eee 2 8 LF ounece 
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Asafoetida, ‘lineture:of < 2-22, “SS oeenmecs 

OiliofResemary se soe cy oe A Sern 

Mix and shake well and give 15 drops a day in a bucket of 

water. ‘This will give life to all that are not dead, and a 

horse to which it has been given will need a good rider for 

he is very lively. 

There is a quick process of fattening horses for trade, it 

can be done in six days by u-ing the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Nattric Arend 0 Pa Te i a cn a released 

Bicarbonate ot: Soda... 34). Ae roe -omenees 

Nitrate ot ‘Potash >) ae ommlees 

Black Antimony jr. Ne nie ees oe ROmnees 

Nsatoetida Gum ie) Voir: Oy 28 OMIEES 

Mix and give a tablespoonful twice a day for 6 days in 

soft feed. The flesh acquired through this means is of a 

poor quality and the horse will not hold it but a few days, 

being left in a worse condition than in the beginning. 

A horse is sometimes made lame for reasons usually best 

known to the jockey, by taking a hair from his mane or 

tail and passing it beneath the back tendon of the fore leg 

by means of a common sewing needle, and clipping the 

ends off close so as not to be noticeable. In a short time 

the horse will be very lame, but when the hair is removed 

he is all right again. 

One of the meanest tricks to which a jockey stoops is in 

making a good horse appear as if going blind when there 

is no trouble with the eyes. This is done by plugging up 

the nasal openings of the lachrymal ducts with bees 

pt 
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wax. ‘The trouble passes away as soon asthe wax is 

removed. 

A horse is sometimes made to quit eating by covering 

his teeth with tallow, he will starve when this is done be- 

fore he will eat a bite. Remove the tallow from the teeth 

and he will eat as before. 

We have explained how the heaves are ‘‘shut down’’ in 

our treatment of the trouble. 

List of Medicines to Keep on Hand. 

The following is a list of medicines that every farmer and 

stock owner should keep on hand, for cases of emergenry, 

that is where he has an animal take sick with colic or kid- 

ney trouble or should get hurt by accident, or any other 

disease that requires his immediate attention, he can often 

save the life of a good horse or cow or some other animal, 

while if he had to go to the drug store for the medicine; by 

that time it may be too late. As this list doesn’t cost much, 

I would advise you to keap this list on hand. 

einccea nl Ga wa): ti) be eee 2°qilarts 

Sweet Spirits of Nitre Shekel A OUNCES 

adiimetirevot Opti .))2" sen.) oiecie) v2 OUNCES 

Tincture of Aconite, Root . . . . 1-2 ounce 

PCO) fee ee pel 12 ut Ae OUNCES 

POMS SATE DACOES: ii na ordeals eae fa 2 OUNCES 

NibrarcrPOrasm iy Ste ky SS UA homies 

ance CO LOUNG )i anys eats 2 eet A (OUTICES 

Gentian (Powdered) . . ... . . 2 ounces 

WitlenorOnit), 4).o esa Sasso PORT Ls oo @umices 

inhi pentine?. yx Ao. ss ce ns SG ounces 

— <= 5 —— 2 het 
TE en Br A a 
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Carboliceid alah Wr ONa i erate 

Ware Cut Miniment) ie iy 0) een eerste 

Cleansing Powders). 4.1.) 34a pommel 

Epsom Salts csi eine ide Le i aia ladies 

The cost of this list of medicine is very small to compare. 

with a hundred dollar horse. Keep the bottles well corked 

and labled, | 

Notice—All the doses of medicines:which are mentioned — 

in this part of the book are intended for an average size 

horse, unless otherwise mentioned. So in giving doses to 

young and small stock, you must regulate the dose to suit 

the age and size of the animal. 

PRESCRIPTIONS 

As a matter of convenience to the reader to whom time 

will often be precious. I will add this chapter of pre- 

scriptions on the diseases of horse, for convenience. 

PURGATIVE. 

Barbadoes, Aloes (2.0084. ay dratehins 

Tinseed Oil (Raw! ica) Sas on auc een 

Mix and give at one dose, repeat in 15 to 20 hours if nec- 

essary. 

CLEANSING POWDERS. 

Moustard ((Grownd Oona y eae aa soles 

Sapna ess at Feo) ekiive ler Yeh im pis) lie nO Lametaes 

Sassairas Bark (Powdered)... 22-ounces 

CCST CAMS SNe er Nei a ethalh mil a Matnyte rey my bale Omen 

IO EIT ECL (crt igang hil tonite 4 aig | se NCR 
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black Antimony. i ogee wt et 2 OUNCE 

Mix and give one tablespoonful once a day. This 

best condition powder known to the profession. 

HHALING POWDERS. 

HOPG NCU CE aied aaicG IRC eS Cet waciag! «tS OULTICES 

MoarOR ms. tee NCOs Tee temten es Arachis 

Subnitrate of. Bismuth, 7.) op. s 63 drachims 

Mix and dust on 2 or 3 times a day. 

DEAS MODIC! COLIC: 

SIM OO LOGI ee eign re isin Te AO aC ais 

Pi clicies Stl plate Of i. pe is oe vote oumee 

Morini Wieturedote aa lank wea 2 2) OUNCE 

Canibus Indica, Fluid Extract of . 15 drops 

NU et ine Ah caret eekc orale eats ate OUNCES 

Mix and as one dose repeat every 3 minutes. 

WIND (COLIC. 

Bicorbouateof.Soda. .. . ...... 1 ounce 

Oivoigeeopenminty jin sy) ee ae rachim 

Oman Minettneoty sh i.e es P= a OUnce 

WVireiae oth, Miata ts ty. eae net en AT OLITCES 

Mix and give at one dose in warm water. 

COMMON COLIC 

Opitim\Lineture of) 2 vate y.) a. et-2 Ounce 

Asafoetida, Tincture of . . . ... I-2 ounce 

AMMO GUA: oswoves “wor s fee 2 arachms 

Biers SU pHate, Ob My ois) een a's) 1 OtnCe 

Mix and give at one dose in 1-2 pint of warm water. 

199 
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POWDERS FOR COLLAR AND SADDLE SORES. 

Sulphur, Pualverized ) 0°...) a 2 orate 
Alum. Pal verizediiy a0 i a a ar oe 

Calomel a cae Oa tA NI ane ce Dane Oat cin ea 

Mix and dust on 3 times a day. 

‘COLLAR AND SADDLE GALLS 

(Oren larry. Meee mn Miran eerer een Vi (COU SS 

Oil of Orsanum “28 Fo 2 eames 

Gum Camplion es. 407.2 5.) ee: See Venelanms 

Maton 20s. yj Pee ee a ae A Omid 

Mix and apply night and morning. 

SNAKE BITES. 

Winiskey Sasa en ose oo os ea Se lena 

Ammonia “Agual oir ie ne cleakelimns 

Water ti Sla ile er au ta tat ROE Ss are en 

Mix and give at one dose, repeat in one hour, but only one- 

half the'quantity. ; . 

HOOF LIQUID. 

OaPOrul arsine Prise sien 42. a Poumees 

@ilof Orcanuiny oh 0 Be ee 

Tvniseed, Or ee a Ge GO ORMaees 

Yatl(ece) eKo/ EN He iN Memmi Manan nae he matr( LOD CaC SS 

Mix and apply once a day. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BOWELS. 
Aconite, (Root) Fluid Extract of . . 20 drops 

Opium, Dmeture Ob Gog see i Mee Oumiae 
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Digitalis, Tincture of Io drops alt 

Absit y eptaditce. joa: Nie Nor Padhiantaeta sc dc (At OMMEGES 4 

Mix and give at one dose in one-half pint of warm water. uf 

INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS. i) 
{ : tt 

Grainy, Cimerurey otek hae) yt Aas | LAS OUTS a 

SWeERASPINILS Or INLLers Khoi aes. os OUNCE i 

Gtae bss oy ia oa ki lan es es erin oo drachin i 

AEC Eeoie cet ct Met eA ead Bide hy SNOMLICeS 

Mix and give at one dose in one-half pint of warm water. 

LUNG FEVER: 

Aconite, (Root), Tincture of .°: . 20 drops 

icin 6 WMiretire webu ier) oye oh a) ka ounce ) 

Wieitalis Iincturevoi ss v1). tes, ce LO. drops 
. . . Cal 

Nitre, Spirits of Sp ett Ee OMNES | 

1 Ae eee tay hy on aa Mela ee Qe ICES 

Mix and give at one dose, repeat every hour. 

EYE LOTION. 

Atropine Sulphate of) 40. 3 ~ 4 2) grains 

Water <Clistiled:)\s eo) we) Miyake ho OtimCes 

Mix and drop in the eye 3 or 4 times a day. 

HEAVES IN FIRST STAGE. 

PeloesubaKOAdoes;2uts)). ith ite nahis Bare - 2eOUNCe 

Borsm Chiorate Ob: “ssi. . . 2 ounces 

POLASHE IN ttLale’ Ol.) soe ee oo OB Ounces 

deageae SAAMI. Noes a Rothe Mig ita. O GLaAChims 

enevall techs ss eer gee oe ess. ee OUNCE 

itxeVionhedy 4. yee eS ne a \drachims 

Mix and divide into 12 powders; give one a day. 
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Mix, divide into Io piwders, give one night and mornirg, 

Mix, use I or 2 ounces at a time every 2 or 3 hours in 1-2 

PRIVATE PRESCRIPTIONS 

TONIC FOR INFLUENZA. 

Sulphate squinime pic 2 oo ae eee 

Gentian 227 eee ee eR oo a Te OURO time 

Silobate: of em. ooo so hemes 

Nitrate: uf? Potasheat voce) 2) ot ol ees 

GARGLE FOR SORE THROAT. 

TWineture) trea iy Sa ON eee ane 

Chioratis-of? Potach sss Cea a) Sioa 

Glycerine Le ea ae Ce oe Ouiie as 

Water Locmiake@ver Gey ovens adie: Seg irate potate 

pint of warm water. 

TO KILL SCREW WORMS. 
Pie ped arses ah) oh Se ae oA ent es 

Crude 'Carbelic Acids 4275". 3 a omaee 

Oils Cedar ose er) Sooninees 

ACT COMMON Gs itn ieee sees aot OE RS 

Mix and apply. 

Mix,and apply. 

MY FAVORITE LINIMENT. 

Oil of Cader sy Mowe ae epee 2 eam 

Sulpbate (Hther ¥./50) (2.4) seo T-24omnees 

Oilsof Sassafras. 2h bo Ore ee aeuless 

Aqua Ammonia <5). 2) 2 6 «ee ae ouniee 

Gum Camphor. . une ede won ce cale 1601S 

PleGhols ss sine con ee Ash a Saar ie era CRE lees 

This is a good liniment for man or beast. 
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LINIMENY FOR WIRE CUTS. 

HE pemiine 5.8 0 oes ye ete G OUNCES 

Siti Cam pIMNOr Gs fe) cor oT" Oates 

Bone epee a lied irra a Neg at UR St ae IN Or 
Oa ee ee 

= : + < 

a aha nga eee I te a ee to a 

ae —— a eo 

Mitdevarrto inakeno rs recite eae Twa re 

Mix and shake well. App'y 2 0r3timesa day. This is 

a fine liniment for bruises, sprains, sore throat in man or 

beast. 
i 

FOR GRAVEL. 

Sweet Opirits Gt Nilet) 4... iss. air ounce 

Peer AOC Wai es Maia von kl a ee OT CES 

Mix and give at one dose. 

FOR SORE MOUTH. 

STONED eae at seh Vad dict! edna US) olen ale Fe OLLIE 

PO MCM IO is eee Pe Na Ln Oh ia ROU CE 

Beebe, Porte rN esheets aie, A OUNCES 

Mix and use as a mouth wash. 

PROUD FLESH 

POUND Ate ZIMOl, Vil ia fir duro! ines (ON GLACR MS 

SucaImOl Meade. 2h. ease Sar eT OUNCE 

WMA vette hentia ets 1a sehen amar er aeanr ait oe Esp TIE 

Mix and apply 2 or 3 times a day. 

BLISTER. 

SpPawishy EWES y+. Cae meus: on 6 lacs GLaChims 

SMa AeA c Uae) ada torte te Cae ok 2) OUNCE 

bom land Yio, tee an shee |) AOUNCES 

Mix and apply. 
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KYE WATER. 

Sulphate Zine yas ay La egaraialeng 

Sulphater Morphine wi) len) 2) aon ea anaes 

Distilled water to make... . .3 ounces 

Mix, drop in the eye 3 or 4 times a day. 

FEVER MIXTURE. 
Tincture Aconite Root. ... 2 .2 drachms 

Fluid Extract Belladonna. . . .3 drachms 

Water [O makejy er ir ao umiees 

Mix and give one tablespoovful every hours. 

CHRONIC COUGH. 

Balsam Pin eo Soe he Be ee eo Ounmees 

Balsam) Capaival iio. .ee 8 9.) ee OUees 

Tincture”: Lobelia ® 2.00 2.) 0 1-2) (ounee 

Mix and give one tablespoonful once per day. 

RING BONES 

Corrosive Sublimate 3/0 2)() 0.2 <7 rounee 

GumcCamphor Cy eit te ae OR ee 

ELartShoOrin he ei co ere i age i= 2 ees 

Turpentine to make i). ee) ol pee 

Mix, apply once a day for 5 days then grease well with 

hog’s lard. 

SHUT DOWN HEAVES. 

OU MOL aT Cis RR CEE aN eka. Hs INDa GES ees 

Filaid: Hxtract Lobelia). 3) as) 2.) Phounee 

AUS Nn an NET Ue MERC Aum Ake Paco hE oT of=t 

Mix and give at one dose. Repeat for 3 mornings. 
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CHRONIC DIARRHOEA. 

Sap atisy rome i senate as . 1 ounce 

NUE NO UIIOd boc ry OR ea co a dra Chas 

Bismuthi Sub carbonatis . . . . . 2 ounces 

Bi Carbonatiso! Soda aoe ale see eounces 

Mix and divide into 8 powders, one powder night and 

morning. 

PURGING BALL. 

Barbadensis vA oes. . yer. i bo. .4 drachims 

OTS Shay aie eciaas ea re EN Gra Chit 

Bxtract, BeHadoiia 2 7~ ¢th2' ‘drachm 

Ginvers: pulverized (sya ya a Olntice 

Mix, make into a ball and give at one dose. 

MERCURY BLISTER. 

Bbidiodia or Mercury 274)... . 2. drachms 

We SelinG she.) .0 7. oe 142 OUMGES 

Mix and apply once a ae or 3 es Then grease the 

parts well fora week. This is a good blister for spavin or 

splint knots or any kind of enlargement. 

HOOF OINTMENT. 

Pie ane cee tk) hate tal caine tanto 2 OUNCES 

Petrolenime crude (3-2) .4 6 280). 2 otlnces 

WGAESIOOR OM ro ar ee 2 T=2) OUNEeS 

OnaOreantiin sc) jee el ire ey neo” OUTiCe 

Baiscee Oil) y).sithoncgn es ie ea 2cOUtCES 

Mix and apply to bottom of bon once a day. 
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FOR WORMS IN HORSES... 

ATOM 807) a ee hr OO etints 

Oil Turpentine -. 24008 0 a eee 

Barbadoes ‘Aldes 202 eia4e 290) ca) Crackin 

Winseed (Oise uy SG eee AS a Deter toe 

Mix and give at one dose. . i 

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS—OR WHAT SOME PEO- 

PLE CALL HEAVHS. 

Barbadoes: Aloesin oo. c) iva. Te2cownees 

Nilfwatie 1 Pouas bn ec 7 iis i. . . 2 ounces 

Chiorate Potash 5 aoe Ole 

. Blood Root (powdered). . . . 1 1-2 ounces 

Lobelia Seed (powdered)... ...1 ounce 

Partar/ Himetiewi iia ieee Gee Or Chacha 

Nux ‘Vomica (powdered) -'. 03453 drachims,, 

Mix, divide into 16 powders and give one at night 

FOR LOCK JAW. 

Fluid Hxtract Belladonna. . 2 ounces | 

Prussic Acid (diluted). .. . +. .# ounces 

Water, ‘to make io. 0 s5 oe oo 8 omnees 

Mix and give 2 tablespoonful 3 times a day. 

HORSE LINIMENT. 

Turpentine . 2 ounces 

Oil of Spike . . 2 ounces 

Oil of Organum . . 2 ounces 

Spirits Camphor . . 4 ounces 
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Giovani re Glee eee ae DS OtIneeS 

BPanmontia water oo.0 2 oe 2 oumCces 

Mix and apply 2 or 3 times a day. 

LINIMENT FOR SPRAINS. 

Oil of Oreanina ye iets lss wi 2 OUNCES 

Mile COA b cine Vis cine wiv cent a ES OUNGE 

POMO IS to. o ag mien sks Cake ag an a A OUMERS) 

eQiia Ammonia we LS ie as Ly drachm 

PRAUET ALO! TAS ed yee is, tenie ge Lo) OUNCES 

Mix ard apply once a day. 

ANTISEPTIC WASH. 

RaAGHOUC VACIO WS Ai hs a) 2 akcahms 

PREC Cee e ihan eet Giteytl JA) 2 Wie.) ul M al Destin 1 da) pA 

Mix and apply freely. 

MANGE ON HORSES. 

PIE Wa ese e aera acd OUNCES 

CMOUWOR DL ars oie Gay eta ign 2 ec 2) OPIN CES 

Sindy aim pHor iy 3255.) ek ee 2 3 dachms 

EMSC OE ceo lie eels tea eh tet CLUDCES 

Mix and rub in well once or twice a day. 

WHITE LOTION 

MP ACewE CADE) 2080s alo uel aot a Ere, OUNCE 

pecs eMeat WGSaiei as toni ge agate. ak, ee OUNCE 

ietersttocwmame tris ly Rau oon: sie, pint 

Mix and apply 2 or 3 times a day. 
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THUMPS. 

WES eae aS Ry ere Ma ites ia ie OTA 

Spirits of Niter oi o7 oy cele eels 2 Ones 

Vineture Digitalis; fi co) Vee sidnepem 

Waterito:, maker eels et ante 

Mix and give at one dose. Repeat in one hour. 

STIMULATING MIXTURE. 

UNWISE CVI Milan Se tlt WV lanvtet oie nat ce OE Naels 

Extract of. Ginger) eu go wl ie ee uae aire tne 

Water'to maker) ceed: ii) een oe noel 

Mix and give at one dose. Repeat as needed. 

COOLING LOTION. 

Muriate of Am monias: +20. Goes) oe oumed 

Nitrate of: Potash. \. 7.074). 2*onmees 

Water to /Nigken ie aoe Te tes ear Mee 

Mix and apply 3 times a day. 

PASTE FOR OPEN JOINTS. 

SyCarbolic (Acid: oy eRe 8) fe Oe pe ieee evn 

CGV CERIO ES Kh a MN ite tous) 512 CL Iga ene 

Flour enough to make a paste. 

Mix and app'y to the cut twice a day. 

FOR RHEUMATISM 

Colchicum Seed (powdered)... .:. 1 ounce 

INF Prat Pata sits a hiot GM eine ii icos Wiel <1 neta Reiko aes 

BlOOd ROS Oa wine we 

Foe: uxreek Seed (powdered) . , , 14 ounce 

sige i hae OTS 

| 

ORs eo 
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ss Mix, divide into twelve powders, and give one night and 
aay: morning. © | | 
i ay. Perse: : . 

“a alae ; COUGH POWDERS. 

(Som Camphon 7.1). gk... 2 ounces 

Powdered DMS wlitites oT dae OuCes”"))' 

Powdered Lob-lia Seed. . . . . .1 ounce 

iiseeds Meal. vent sah te ae e BOLO! 'S 

Mix, divide into 12 powd:rs and give 1 or 2 a day. 
- 

Soe aaa DIARRHOEA MIXTURE. 

| ACCME ee ia al ual eae eae OATES 

i Brncerapowacned cae iy ai it ho. bh Omuce 

Po OLR Up Mele” wise) anne ety ki ec TW, Gwen 

Tranpentines oi oe ue kale Loe, 2 anaehiy 

i Peer G eRe 8 deh s Kags hia oe Ace BONE 

Mix and give at one dose. Repeat in 20° 3 hois if nec 

‘ 
essary. 

ANTISEPTIC OIL FOR WIRE CUT AND SORE. 

Guar Camipaor ie eer aa TOMTICE 

Todorotiney cosh. WEtie f ol eens dra chins 

Olrve Oil to bmakes 30) ik) Bue.) 8) orlmees 

Mix and apply 2 or 3 times a day. 

CARBOLISED OIL. 

CarboliciA cide wn aly We Se drachm 

Ve ON Oe e cess ee ah peed. ten OS OU TIGES 

Mix, apply twice a day. 

+ ™ * 
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THE MODEL HORSE OF THE WORLD 

) ‘‘Nebraska Queen,’’ said to be the model horse of the 

world, was born, bred and reared on the plains of Nebras- 

ka. She was fouled March 22, 1900, and now stands 20 

hands and one inch high, measures 11 feet, 8 tichesin 

length, 9 feet, 2 inches girth, 42 inches shoulder, 38 inches 

collar, 20 inches throat, 35 inches length of head, and 

weighs 2530 pounds, 
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CHAPTER IW. 

CATTLE. 

In furnishing as they do our milk, butter, beef and 

cheese, cattle affect directly the happiness and comfort of 

more homes than all the rest of the animal kingdom com- 

bined, and when we take into consideration their secondary 

products in the way of leather, tallow, glue, etc., the con- 

clusion forces itself upon us that in her cattle the United. 

States possesses a most wonderful and far-reaching source 

of wealth. Representing, as they do, one of the country’s 

most valuable assets, it can prove no waste of time to study 

the wants of cattle when afflicted, no matter how insignifi- 

cent they may appear. But itis not necessary to go over 

,again the ground we did in the first chapter in this work 

on the horse; the same general instructions imparted there 

applying with equal force in this instance. 

Cattle, though very similar in almost every essential fea- 

ture to the horse, present some differences which compel 

our atterition; the greatest divergence in the two being in 

the upper portion of the alimentary canal, or that part of 

it forming the stomach. Inthe stomach of cattle we find 
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four separate and distinct apartments, each of which per- 

forms its own peculiar function in the economy of the ani- 

mal. In administering medicaments to these creatures we 

must keep in mind the fact of the existence of these four 

‘stomachs, as we will refer to them. From the very nature 

of cattle and the presence of so much stomach surface over 

which all medicines must pass and be acted upon, it is de- 

cidely best, when possible, to give them ina liquid and 

bulky form and accompany them, when the bowels are the 

objective point, by a mild stimulant along with our medi- 

cine, there is a strong probability that every particle of it 

will be taken up in. the first two or three stomachs, and 

that none of it will produce the effect sought in its admin- 

istration. 

In the treatment of cattle the bowels are of first moment 

and always demand serious consideration from the start, 

they being the means through which we effect a cure. The 

first act upon our part should always be in the direction of a 

regulation and control of the bowels. If a patient is con- 

stipated we must give a purge, and if there is an apparent 

diarrhoea, or running off at the bowels, we must endeavor 

to check it. 

Signs of Disease. 

With cattle, asin horses, the pulse, temperature and 

respiration are our best indexes, but every sign of disease 

must be closely studied and weighed for all thatit is worth. 

As in the horse the actions and inclinations, along witha 

study of the coat and visible mucous membranes as well as 

of the nature and quantities of excretions, are our depen- 

eT ee a ee 

a 
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dence and most reliable source of information in arriving at 

correct conclusions. 

Pulse 

The pulse in cattle is softer than we find it in the horse; 

the best place for securing it being from an artery beneath 

the tai!, or else from one passing over the middle of the 

first rib. In range cattle the pulse makes 50 beats a min- 

ute, while in four year old beef steers it only makes 44. 

A general rule, ‘whitch it will be found profitable to fol- 

Jow, is to never begin the administration of medicine for 

any internal disease in cattle, until the pulse reaches 60 

beats a minute, but when medication is once begun keep it 

up until pulse goes down to 55 to the minute. 

Temperature 

The normal temperature of full grown cattle is 100 1-2°: 

Some depend upon guessing at the temperature after feel- 

ing of the ears, legs, skin and roots of horns, and with the 

experienced it can be closely approximated in this way, 

but the only means of securing the correct temperature is 

through the use of the thermometer. The temperature is 

of vital importance in treating febrile conditions. 

Respiration. 

Cattle, in health, breathe from to to 14 times a minute- 

These can be readily counted by the heaving of the chest. 

The sounds heard in auscultation and percussion are about 

the same as in the horse, the only difference, if any, being 

in the distinctness of those of cattle. 
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DISEASES OF THE ORGANS OF RESPIRATION 
In this chapter we will consider all of the simple and 

most common diseases of the air passages. 

Bleeding From the Nose, 

Cause,—It is generally caused from an injury to the 

mucous membranes, or else violent exertion in sneezing or 

coughing. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is no frothing of blood, which usually drops from 

one nostril and is accompanied by sneezing, the blood be- 

ing dark red. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In severe cases tie the patient’s head up and apply cold 

water or ice, Should this fail, inject monsels solution for 

iron into bleeding nostril and if the desired effect is not se- 

cured, give the follo wing as constitional haemostatic: 
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PRESCRIPTION 

Gaile Wcidven ee eh ae nae drachms | 

one cca min Yc) Pata wha addin pint,” 

Mix and give one dose and repeat every hour as indicated. 

Bleeding From the’ Lungs 

Cause.—This is caused by a breaking down of the 

lung substance, or is aresult of a previous congestion of 

the lungs. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Bleeding from the lungs comes from both nostrils and 

mouth; there is a cough and the blood is a bright red and 

frothy. . 

WHAT TO DO. 

Use cold applications to the sides and give, as a drench§ 

the same haemostatic prescribed in bleeding from the nose. 

Catarrh or Cold In the Head. 

Cause.—Exposure to cold wet weather is the most com- 

mon cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The animal gets dull and has no disposition to move 

around, the appetite is generally indifferent and the eyes 

arered and watery. The mucuous membranes of the nose 

are at first red and dry, but later a watery discharge makes 
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its appearance, which becomes mucopurulent in severe 

eases. Ifinacow giving milk the secretion of it dimin- 

ishes very much. The pulse will be rapid and rather hard, 

and temperature may run high. | cee 

WHAT TO D} 

House the patient comfortably and turn your attention to 

the bowels, first. 

If the patient be constipated give this as a purge: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Epsom: Salts: Gyo lis 8 te er ole 

Gentian,’ "(Powdered ).. 245, 2h. 2) a ones 

Ginger» (Powdered) ay) 5 5. oe oumiee 

Mix and give at one dose in a quart of water. Should the 

bowels be too loose, the following will generally prove ef- 

fective in checking them: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Alun (Powdered) 0)... 2s * Somme 

Opmim, (Powdered)... 2... ..2.. 2 drachime 

starch, (Powdered) 20, 02 \)..), S\4aaeiteee 

Ether, Sulphuric 29020) o cy) ie neti 

Water q.iS. cin ey kicas a) Oa) adic im Giabeiraie 

Mix and give at two doses 2 hours apart. 

The patient can be forced to inhale the steam from very 

warm water to relieve the lightnessin the head. Should 

the temperature run as high as 103° give the following 

fever mixture: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

come. Limtehire sole! Yoke yt.) as. drachms 

belladoniua. (Hinds Bxtract'ions../. (.1-2ourlce 

BOtashy eNiihaAle-Ole aie er ait. at 2) OlUICeS 

ieiiseed) Imiustou, Gres. -e kanes, ea pint 

Mix and give two ounces at a dose every 2 hours until fever 

subsides. 

Largyngitis. 

This is an inflammation of the larynx, and organ situat- 

ed at the upper part of and is continuous with the wind 

pipe. 

Cause-—-Exposure to storms, cold rains, etc., or a sudden 

change froin warm to colder quarters, may produce it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

“The pulse is raised, the breathing is quickened and the 

temperature is elevated. There is pain on pressure being 

applied in the region of the larynx. There is considerable 

difficulty in swallowing, respiration is noisy and difficult, 

and violent fits of coughing are not uncommon. The nos- 

trils are distented and the animal has a frightened expres- 

sion. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First, rub in well mustard paste on the throat over the 

larynx and repeat this every hour until at least three ap- 

plications have been made, then cleanse the parts with tep- 

id water and apply freely and rub in well, the liniment for 
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wire cuts in horses, recommended inthis work. ‘The fol- 

lowing is often used advantageously: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Potash, ‘Chlorate of So.) bo aay oy eliieee: 

pele: Carbolte si 5 nc) eke toe aes ta a2 On CIeh 

Water: fq. Sue) ine th is ata allele Te aint og 

Mix and mop or swab out throat 3 or’4 times a day. 

Diptheria. 

This trouble resembles largynitis very much, about the 

only noticeable difference in the symptoms of the two being 

in the presence of dark gray patches in the fauces in diph- 

theria, where there is none in largyngitis. The treatment 

in both troubles is the same. A word of caution—be care- 

ful where you have a case of diphtheria, for it is often com- 

municated to the human family in this way, and when it is 

it becomes very contageous. 

Bronchitis 

This is an inflammation of the mucous membrane of the 

bronchial tubes, these being the small air passages leading 

into the lungs. | 

Cause—The cause is most generally from ‘‘catching’’ cold 

but any irritant may prodnce it. 

a HOW TO KNOW (IT. 

The pulse will be soft and full running from 50 to 80 

beats a minutes. ‘The temperature will be in the neighbor- 

hood 105 °,. The inspiration is short, painful and incoim- 
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plete, while the expiration is prolonged. There isa fpar- 

oxysmal but incomplete and painful cough present. At 

first we hear a dry, grating sound on placing the ear tothe 

chest; which becomes a kind of gurgling one in three or 

four days. 

WHAT LOADS: 

Give the patient a warm, clean and well ventilated stall. 

Keep the bowels open with half or broken doses of the ep- 

som salts purgé recummended in catarrh in cattle. To 

control fever use the following. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Miter OPIItS Of.) Ye. ei Wkoor. ay 2uOUN EES 

Aconite, Fluid Extract of . . . .2 drachms 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . 4 drachms 

Oman wince Oi. yes ss ek OuIce 

ARE, Pal GON Gl Cle, Meier ae rN agate o ACCT: PIne 

Mix and give four tablespoonsful at a dose every 3 or 4 

hours. When the fever give; away use this for a week or 

ten days: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ianiwe dl phate Gite. fukie hep 3 OUNCES 

(Gentian... (Powdered) ..."-).° .2. 2) ounces 

Foenugreek, (Powdered): . .-- .1 ounce 

Pixs SECO IM Calin. et he das | O OUNCES 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose twice per day. 
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Pneumonia. 

This is an inflamation of the tissues of the lungs, or 

lung substance and is very common among cattle. The 

right lung is most commonly 4ffected. Eines 

Cause—The cause of pneumonia is about the same as 

that of any of the other inflamma‘ory diseaseas of the res- 

piratory organs. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Pneumonia usually comes on witha chill, followed by 

a rise in temperature, running up to 105 degrees or even 

higher, the pul eis full and soft, ranging from 60 to 80 

beats a minute. The breathing is quick and shallow, the 

nose being hot and dry. The skin is rough, dry and harsh 

and the coat is staring, the urine is scanty and highly 

colored, and in milk cows the secretions are suspended to 

a great extent. On tapping the side a dull heavy sound 

is heard and on placing the ear to it we observe an absence 

of the murmur of health in affected parts Some times 

thre is a dry hacking cough which becomes frequent and 

painful as disease progresses The patient is usually 

found standing with fore legs wide apart and elbows turn- 

ed outward. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Move the bowels off freely by using the following 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Epsom Salts i550. ‘vee <2 i =P spotud 
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Gentian (powdered 3. wee we ounce 

Ging: r it tier LOUNGE 

iG ie Dene io Kaan neh ts ore ts. OEY Cae hi 

Mix and give at one dose ard repeat in 6 hours if bowels 

do not move freely. 

After adminis'ering the second dose give an injection 

into the rectum of warm water every thirty minutes until 

desired ac ion is secured 

To control fever use the same prescription as in bron- 

chitis. Should satient become very weak a stimulant is 

indicated A halt pirt of brandy in a quart of gruel three 

or four times a day is good. 

Pleurisy. 

This is an inflammation of the pleura, which are serous 

membranes lining the chest and Jungs. 

Cause—‘he causes of bronchitis and pneumonia are also 

the caus-s of pleurisy. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The muzzle is dry and hot, the mouth shiny and secre- 

tions scant. There is great pain trom the inflamed surface 

of the pleura rubbing together and a kind of frictional 

murmur. The inspirations are short and incomplete, while 

the expirations are prolonged. There isa cough which is 

sharp, painful and suppressed. By exerting pressure in 

the interdostal spaces the animal will flinch and grunt. 

The pulse is small, hard and frequent, and the tempera- 

ture will range from 104 to 105 degrees. If there is an 
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effusion the puls2 will b> soft and a dull sound will be 

heard on percussion as h'gh up as the fluid goes in the 

chest. 

WHAT TO DO. 

The same general treatment employed in pneumonia is 

advised. The bowels must be kept open and the kidneys 

acting freely. Incase there is a1 effusion put mustard 

plaster over affected side and give the following internally. 

PRESCRIPTION... 

Digitalis, tincture of. 4,4 2.0). ay oumices 

Potash, jodide of-y..8) 3). 3 er ee wdikac mamas 

AYU T I) Se ACen Pane Mac MUneHUgS 210 (6s cay 6.01 DCs 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose 3 times a day. 

Chronic Cough. 

In some sections of the country chronic coughs are very 

common among cattle, and it is very essential that we give 

them careful attention for if allowed to tun in their course 

they often result in heaves. 

Cause—The most common cause is from cold, but dust 

and smut in feed sometimes produces it. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a persistent cough and patient will lose flesh 

and present a haggard appearance. The breathing is hur- 

ried and in severe cases there is heaving of the flanks. 
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WHAT TO DO 

Feed on soft feed and use the following. 

_ PRESCRIPTION. 

Camphors Gumi ees 5 hee: oe SE voMunce 

DET Spits Ol vary. ct oe od OUNCES, | 

Emer PBCh Te OME a wom ir 2). OUNCES 

Potasiwnitrate Of! eo ta 2 OURCES 

Water mise cy eh cter ny Olt WC aad! 2 pints 

Mix and give one teaspoonful 3 times a day. Give in 

connection with the above this 

PRESCRIPTION 

Mustard (ground) oo oo 4 ounces 

VOUPINTNE CY acne te erecta ain onan OUECES 

(Geutian *Gpowdered ict: 0s e 2onnees 

Giuser (powdered). 2). 42) ws, ounees 

Blaxeoced Weal, won) co. het cis ee OUNCES 

Mix and g ve two tablespoonsful at a dose twice a day. 

Heaves 

As in the horse this is a rupture of the air cells of the 

lungs. 

Cause—lIt is a result of chronic coughs, bronchitis, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Respiration is interspersed with, the expiration being 

pro’onged while the inspiration is short and incomplete, 
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As a rule the patient is hide-bound, presents a s‘aring coat 

and becomes emaciated. The cough is hard and is follow- 

ed by heaving of the flanks and the chest sounds are 

exaggerated. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Heaves are incurable, but can in a measure be relieved 

by persistent use of the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Mustard (ground). ..0.-. /2-)) 4 oumces 

Gentian (powdered)... ..., . 2 ounces 

Foenugreek (powdered) . .. . .1 ounce 

Lobelia Seed (powdered). . . . . 2 ounces 

Blood Root (powdered). . . . 2 1-2 ounces 

Potash: nitrates Ofelia oe cere ounces 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose twice a day. 



CHAPTER III. 

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS 

Under this head we will consider «very ailmert ard 

affection of the alimentary canal which is of consequence 

or benefit to the farmer or cattle man. 

Sore Mouth. 

Though of but little moment this trouble often occurs 

and sometimes requires treatment. 

Cause—lIrritating substances in either food cr medicine 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The mucous memb:anes of the mouth will appear red 

and inflamed and saliva dribbles from 1t. 

WHAT TO DO 

Use the following as a kind of mouth wash: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Potash, chlarate of... . . .. .2 drachms 

Hydrastics, pulverized. ... .3 drachms 
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Acid “Garbolies salt ace! See On dae 

I Dah 5 = G55 cee aM Bate acs Ian PUG Mp nah opts Cosel OE 

Watertqs 2 toca ae. add) Gyo mame 

Mix and swab out mouth with it twice a day. 

Loss of Cud 

This is by no means a d'sease within itself, but merely 

a symptom of a great many diseases. It isa sign of sus-_ 

pended rumination and shows that the digestive orgars are 

not performing their proper functions When we observe 
‘ that an animal is apparently without a ‘cud’’ we must 

look for other symptoms of disease upon which we can 

base a correct opinion as to the true character of the 

trouble. 

Choking. 

VYhis condition is usually produced by an animal's at- 

tempting to swallow too large an object, or by chaff or 

bran lodging in and filling up a port on o! the gullet 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Tre enimal 1s rest'ess and shows signs of pain, and 

saliva runs from the mouth; there ate frequent efforts at 

swa'lowing and a cough. 

WHAT TO DO 

If obstruction can be reached remove it with the hand 

and in case this cannot be done pursue the same course as 

advised in ‘‘Choked Horses,’? 
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THE PROBE. 

Aud te (GAS GR lie Geel Be NOT Set 

Hoven. 

Cause—Anything which produces indigestion. It com- 

monly follows a heavy feed on clover, cane or other 

succulent diet. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The animal moves «bout unessily and presents an 

anxious expression The swelling in the flank is very 

marked and often rises above the level of the backbone. 

The treathiog is difficu.t and gas ard food are belchel 

up from the stomach. 

WHAT TO DO, 

First give the following; 
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PRESCRIPTION 

Epsom Salts A ike) Ae Cea ae tea! 

Opin: tinetrenat vi arn ik 4 drachms 

Nitery Spirits cot 2 0 COR NN a aan oniiaageeds 

Mix and give in a quart of warm water. ek 

‘NHWOY AHL ONIdd VL 

In case there is great swelling in the beginning or at any 

time afterwards ‘‘tapping’’ the rumen must be resorted to, 

(See chapter on operations.) © 
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Impaction of the Rumen 

i) 
iS) 

— 

This is a condition in which the food taken lays in a 

mass in the stomach or becomes impacted as it were, caus- 

ing a kind of paralysis of that organ. 

Cause,—Excessive feeds of almost any kind of feed. will 

produce. 

HOW TO KNOw IT 

The animal presents the same general appearance as in 

hoven. On pressing the flank with the closed hand, indent 

remains for a short time or rises slowly. 

WHAT TO Do. 

First give the followinz as a purge: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Ppsom salts: 2%. 

Gentian, (Powered) . 

Ginger, (Powdered) . 

Aconite, Tincture of . 

Water, q.s.. | 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in 12 hour if 

sary. If patient seems to be in great pain give this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Opium, Tincture of . 

Nite, Spirits of .: 

Aconite, Tincture of 

Water, oq: Ss.’ . 

. add 1 quart 

. add 1 pint 

MeCEes= 
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Mix and give at two doses an hour a part in quart of warm 

water. 

Should our efforts fail and we should despair of relieving 

the trouble through the agency of medicines at the end of 

twenty-four hours the rumen may be tapped (see chapter in 

operations) and contents mechaically removed. 

Impaction of the G@masum or Dry Murrain 

This is a condition in which the third stomach (omasum) 

suffers from want of water, and food becomes impacted be- 

tween the leaves of it. 

HOW TO KNOw IT. 

This trouble comes on gradually, with signs of abdomi- 

nal pain, the animal looks around to the right side and has 

no disposition to move about. Just below the ribs on the 

right side can be felt a hard round substance, which is very 

tender. The fever, which begins with the trouble, pro- 

gresses with it, and towards the end patient makes many 

efforts at passing dung. 

IW EPA 2 OO; 

Just as soon as we learn what the trouble is we sheuld 

employ the following as a cathartic: 

BpsomSaltsh 3). ys hee side oe hel 2 poOUmmgs 

Ginger; Powdered v.05) 715 30s 2 Ounces 

Gentian. Powdered:, )4o) 2.72 14:43 2rotimecs 

Calmoniele) re So Se aR 3 ee eS an 

SYTHp, OlmIple rs fair rene ONO tini@es 
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Mix and give at one dose in two quarts of warm water. 

To hasten the action of above give rectal injections of warm 

water every thirty minutes, and give per stomach a stimu- 

lant as follows: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Br ichyadiiy Ger imo my Dot Eo OnCeS 

ainser meMmCrinemui lh. ails wien eh 2 OUNCES 

WVrCia gGamc rw ac ma hd rein dln aiatt 

Mix and give one teacupful at a dose every 2 hours in a 

quart of water. 

Chronic Indigestion. 

This trouble occasionally occurs in cattle and is the same 

as dyspepsia in the human family. 

Cause—Irregular and improper feeding are the most 

common causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The appetite is rather freakish, at times being dainty and 

again depraved. ‘There is belching from the stomach; a 

dry, glazed appearance of the dung is noticeable along with 

a marked decrease in quantity, the flanks drop in, the skin 

and hair feel dry and rough and the animal loses flesh 

rapidly. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Be careful in feeding (soft and easily digestable food 

being indicated) and give the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

soda, sbi-carbonate of. ©) 4 ot omens 

Gentian, (powdered: a9 2a eet 

Ginger (powdered). ci) ook otameas 

Skunk Cabbage (powdered)  . . . 2 ounces 

Mix and give one tablesvoonful at a dose niSht and morn- . 

ing. 

THE STOMACH. 

Should the dry, glazed appearance of the dung continue 

it would be a good.idea to give the purge prescribed in 

Catarrh or Cold in the Head. 

Constipation. 

We regard constipation rather as a symptom of disease 

£ a 
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than a disease in itself. It is a result of an insufficient 

amount of moisture in the stomach and bowels. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The dung is dry, hard and often glazed and its passage 

is accomplished in a tardy manner. The animal is sluggish 

and shows signs of not feeling well. 

WHAT TO DO 

In mild cases a handful of salt in half a pound of flax 

seed meal is generally sufficient, but when the trouble is 

severe resort inust be had to the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

igen Salts Ce eo em ran OOP OUICES 

amser Cnowdercd ) ei! 25) i. a, OES 

Nux Vomica (powdered). . . .2 drachms 

Mix and give at one dose in a quart of water. 

Diarrhoeea. 

This is a condition in which there is a watery discharge 

from the bowels. It is often referred to as scours. 

Cause— Inferior and improper food along with irregular 

feeding are usually the causes when it is not brought on by 

soine other disease. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

The passages from the bowels are frequent and consist of 

thin dung in the beginning, but become watery and offen- 
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Sive as disease progresses. ‘The patient is dull and gener- 

ally very thirsty. As arule there is some fever and great 

depression and the animal loses flesh rapidly. 

WHAT TO DO. 

In most cases it is best to begin treatment by giving a 

pint of castor oil, but this is not always uecessary. After 

waiting two hours upon the oil, give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Alum’ (powdered), 0.0 2°. 2. 3 2 eumees 

Opium (powdered) 2). 5 0. Jan oon 

Gentian, (powdered). 24.0 40) Vis a omicee 

Chalk, Cprecipitated) 45). Ay OlmMices 

Bther Gul phunic)) (23s a) a erie 

Water, NGu SY aici fT en ea Gl el niin 

Mix and and give four tablespoonsful every 3 hours. 

Should this fail to give relief in twenty four hours try 

this: | 
PRESCRIPTION. 

Chalk precipitated a.) o8y i oo oumees 

Wateches,, powdered’). 0) 2 5)).) 1 oumee 

Ginger. powdered) 0 ah Vet ee etme 

Opium, powdered.) ea diac nae 

NV avEEIS, GSS Oe inl as Sa Gy a Te aa 

Mix and shake well, and give four tablespoonsful at a dose 

night and morning. 

Dysentery. 

This condition represents the same cattle as bloody flux 
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does in man. It is an inflammation of mucous membranes 

or lining of the bowels and usually follows diarrhoea. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The discharge from the bowels is watery, bloody and 

offensive and is accompanied in its passage by severe strain- 

ing. ‘The patient has no appetite but is very thirsty and 

has a high fever. If the trouble be with a milk cow the 

secretion of milk ceases. There is sometimes a discharge 

from the eyes and patient always decreases in flesh rapidly. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give as a laxative the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

MSO OAS. nie bee aie oa tata, dO, OUNCES 

Ginger, powdered . . Jee | punk eT Tee 

ium: powdered, scien: yo stra. 2 drachims 

Bilaxepsecd: Meal. atria velco OUNCES 

Mix and give in a quart of warm water. 

Wait on this a few hours and then treat as a simple case 

of diarrhoe. Should the fever run very high use same 

fever mixture as in bronchitis. 

Inflammation of the Bowels. 

Cause —Drinking very cold water. Eating poultry food 

or acid plants and leaves which are infested with caterpillers 

are the most common causes, 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

_ The animal shows signs of pain by getting up and down 

very often and looking at its flanks. Soon we notice it 

pawing the ground with its front feet and directly it will 

be seen occasionally striking at the abdomen with one of its 

hind feet. There is a partial or total cessaticn of rumina- 

‘tion and the tail is raised. ‘The animal frequently attempts 

to urinate but can pass only small ‘quantities. This dis- 

charge from the bowels is dry, hard and covered with 

mucous. All symptoms of fever are present. 

WHAT TO D} 

First give the same purge as recommended in impaction 

of rumen and without waiting begin the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opium, ‘fuichure of. Lease ees emees 

Aconite, tinctnré of sos, 9) >. jae 2 ed raeams 

Nitérs (Spirits) Jot Va a aie ean, hoger 

Potash, nitrate of Ur A See ae eyeninele 

NViaten! (Oy Si) GN tay Gay een nae tele Sante pain 

Mix and give at four doses 2 hours apart in a quart of warm 

water. 

Intestinal Worms. 

It is seldom necessary to doctor cattle for intestinal para- 

sites for they rarely have them, but in some sections of the 

country tape worms are not the most uncommon thing in 

the world. 

" 
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HOW TO KNOW ‘THEM. 

} ‘This i is herd to tas. The animal keeps ae g and always 

seems hungry, but gradually falls away. The only means 
is D 

a eh 03 - ang es ye we can be certain of the presence of a tape worm 

is s by Ae gers of it in the — 

WHAT TO DO. 

t 

ear tape \ worn give an ounce of oil of male fern (tee 

aticee: days) morning, noon and night in’ a pint) of sweet, 

ie milk. On the fourth day give a pint of castor oil. 

Round worins can readily be gotten rid of i giving — 

: “y "small doses of sulphate of iron three times a day for three 

days and following with castor oil as above. 



CHAPTER IV. 

Diseases of the Urinary Organs. 

The uninary apparatus in cattle is by no means as subject 

te derangement as that of the horse, but occasionally dis- 

ease lays a withering hand upon some portions of it and 

when it does our best efforts with a perfect understanding - 

of the nature of the trouble are required to relieve it. 

Inflammation of the Kidneys 

This is an inflammation of the substance of the kidneys 

and is the only affection of these organs proper of any con- 

sequence. 

Cause—Blows of external violence of any kind in the 

region of the kidneys; diuretic medicines and feeding upon 

diuretic plants arethe most common in enumerating the 

list of causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

This trouble isin some instances hard to diagnose. In 

well marked cases the animal shows great uneasiness and 

passes urine often, in small dribblets, it being thick and 
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highly colored and attended by much straining. There is 

in some cases high fever, accelerated pulse and hurried 

breath ng. In all cases we find tenderness over the lions 

and a:traddling gait, occasionally there is lameness in 

either one or oth hind legs and the animal when forced 

to move dee+ so with a groan. Sometimes there is swell- 

ing over the joins. By intreducing the hard into the 

rectum and exerting pressure on the kidneys great pain 

will be produced and the circular muscular fibres of the 

rectum will contract in an effort at expelling the hand. 

WEAT:: TO 7DO. 

Give pitient comfortable quarters and if suffering great 

pain apply lot blankets to the loins and give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

EE CIMCLULE Of ty) sey oy see. ss eet OUNCES 

Aconite, fluid extract of. . . ..1 drachm 

B: l'adonna, fluid extract of . . .2 drachms 

Eien se MTS Ole wire hal o uae ee vere sPe-4 OULLICeS 

Mix and give three tablespoonsful in a pint of linseed tea 

every 3 hours. 

Retention of the Vrine, 

Cause—The cause may be spasm of the neck of the 

bladder, paralysis of tre body of the bladder or an obstruc- 

tion in t*e way of a stone. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The animal shows sigus of colicky pains and strains in 
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its freque t and futile efforts at passing urine, it looks t 

around to the flinka d raises and moves its hind legs in 

a restless manner. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Draw the urine with a cathe'er and if the trouble be 

caused by a stone, try to remove it. Shou!d the retention R 

come from some other cause, use the folowing, after the 

bladder has been washed: 3 | 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opium tincture oti Ae ie ie Mer eran 

Belladonna, fluidiextractiof: -)° 2.20 drops 

Gentian /itiveture of 2/0 07) a Mo wae orhaamice 

Mix and give at one dos: in a p'nt ot linse-d tea. 

Incontinence of Vrine. 

Cause—The cause is gen-r Ily an injury to the posterior 

part of the spinal cord. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The urine dribbles away continually ani by introducing 

the hand into the rectum or vagina we can feel the half 

filled bladder below and may empty it by pressure. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If injury to the spinal cord be permanent, nothing can 

be done. We may use fly blisters on the loins with good 

results, and the following internally will tend to restore 

tone to the injured nerves: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Belladonna, solid extract of. . . .1 ounce 

Cantharides, powderrd. . . . . . 25 grains 

Mix and make into 8 powders and give one a day. 

Bloody Urine. 

Cause.—Structural disease of the kidusys or urinary 

tract. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The appearance of the urine is all that is necessary tu 

satisfy us of the trouble. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give clean, wholescme fcod and the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Gentian, tincture of. og Sa dtachms 

Muriate of Iron, tincture of. . . 2 drachms 

Acouite, tincture: of.) 4). . . 20 drops 

WiAteh, QoS 0. \2 an seen pombe 6 bo UCae Ue ODF ONE 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat 3 times a day for one 

week. 

Inflammation of the Bladder. 

This is an inflammation of the mucous membrane or 

_ lining of the bladder and is very uncommon. 

Cause.—Strong diuretics, a stone in the bladder and 

eating poisonous herbs are the most common causes, 
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HOW TO KNOw IT 

The animal shows by its acts that it isin pain, there is 

apparent prostration and some efforts at vomiting, the 

urine in its passage seems to give much pain and may be 

either increased cr reduced in amount and the sufferer 

swe-ts profusely. In the male the testicles are drawn up 

towards the body. 

WHAT TO Do. : . 

If the czuse be from diuretics, stop their use, and if from 

stone in the bladder, remove it if possible. In case the 

caus2 can not be determined or gotten at, give the follow- 

fag: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Opium, tincture “of, 04). 0a 2) Ommcer 

Aconite wy tincture Of) yo oe le 2@ adios 

Mindererus,, Spirits: Ohi). 09.) )) 4 voulmees 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of linseed tea and re- 

peat every two hours until better. 

Stone in the Bladder. 

These may occur in any number in the bladder and of 

all sizes, but is not common to find cne more than an inch 

in diameter. 

Cause—These stones appzar to be an accumulation of 

lime salts and may be a simple mechanical gathering of 

them, but it is more probable that they are the result of 

chemical changes taking place in the body. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The stone acting as an irritant causes the bladder to 

contract and by this means frequent passages of the urine 

come about which are small in quartity but very painful. 

By introducing the hand into the rectum the sone in the 

bladder can be felt. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First remove stones as describ: d in “ Tappeng the Blad- 

der’’ (see chapter on operations). Vhen give the follow- 

ing: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Pye LoOcHionie Acid owl nr. hin 20) Crops 

Gentian ‘tincture jot $0.) 4. 4) avdrachms 

seed Ledges. ero ia hoe. Bad) Tpit 

Mix ard give at one d: se twice a day for six days. Then 

give this: 

PRESCRIPTION 

SUMO nh eth eee GA Aa Sonne oe lAy OUMEe’S 

MAGE the et Fire force acu A OLBRCES 

Sassifras Baik, powder d. . . ° * 2 ounces 

Geriian WOW dered: ony ae ee: ava, 1 ONCE 

Ree acirerk 1 powdered 2). o. cu aT Ounce 

skunk Cabbage, powderel. . . .2 ounces 

Mix ani give two tablesp3on<ful at a dose onc: per day in 

soft feed. 



CHAP IEE: Vu 

GENERAL BLOOD DISEASES. 

In this chapter we will treat all those diseases which 

work through the medium of the blood, no matter what 

their origin or nature may be. 

Blood Poisoning. 

This condition is a result of poisonous matter or pus be- 

ing absorbed into the system. 

Cause—Using unc'ean instruments in a wound of any 

kind, and the absorption of pus from ulcers and suppurat- 

ing surfaces are the most common causes: 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Rumination has stopped and the ccat is staring, the 

appetite is lost and emaciation has begun. The breathing 

is quickened, the pu'se is fast and hard and the animal 

has much fever, 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Liberate the pus from wound or ulcer, as the case may. 

be, and cleanse thi roughly with carbolized water 2 or 3 

times a day and give, internally, this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Chloride of Iron, tincture of . . . 1-2 ounce 

OMA CII CTU LE OR ie hee 2 8h OUNCES 

PCOMILG, TINCtMnE OL env. Gato 2 arachms 

Mix and give one tablespoonful at a cose every 2 hours 

Tuberculosis and Phthisis Pulmonalis 

This trouble resembles phthisis in the human family and 

is a condition in which the poison from suppurasion bas 

been absorbed into the -ystem, the poison gathering in 

cheese-‘ike tumors of smal! dim-nsions, these tumors 

being fou din the lungs, pleur:, sides of diaphragn and 

various gla ds These tumors may partake ofa semi fluid 

nature a d when they d» the flesh of the animal is unfit 

for food. Ifthey are of a calcareous character, no bad 

effect .resul: from eating it. — 

Cause—Any inflammation of a suppurative characier 

through which poisoa is absorbed into the syst. m. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The first symptom usually observed is an unthrifty con- 

dition, accompanied by a husky cough. This is followed 

by a dull appearance o' the hair and skin The animal 
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no longer licks itself as of old. If the tyouble be in a milk 

eow the milk though sot decre sed in quantity is thin and 

watery and of a poor quality. A cow wih calf usually 

aborts. As disease progresses the ccugh gets much worse 

and emaciation is rapid. Diarrrova generally develcps in 

the last stage of the troubl:. The animal always remains 

standing. In severe cises tubercles sometimes break 

out on the body. 

WHAT TO DO 

There is no cure for this troubl-, but some wriers re- 

commend rapid fattending and butchering as a m ans to 

avoid financial loss. ‘peaking for mys-lf, I can only 

say that I would not relish beef in any shape under th se 

eircumstances. 

Rheumatism. 

This is a constitutional blood disease of a very p:culiar 

kind and is neither contagious nor infec ious. 

Cause—The cause is by no means well urdeistood, but 

it is supposed to be due to an accumulation of a peculiar 

acid in the system which has a tendency to settle around 

the joints. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The animal has no disposition to move around and 

presents a staring coat. When forced to meve we observe 

that he is stiffand lame. As disease progress s one or 

more joints begin to swell and will be found hot and pain- 
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ful. This swelling travels from one joint to another and 

from one leg to another. The temperature is elevated, the | 

pulse runs high, the bowels are usually constipated and the 

urine is scanty and of a high color. ‘The patient seems to 

prefer laying to standing. 

WHAT TO DO 

Give patient warm stall with good bed and a good purge, 

such as recommended in Pneumonia. When bowels have 

acted well begin the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Cimchona Bark) powdered i. 5.3. .0n ounce 

OAS Wi GALe TOL treeho Wis) ihe di Do? OUNCES 

Pe Sue Cla Mansi a eh eas (he we ifs! 2 et -2 OUNCE 

Pei. os Liye fea cei ot VOMNES 

Mix and divide into four powders, give one night and 

morning. Continue this treatment for several days and 

use in connection with it locally the following lniment: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

PG etMEMe Lyn lie a AER hee 2") OUTICeS 

Bartplior (Cimmine oi. ol oe ls Ve OLIMCE 

SOUR Mere Vol iy >." Wh wean tl OUICE 

NIECE Rea usi4y oth ae aaa Ss Madd "ih pint 

Mix and rub in well on all swollen parts. 

Contageous Pleuro-Pneumonia 

This trouble is commonly known as ‘‘Iung plague’’ and 
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is contageous, but it only comes about by contact with an 

affected animal or the virus in stalls, cars, ete. 

Cause —The cause insofar as we are concerned may be 

stated as being from actual contact with an affected animal 

or else the living virus. 

WHAT TO D1 

The early symptoms are such as we would expect in lung 

troubles, the temperature rising possibly to 106° and the 

breathing becomes difficult and rapid, with a kind of moan 

with each expiration. There is a short, hard, husky 

cough, the head is drooped and the back arched, the urine 

is scanty and dark in color, the horns are hot at their roots 

but cold at the tips and the pulse is weak and rapid. As 

disease progresses the symptoms become more marked, 

there is bloating and often a severe diarrhoea.’ From the — 

eyes and nose comes a watery discharge or one of even 

more pronounced character. In the first stage the sounds 

heard in the chest are dry and crackling but. as trouble 

progresses this is all changed and we observe a rough whis- 

tling sound. Violent cases of pleuro-pneumonia never 

appear in the United States except in warm weather. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Destroy infected animal and quarantine every one which 

has been exposed for at least three months. Some writers 

recommend inocculation of exposed animals, but we consid- 

er this of questionable utility, even though good results 

have seemed to accrue from it in some instances. The only 

safe plan to be pursued is to isolate every suspect. 

st 
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Rinderpest. 

We hardly feel justified in passing this without a word 

and yet we realize that it is a waste of time and space inso- 

far ns the American people are concerned, for a case of it 

has never yet visited our shores. We will let the subject 

go by simply and briefly telling what it is. It is generally 
ce known as ‘‘cattle plague’ and has proven a veritable bovine 

scourge. From the best information at hand it has existed 

in Asia for all time, and has been perpetual by a continual 

infection of fresh animals. The virus is said to retain its 

vitality for months or even years outside of the body in a 

moist state. Cattle are most susceptible to it, and it is 

claimed by some that every animal exposed to it becomes 

infected. 

Texas Fever. 

This trouble appears under various names in different 

sections of the country. It is sometimes called acclimation 

fever, Spanish fever, black water and murrain, but more 

commonly splesutic fever. 

Cause—-: The cause is a matter of conjecture, innumera- 

ble theories being offered, none of which are by any means 

satisfactory. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The first sign of this trouble usually observed is a dispo- 

sition on the part of the infected animal to leave the herd 

aud be alone, next there is a dullness and loss of appetite 

with dry, staring coat, the patient stands with his head 
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down and ears drooped. The temperature runs anywhere 

from 104 © to 108 © and the pulse and breathing are very 

rapid. The urine is scanty and highly colored in the be- 

ginning, on about the third day it will be red wine color 

and will in a day or two more appear much like red blood. 

The dung is drip, scanty and of a brownish color and is 

usually mixed with a kind of blo.dy mucous. 

WHAT TO DO. 

But few writers recommend a line of treatment in this 

trouble, but the author has had much experience and has 

met with considerable success in treating animals affected 

with it. Our attention must be directed to the bowels first 

which are always found constipated. Give the following 

as a purge: 
PRESCRIPTION. 

Epsommesalts 20). OS a. pom 

Gentian, powdered) 4) on sommes 

Ginger powdered 40004. 0) (ee oubiaes 

Palomo te et! le a Chea ella 

Common (Salt eh woe ae oe oMmees 

SHU a ca enc es he aes, Gang Mny ened ounces. 

Mix and give at one dose in two quarts of cold water and 

repeat every eight hours until bowels move freely. Injec- 

tious into the rectum of warm water and soap will aid us 

in securing desired action. Do not wait for purgative to 

act, but begin at once the following fever mixture: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Nite NSpITES Or) on 2 Leite hyo Sr eOUlCES 
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Aconite, tincture of... . . .2 drachms 

Belladonna, fluid extract of-. . . 1-2 ounce 

otasitc AMitrare: Oban so5 pees Ounces 

Ammonia, muriate of. .-. . . .2 ounces 

WVAECTI OS Sea heal pag saree. Mad. 2: sD InES 

Mix and give a half teacupful at a dose in a quart of water 

every two haurs. 

Keep patient in the shade and apply bla: kets which are 

wet with cold water to the beai and over the loins. 

Anthrax or Black Leg 

This trouble is known under the various names of black | 

leg, charbon, quarted ill and bloody murrain, and is one 

of the most dreaded scourges of animal life. 

Cause.—It is due to an organism known in the scieutific 

world as the anthrax bacillus. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

In the apoplectic form the animal, without howing any 

signs of disease, sudden'y drops down and dies of convul- 

sions. Often an animal thought to be well at night is 

found dead in the morning. Simple anthrax is most com- 

mon in yuung cattle which are in good flesh. It begins 

with fever, the temperature running to 106° or 108° and 

the pulse is very rapid, beating from 80 to 100 times per 

minute, the appetite is lost and rumination is suspended. 

The animal is dull and stupid and asive from manifesting 

great weakness, often seems to get lame in one of bis legs 

The coat is staring and the roots of horns are cold. As 
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disease progresses dullness gives way to restlessness, there 

are spasms of the limbs, pawing the ground and kicking, 

with champing of the jaws, the breathing becomes very 

labored and the mucous membranes bluish in color. . 

WHAT TO DO. 

First bleed in the Jegs, taking a half pint of blood from 

each leg. Then open bowels with one pound doses of 

Epsom Salts. This is sufficient as fever subsides when 

bowels move. To prevent a spread of this trouble confine | 

cattle in pasture where grass is short or else keep them 

in lot most of the time. Nearly all animals affected with 

this disease die, but if the simple treatment advised is 

employed a valuable animal will occasionally be saved by 

Li: 
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DISEASES OF THE BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM 

In this chapter we will consider some of the more com- 

mon affections of these organs, but will not devote time nor 

space to a lot of matter which might come in here, but is of 

little or no practical worth. 

Inflammation of the Brain. 

This is an inflammation of the snbstance of the brain and 

is often referred to as mad or sleepy staggers. 

Cause.—Food containing ergot or other fungi containing 

narcotic prinviples are the most common cause, but it may 

be the result of an injury or the presence of an irritant. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

We can detect some derangement of the nervous system 

with certainty. At first the animal is dull and sleepy and 

shows no indication to move around, the body may be 
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leaned against the wall as if for support, the eyes are red 

and watery and the mucous membrane shows a condition of 

inflammation. The urine is darker in color than natural 

and is passed in small quantities and the bowels are consti- 

pated. Delirium eventually comes on when the animal 

ruus about wildly and grates her teeth, stamps her feet, 

froths at the mouth and often bellows. The animal may 

fall in a violent convulsion with the muscles twitching and 

jerking and raise the head and dash it against the ground 

until blood issues from the nose and mouth. The symp- 

toms of brain trouble are varied and it may be that but few __ 

of these will be seen in any particular case. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First give-the same purze as in Texas fever and without 

waiting for the bowels to move, begin the administration 

of the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Potash bromide of (0. oe is See Obes 

Aconite, tineture ofce ves he ee eae 

Belladonna, Hitdvextrack oles .)).5/3 drachms 

Weatenys iq. Sis eae i ei 2 8 aa taaateces 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose every 2 hours. 

Keep cold applications on the head and should the bowels 

not move inside of twelve hours give one pound of Epsom 

Salts. 

Concussicn of the Brain. 

Cause—Striking the head against some hard substance 
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in running or falling and severe blows inflicted upon the 

head are the common causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is usually a complete loss of sensation and power, 

the animal being perfectly oblivious to his surroundings 

and laying prostrate upon the ground. The bones of the 

head may be fractured and depressed, psoducing pressure 

upon the brain. : 

WHAT EO, DO; 

If any depression of the cranial bones be observed we 

mu-t elevate them. This is easiest accomplished.by means 

of a thin piece of steel slipped under depressed bone. Ap- 

ply coll water or ice to the head and as soon as conscious- 

ness r.turns give a good saline purge. Watch for inflam- 

mation of the brain and treat accordingly. 

Prostration from Heat. 

Cause.—Long drives in very hot weather when cattle 

have be:n kept up for any time being crowded together in 

cars are the most common causes. 

HOW TO KNOW IT, 

The signs which indicate approaching prostration are 

panticg, the tongue hanging out, uneasiness, palpitation, 

dullness, exhaustion and frothing at the mouth. After 

this the animal sways from side to side and falls, when it 

sttuggies for a while and then becomes quiet. In some 

\ 

\ 
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cas:s the animal tries to regain its feet after falling. 

Once in a great while an animal suddenly collapses, be- 

coming unconscious without any noticeable premonitory 

symptoms. 

WHAT TO DO. 

When first symptoms are observed, rest with shelter and 

a few days quiet are all that are tiecessary. Where com- 

plete prostration must be dealt with, apply ice water to the 

head and if patient is not past swallowing give at once an 

ounce and a haff of aqua ammonia in a quart of water and 

repeat this every thirty minutes until three doses have 

been givea. In case the patient can not swallow increase 

aqua atnmonia to two ounces and inject it into the rectum. 

Keep giving amm nia every three hours as long as the 

patievt shows signs of weakness. Give plenty of cool 

water but limit diet for several days. 

Paralysis. 

The only paralysis of any consequence to. us in the study 

of cattle is that preceding and following calving. 

Cows are sometimes affected with a peculiar paralysis 

which seems to attack them about a month before calving 

but usually gives way a few days previous to it. This is 

due to the enlarged condition of the womb, creating pres- 

sure on the nerves of the hind parts Good care is all that 

is necessary in a condition of this kind) When the troub- 

le does not give way before calving it will in all probability 

a few days afterwards. In this event the bowels must be 
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watched closely and if paralysis shows no signs of disap- 

pearing on the third day, give a saline purge, such as 

prescribed in Catarrh and the jollowing: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Nux Vomica, powdered... . . . 6 drachms 

Gentian. powdered ciets cue roe eT OUNCE 

Piao seedn Nei ey oes Ln re) A. OUNCES 

Mix and divide into four doses and give one night and 

morning. 

Cows are sometimes attacked by a kind of paralysis after 

calving, which is thought to be due to irjury to the nerves. 

The treatment of it is the same as ju:t described. 

Lock Jaw. 

This is a rare affection among cattle It is a kind of 

general and continued spasm of the muscles and is called 

tetanus by many writers. 

Cause —I: juries to the feet, exposure and bad food are 

the most common causes A wound on any part of 

the body may produce or be followed by lock jaw. 

HOW TO KNOw IT 

The first symptoms usuaily observed are duliness and 

general stiffoess, particularly in the manner of carrying 

the head, the ears are asa rule carried very stiffly. The 

haw is forced over the eye from the inner corner, the 

slightest noise will startle the patient and generally in- 

crease the intensity of the spasm, the legs are almost rigid, 
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the muscles stand out and seem to be in a contracted 

state all the while. The joints which were stiff in the be- 

ginning become more so as disease progresses until they | 

are finally ‘‘set’’ cr locked. The pulse is hard and the 

breathing is labored and rapid. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If the trouble is recognized ere the patient is past swal- 

lowing, give this at once: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Mpsom, Salts 4 i ee ommeee 

Common: Salto.) 0). By eNO eulmies 

Gentian, powdered. . cg) ounce 

Ginger, powdered. 2.) 4 2 Sr eumee 

Calomels eu a a OL tales See leaned 

Mix and give at one dose in a quart of water. Ifa wound 

is found on the body or in the feet no matter how slight it 

may be, give it prompt attention and clease it thoroughly 

and often with carbolized water. 

Treatment is valueless after joints have once become 

securely locked. 



CHAR ER Re Vb: 

DISEASES OF THE EAR. 

But few affections can b: treated with any degree of 

success, ani not w shing ts burden the reader with any- 

thing unless it is practical, this chapter wil! n-cessarily be 

a short one. 

Inflammation of the Eye. 

This is simply sore eyes or inflammation of the lids and 

may be the result of foreign bodicsin the eye, injury to the 

lids, exposure, etc. Im severe cases the deeper coats of 

the eye become involved and the trouble is most serious, 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is intolerance to light, the eye being closed, and 

the ball retracted with protrusion of the haw and a pro- 

fuse flow of tears. The lids are swollen and lining mem- 
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brane 1s injected with an excess of blood. The white of 

the eye is blood-shotten. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Keep patient in comfortable stal! that is darkened con- - 

siderably. Give a mild purgative, bathe the eyes freely 

three times per day and use the following lotion: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ZAC, Stl pAate \ OF Fie sv UOek Wi nen ai laa 

Morphice,su'pate of voi. “ut SG Shanes 

AV ALET CGS oY ey le yes eee en ea 

Mix and use 15 or 20 drops, three times a day, in affected 

eye. 

Foreign Substances in the Eye. 

Often we find an animal suffering from the presence of 

pieces of weeds, corn stalks, twigs or straw in the eye, 

which set up an inflammation and result in blindness or 

other serisus trouble unless attended to. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Examine closely and remove carefully any foreign body 

found in the eye. Whenthis is dove treat just as you 

would simple inflammation of the eyes. 

Cataract. 

In this condition the crystalline lens loses its transpar- 

ency and becomes opaque, the power of refraction being 

lost. It isa result of inflammation of the deeper struc- 
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tures of the eye or else a defect in the nutrition o the 

lens. The pupil still dilates and comracts, but the lens 

has turned white and lost its transparency. 

No treatment wi!ll be of benefit in these cases 

Torn Eye Lids. 

This is by no means au vacommon trouble and any, one 

of a thousand things may be the cause. 
- 

WHAT "LO; DO. 

Bring the severed edges of the lids together in as even 

and smoth a way as possible, sewing them with fine silk 

thread Dress wound daily wih carbolized water and 

remove stitches when in your judgment such a course is 

indicated. 



CHAP EERIE 

DISEASES OF THE ORGANS OF GENERATION 

In this chapter we will consider some of the most com- 

mon and yef the most important afflictions of cattle. A 

knowledge of the diseases of these organs is essential to the 

success of every cattle man. 

Congestion and Inflammation of the Testicles 

Cause.—Excessive service or direct injury in the way 

of kicks or blows are usually the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The side of the scrotum in which the injured testicle lies 

is swollen, red and tender. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give absolute rest and see that the bowels are kept open. 

Bathe scrotum freely and often with warm water and apply 

the tincture of Opium to it to relieve the pain. Should an 
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\ 

abscess form and skow signs of pointing, let the pus out 

with small knife and dress wound with carbolized water. 

In case the animal is not one that is desired for ia of 

procreation I would suggest castration. 

Parturition. 

The period of gestation with cows is two hundred and 

eighty days but there are some slight variations in this. 

As time for delivery draws near the space between the root 

of the joints of the haunch drops, the hips spread, the vul- 

va enlarges and the udder increases in size. A cow fixing 

to calve hides herself away if possible, the pains come on 

gradually but increase in force as labor progresses, the 

cow lies down, the water bog is expelled or may be broken 

in its passsage, the front feet come next and then the head | 

lying between the feet. At the next effort the shoulders 

are expelled and delivery is practically over. If labor is 

prolonged more than an hour, I would advise close atten- 

tion and help when necessary. 

The numerous malpresentations that often present them- 

selves must be treated as the case requires and good judge- 

ment dictates. No fixed rules can be laid down along these 

lines for every individual case presents its own peculiari- 

ties. 

Prolonged After Pains 

These are uncommon but sometimes occur after continued 

and severe labor in delivery and are a result of failure upon 

the part of the womb to contract or else retention of the 

after birth. 
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WHAT LO “DO. 

If pains come from a retention of the after birth. assist 

animal in delivering it and if from a failure upon the part 

of the womb to contract, inject cold water into vaginal cay- 

ity and give internally the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Opinii i iterare or hee Seta eet c., Pounce 

Weomite: Lincttre tobi, oii el. 2OpaTOps 

‘INU Cre9. Oleo ts pogbe a Kanara elk ed get MN et aR ARC es Ob 6 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every ‘hour until relief 

is secured. 

Retention of the After-birth. 

The cow is more susceptible to this trouble than any of 

the domestic anima!s. The only satisfactory reason which 

can be given for this is supposed to be the connections es- 

tablished between the foetal membrane and the follicles or 

buttons of the womb. ‘The after-birth should come in at 

least thirty minutes after the delivery of the calf and when 

it does not come in this time we may suspicion something 

a Ca te eae 
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wrong. If at the expiration of three hours after-birth has ’ 

not been shedded (this we can tell by its being suspended 

and hanging from the vaginal), give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

SSH cio vou lcrted (ucueeen leis etiam Myce Mnan MOE “AoC c (SUSU I.C. 

INI Ger, Spiitsy Ot Mere kaa i ke eek el ae are 

Belladoutia,“luid Hxtractot-. |) 72 draelkms 

SWALET GES eal ee ue rea Sevier yas o1CS 

Mix and give at one dose. If at the expiration of thirty- 

six hours the after-birth stiil clings to the womb it must be 

removed mechanically. his is accomplished by passing 

the hand (well oiled and greased) into the womb and gent- 

ly unbuttoning as it were the after-birth, being careful not 

to pinch off any of the buttons, x otherwise wound the 

womb. When after-birth has been delivered cleanse womb 

thoroughly with carbolized water once per day for three 

days and give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Flaxseed Meal... ROY ahs val Te MON REN ES 

Potash) Nitrate ou 5 Mike i aa rama 

Gentian, (Powdered yi sae roa 

Mix and give two tablespoonful at a dose twice per day. 

Abortion and Miscarriage. 

As in retention of the after-birth, cattle are very suscept- 

ible to troubles of this kind. Some writers speak of a con- 

tageous form of these troubles, but we feel that we are safe 
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in making the assertion that it issimply a maiter of sympa- 

thy or else subjection to the same conditions: These trou- 

bles are brought about most commonly by accidents or vio- 

lence of some kind and it may be as claimed by some, that 

certain properties in the food are the cause. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The animal shows a desire to be alone, rumination is 

suspended, there is a dull but anxious expression on the 

countenance. In a course of a few hours a small water bog 

will be passed followed shortly by a foetus, and this in turn 

is followed by a discharge of apparently bloody mucous. 

WHAT TO DO 

This trouble is seldom discovered until: about completed 

hence, but little if anything aside from after attention can 

be given. It might be well to cleanse womb with carbol- 

ized water for several days and give the same tonic as 

in retention of the after-birth. 

Flooding. 

This trouble may follow either protracted labor or rapid 

calving and is due to a failure upon the part of the womb 

to contract. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Throw cold water over the loins or cool the hand in a 

bucket of ice water and insert it in the womb; this will of- 
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ten induce contraction. Cold water injections may be re- 

sorted to as well as solutions of alum or tannic acid. In- 

ternally, one ounce doses of Fuid Extract of Ergot given 

every hour acts well. 

Eversion of the Womb. 

The after-pains are in some instance of so violent a char- 

acter as that the womb is forced out through the vagina and 

is turned inside out. 

WHAT TO DO 

If the after-birth is still attached remove it carefully, and 

if the womb has any dirt on it wash clean in tepid water to 

which a little carbolic acid has been added; when this has 

been done sponge surface with tincture of opium and care- 

fully return it to its original position. Place patient in a 

stall where she is compelled to stand with hind parts eleva- 

ted at least eight inches above the fore part. Should the 

woinb not show a disposition to remain in its natural posi- 

tion we must bring onr ingenuity into play devising some 

kind of compress for the outer opening which will prevent 

the womb protruding. 

Puerperal Fever, 

This is an inflammation of the uterus and peritonium. 

Cause- Difficult parturition and retention of the after- 

birth are the most common among the causes. 

HOW TO KNOw IT 

The animal appears uneasy and often turns its head to_ 
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wards its belly and gives a plaintive low. The muzzle is 

dry and rumination is suspended, pressure upon the flanks 

produces pain, the animal gets np and down often and 

a ie is wi “ . 
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COW WITH FEVER. 

sometimes remains on her knees for several minutes, the 

evacuations from the bowels are dry and hard, the temper- 

ature is elevated, the breathing is rapid and the pulse is 

quick and hard. As trouble progresses it increases in sev- 

erity and patient is prostrated. 

WHAT TO DO 

First give the same purge as in Catarrh and follow with 

injections of warm water every thirty minutes until bowels 

move freely. To control the fever use: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Aconite, fluid extract of . . . . . 2 drachms 
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Belladonna; tluid extract Of 1) .)4.) i-2, oumee 

IN iter i SpURtSKOR Wb UN ha an ee Nominate 

Mix and give two tablespoonful every 2 hours in a pint of 

linseed tea. | 



CHAPTER OLX. 

EXTERNAL AND PARASITIC TROUBLES. 

In this chapter we will consider some treub’es which it 

may seem preper to consider in other consections, but 

coming in as they do and studying the matter at hani as 

we have it, is but natural to place th* m here. 

Lump Jaw. 

This trouble is also known as big jaw to many It is 

not very common Some make the mistake of thinking 

that every enlarged jaw is lump jaw, when of en the troub- 

le is due to mechanical injury. 

Cause —The cause of this trouble is by no means well 

understood. but it is supposed to be due to a living para- 

site, 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

It mzy be iu one or both jaws. There is muck swe ling 
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which is very hard, there may be an external opening to 

this swelling, when this opening is found we know 

the trouble is of long standing. A thorough examination 

should be made in the beginning to make sure that the 

swelling is not caused by the presence of a m-chanical 

irritant. 

WHAT TO DO. 

If there is no opening, puncture swelling through to 

jawbone ten or fifteen times and. apply for five days the 

followivg hnimen!: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Oiloi Spike ie es aati 

Camphor Gur oye wi a see cies lames 

Mercury, bi-chloride’ of 2.0.0") 7.11) (ounce 

Ef artshorn’ hese ei i et et Mina Mena car a lier es ea 

Durpentine, Ge sei Vin add: Sy yumegs 

Mix and apply once a day. 

Should there be an opening, make an incision through 

to jawbone and take an iron at white beat and sear all the 

honey combed portion of the bone; when this is done treat 

as a simple wound. 

Eczema. 

This is an inflammation of the skin usually terminating 

in a watery discharge which becomes crusty or scalcs off. 

There is intense itching and the animal often rubs until 

the skin is raw in places. 
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WHAT TO D). 

Give an active purgative and the following blood purifi- 

er. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ErOue Sia PALE. Ota.) P25 ki 4 he oe." 27, OUNCES 

SMUEHILTL EN, yah Vaal thar metered ita ie da Peg, OUILC ES 

Sassafras Bark, powdered... . 2 ounces 

Gentian powaercdnys/) eo sk. Ee Ounce 

Petasn imtrate (Orewa a ie te oa 2) OUNCES 

Mix and give a tablespoonful twice a day. Give a com- 

plete change of feed and bathe body twice or three times 

a week with carbolized water. 

Water Blisters, 

This trouble, as its name would indicate, 1s character- 

ized by the formation of irregular shaped water blisters. 

It is a kind of inflammatory skin diseas* which can not be 

satisfactorily accounted for The blisters are preceded by 

congestion or sweliing of the skin and appear in a succes- 

sion of crops; as soon as one is gone another is ready to 

take its place. Esch crop runs its course in about a week’s 

time. There is intense itching and much rubbing on the 

part of afflicted animal. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Open blisters as fast as they form and bathe affected 

surfaces with a 5 per cent solution of chloride of zinc. 

Give internally the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Sal pn, a Es aga eens 

Blood Root, powdered... . . .-2 ounces 

Potash’ y nttrate of. ee Oumeese 

Gentian, powdered 00 ie oe Ouinaee 

Cream-of “Partara)) yesen aia) ee aio: Glaus 

Mix and give one tablespoonful twice a day. 

Boils. 

Cause—Boi's are the result of poverty of the blood, kid- 

ney troubl:s bruises, etc , and are easily recognized. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

As seon as ihe central portion becom:s ‘oft the boil 

should bs opeued ‘o release the core, when this is done it 

should be cleansed with carbolized water. To clease the 

blood and build up the system, give same powders as re- 

commended in Water Blisters. 

Warts 

These are peculiar growths of the skin and are due to 

increased energy and abnormal nutrition of the skin. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM 

Cut them off smocth with the body or dissect out when 

neces-:ary, and then cauterize with nitrate of silver. After 

cutti g wart away, instead cfcauterizing, thefoll wing can 

be used with even b#tter results in maay cases: 
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PRESCRIPTION 

Aine. sulphate: Of 3). ei aise «el 2 OUNCE 

PRCUEEH AITEDIS? or nt Mele Ten Guten oT St OUNCE 

Reid OSU 00) ade yess Te) OUNCE 

Mix and apply once a day until wart is dead. 

Snake Bites. 

An animal bitten by a poisonous repti'e soon shows 

signs of extreme prostration and becomes partially uncos- 

scious, the body gets cold and the pulse isso weak as to 

be almost imperceptible. ‘nake bi‘es seldom kill an ani- 

mal, yet recovery is slow, large soughs often forming. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

To keep up vitality give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

MVS Cyne acre nehe riot aula bite cE) Plt 

Ammonia, aqua. }oe)0. 2 2.0%, drachm 

BAUS Moe iSay iL a KN Men 2 Ot nts 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in one hour with a 

half dose. Keep cotton saturated with aqua ammonia to 

wound. 

Mange 

Mange is due to a parasite which induces irritation and 

incrustation on the skin. This trouble is not common but 

is contageous. Mange usually begins at the top of the 

shoulders and root of the tail and extends from here, caus- 

ing much suffering and worry to afflicted animal, 
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WHAT TO DO FOR IT. 

First give patient a thorough scrubbing with soap and 

water and then apply the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Sulphur hl UL at Te 

Oil-or: Lar 7% . . 4 2 1-2" ounces 

Acid, carbolic,(crude) .). 2... 1-2 otfuee 

Linseed (Oak GQ asii ee tae ie Ghia 

Mix and apply once a day to every infected spot. 

Ringworm. 

This trouble is common in cattle and presents itself in 

rouud bald spots cov-red in white scales, the hair sur- 

rounding spots being bristly and split and there may b- 

some skin erupitons. 

WHAT: TO) DOSFOR KE. 

Give a thorough scrubbing as in mange, ani paint 

affected spots with tincture of iodine Salty grease applied 

to spots once per day will often relieve this condition, 

Lice. 

These parasites are very commo in cattle and manifest 

themselves more particularly in early spring. The anima! 

infested with lice rubs itself. constantly, often excoriatirg 

the skin An examination will] reveal the trouble. 
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WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

A decoction’ fiom tobacco applied to infested spots is 

good, but Oil of Sassafras is better. Equal parts of Olive 

Oil, Kerosene, Sulphur and lard properly Seas will most 

certainly rid any animal of lice. 

Ticks. 

Ticks attach themselves in great numbers to the thighs, 

flanks and necks of cattle and are a source of much annoy- 

ance to them. | 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

The application of almost any kind of oil or grease will 

destroy them. 

Grubs in the Back. 

These are easily recognized on account of the tumors in 

the skin along the back. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Enlarge the opening which is always present with the 

- grub, and press the grub out. 

Buffalo Gnats. 

The buffalo gnat is so-called on account of its shape, they 

infect certain sections of the southern country. and are a 

perfect scourge to cattle. The bites of a few of these gnats 

does but little damage to an animal, but when attacked by 
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swarms they rapidly weaken from loss of blood and many 

die from exhaustion or blood poisoning. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Kerosene applied twice a day will generally prevent an 

attack but the best plan is to build fires of wet wood and 

rags creating as much smoke as you can and drive cattle as 

close to it as possible. 

Where an animal has suffered a severe attack from these 

pests and become weakened from loss of blood and the 

shock, give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Ammonia, carbonate of . . . . . 2 drachms 

WMS Gy) Gee Si aA OAC 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of water and see that 

patient does not suffer another attack. 

Horn Fly. 

These insects, or rather these pests, obtain their name 

from the fact that they collect at the root of the horns when 

at rest. When feeding we find these flies on the back, 

flanks and legs. While irritating to some the bite of these 

flies is not poisonous, but cattle are annoyed by very much 

by them. | 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Common axle grease or fish oil applied to roots of horns 

and skin will keep them away. 
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Screw Worms 

These are maggots from the screw worm fly, which bur- 

row in the wounds and prodnce much inflammation and in 

some instances death. 

WHAT’ TO. DO. 

No time should be lost whe:n screw worms are found to 

be present in a wound. Turpentine, chloroform or carbol- 

ized water poured or injected into wound will kill thee 

worms. ‘The following will be found to give better resu’ts 

than either of the above. 

PRESCRIPTION 

ie nah Me te ore chai ero A OTEMCES 

Carnvolic) Acids crude. a. Say Sonnee 

MtoieWenar inert ey cae holed tuapaee) OUNCES 

PAUCOMON gr oes Te ete dy AMES oh nil Gt OUNCES 

Mix and apply. 

Fleas 

These sometimes annoy cattle when present in great 

numbers. An ounce of carbolic acid to a half gallon of 

water applied to skin will destroy them. 
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AFFLICTION PECULIAR TO COWS IN MILK 

This chapter will prove of special interest to the dairy- 

man as well as to those who keep cattle for milking pur- 

poses. 

Conjestion of the Udder 

This condition usually, in fact almost always, presents 

itself before and just after calving. The mammary gland 

is intense and tender, hot and swollen. This congestion 

usually gives away when the secretion of milk has been 

established. In some cases the congestion is rather persist- 

ent and seems inclined to hang on, in this event it is a 

good plan to rub the udder thoroughly in the milk fron it 

or better still, in linseed oil. 

Inflammation of the Udder. 

This may be the result of congestion, injury, insufficient 

stripping or some serious disturbance of the general health, 

en a 
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In this trouble the gland swells in one, two, three, or all 

four quarters and becomes firm and‘solid, the temperature 

is elevated, the pulse is fast and full and the milk may be 

entirely suppressed in affected quarters or else sparing and 

tinged with blood. This condition must have prompt 

attention or else the result will be a “spoiled bag’’ and 

permanent injury. . 

It is best to begin treatment with a mild purge. Milk 

the cow hald a dozen times per day and bathe the bag freely 

in the warm milk. Continued fomentation with warm water 

is very beneficial. Use the following and be sure to rub it 

in well, not only on affected quarters, but over entire udder. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Sea MO Te Ac TUNIS ive enim wt ee Het OULCe 

PSEC SOM me a ou ke ee wah 8 A OtNCeS 

Mix and shake until camphor dissolves and apply to bag 

four or five times a day. 

Chapped and Sore Teats 

These troubles are quite common and though not serious 

yet they deserve attention in many instances. | 

The following will be found soothing and healing in 

these troubles: ; 

PRESCRIPTION 

OVE OM Ns wa he ws GMC Le) OLTCES 

Sam puor Cutie Pisa abe ye 2 OlMmCes 

GLO MALGOMG a) atl je isalidevce iret Gracin 

Mix and apply twice per day to chap or sore, 
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Suppression of Milk. 

Innumerable troubles can produce a suppression of milk, 

but sometimes it comes about .without any appreciable 

cause, When a condition of this kind arises I would sug- 

gest a change of food and the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Anise “Seed, spowdered.): . 2. 4 2 ounces 

Gentian, powdered a (sus. 19 5) = a Ole 

Sassafras Bark, powdered... © 2 ounces 

Blood Root, powdered. . . . . 2 ounces 

Skunk Cat bage, powdered . . . 1 1-2 ounces 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose twice a day. If 

milk be suppressed on account of some appreciable disease 

treat disease and milk will get right. 

Bitter and Bloody Milk. 

At times milk is found to have a peculiar bitter taste, 

and again it is bloody when drawn from the cow or becomes 

streaked with blood after standing for awhile. These con- 

ditions are in some instances brought about by the cow 

eating poisonous herbs, but generally the trouble 1s a disor- 

dered liver. 

WHAT TO DC 

Give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Nustar a cround Sie cole Gein a LoAn OlMmCe 

Sulphu: MS Ts HONS Sanita ni, a Ro ci Me ea Oy Oe Ce 
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eLacky sll Auer Olen agriabei st won 4 -OUNCES 

Pitas emirate, Ol wo. soos au E ounce 

Sassafras Bark, powdered. . . . . 2 ounces 

GeriGlamenirtesor Vv Te hry seh eV GinCes 

Shunke Cabbage. cy u2ie ve  .. 24@unCes 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose once or twice per 

day as indicatied. This prescription in one tablespoonful 

doses is a splendid tonic and blood purifier. 

Milk Fistula. 

We will only consider the fistula that is the result of a 

wire cut or other wound. It is always best to wait until 

cow is dry, pare edges of fistula and stitch up evenly and 

smoothly, having previously introduced a small tube or 

quill into teat. When this is done treat as a simple wound, 

removing tube or quill when a healthy union has taken 

place. Congenital fistula is not as a rule successfully over- 

come. 



CHAP TER Re xa 

DISEASE OF CALVES 

In this chapter we will consider the method of treating 

the most common troubles met with in young calves. 

Joint Ill 

This trouble occurs in calves generally Jessthan a month 

old and is usually connected wi'h some navel trouble. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The calf is stlff and lame and lies down all the time 

showing no desire to suck; one or more joints are swollen 

and are hot and tender. There is a purulent discharge 

from the navel and high fever. 

WHAT TO DO 

Paint affected parts daily with iodine Cleanse navel 

with carbolized water and sprinkle surface with Salicylcic 

acid and give internally the fo lowing: 

a 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

4 
Sodium, salicylate of. 40.04)... 4 2 drachms 

Blood Root, (powdered) . . . . 2 drachms 

Hlaxseed Meal... .... . + 2 ounces. 

Mix and make into 6 powders and give one morning, noon 

and night. 

Abscess of the Navel. 

We know no satisfactory reason for these. They present 

themselves as Jarge, firm swellings which sofen in te 

center and eventually discharge. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Open with a free incision and cleanse twice a day with 

carbolized water. 

Navel Rupture. 

This trouble is often present at birth and is due to im- 

perfect closing of the muscles around opening. We know 

it by its being a soft swelling, which can be returned into 

the abdomen by pressure. The contents of this swelling 

gurgle on handling. 

WHAT TO DO. 

As a rule calves over come this trouble without our help 

but it is a good idea to bandage for ten or fifteen days 

Should bandaging not reduce the rupture an operation is 

necessary. To operate issimple. Cut through the walls 

of the abdomen over rupture, pare all edges and sew up 
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inside first with cat gut then sew up skin with silk, and 

bandage. In ten days remove silk ligatures but keep 

bandage on for five days more then remove it. 

Constipation. 

At birth th: bowels contain a yellowish-brown gluey 

matter which mus’ b2 expelled before fhey are ready to 

perform their duty. The cows first miik serves as a laxa- 

tion in « xpelling ths material and the calf should always 

have it If fiom any reison or any cause the caf does not 

pass this offensive m-:tter, and is observed straining with- 

out any p*ssage from the bowels, we should at once give 

an ounce dose of castor oil and follow with injections into 

the rectum of warm soap suds. 

Scouring 

This is a very common trouble with calves and one 

iy 
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which deserves clo e attention It may be brought on by 

the calf being aliowed too much milk and again the cause 
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may be due to some trouble in the mother. The condition 

of the cow has much to do with the health of the calf. 

WE AYT: "2b Ox 3) @). 

Look to the health of the cow ani give the foilowing to 

the calf 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Iron, sulphate Olen woe ee dae Leo rach mm: 

Chalk, Cprecipated) (7... ...°.. 2-drachms 

Ppnip ST tarChn.. ee saw = oe eo 2 rachms 

PACH MGTIO nc a a en ot 20, ATODS 

Maxey oliieas: HMcrire. Gin) a een nis. 2 Gtops 

SoM CINCEATe Ol: jee. ae. (Se se SL TOps 

Mix and give at one do<e in new milk or three raw eggs. 



CHAPTER XII. 

OPERATIONS. 

But few operations can successfully be performed by 

anyone aside from an accomplished veterinarian. Under 

this head we will give some of the more simple ones, that 

is a few which can be done by the common run of people. 

Setting Broken Limbs. 

When a limb is broken the first thing with us is to de- 

termine whether or not treatment is advisable After 

treatment has been decided upon, our first step is to restore 

parts to their natural position, and find some means of re- 

taining them there The best means of securing a frac ur- 

ed limb is through a plaster paris bandage, the limb hav- 

ing bee» previously set and splinted with damp paste board. 

Should there be much swelling the plaster paris bandage 

can be cut and a common cloth bandage appliei over it 

to hol! in place. An animal should a'ways be suspend: d 

to get the best results in treating a broken limb. 

Th 
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Dehorning. 

This is a simple but a very painful operation and is con- 

sidered by some to be an inhuman practice, but the results 

attained from it are so satisfac ory that cattlemen eve:y- 

where employ it as a means of prot ction to the lives of 

their cattle. | 

A calf but a few days old can be prevented from ever 

growing horns by applying caustic potash to the slight 

prominences on the fruntal bone, which mark the place 

where the horn will come. The hair should first be clippdd 

from these promineuces and thea dip your stick of caustic 

in co.d water and apply for a few seconds, let it dry a 

moment and app'y egain. 

In dehorning proper the nippe s are extensively used 

and very satisfactorly so, particularly in cattle under three 

years of age. In older cattle the horns become brittie and 

the bones are sometimes injured by the use of the nippers. 

The safest method of dehorning is through the use of a 

common hand saw. Secure the animal well in any man- 

ner that may suit the operation best and prevent injury of 

any kind, always avoiding as much worry to the animal 

as possible. Take the saw and remove the horns as quiet- 

ly and quickly as possible, being careful to get close up to 

the frontal bone. Should there be much hemorrhage use’ 

alum water or Monsels solution to stop blood. When the 

horvs have been removed and bleeding checked it is a 

good plan to apply pine tar to wounds. The best seasons 

for dehorning is either early spring or late in the fall. 
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Tapping the Chest. 

The occasion for this u»eration m st alwiys oe ur i} 

cases of pleurisy where there is an effusion. 

Clip off the hair fron a space 1b ut thre: inches back of 

and on a line with the joiit of the elbow and make an 

TAPPING THE CHEST. 

incision between two ribs about two inches deepor until 

the pleural cavity is reached, introduee a quil or cannula 

and allow fluid to escape. Stould quill become clogged 

from any cause open it with a probe. 

Tapping the Paunch. 

This operation is usually performed to relieve hcven in 

cattle when other means have failed. To tap the paunch 

stand on right side of animal take a sharp and slender but 

rather long bladed knife and plunge it quickly into left 

‘a 
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side half way between the last short rib and point of the 

hip bone, directing the point downward and inward and it 

will pass into the paunch; introduce a quill and gas will 

escape. 

Tapping the Bladder of Bull or Steer, 

To tap.the bladder of male cattle it is necessary to make 

an «pening at the point where the penis turns over the 

angle of the p-lvis. The opening should be made just 

large enough to. admit the instrument desired for use 

Tbe cathet-r or stone forceps can be introduced from here, 

which is imposs'ble from any other place on account of;the 

curve in the urethral canal. When work ia bladder is 

complete take a stich in opening and dress daily with car- 

bolized water. 

Castration. 

To castrate a bull is a very simple operation. Many 

have their own peculiar ideas in regard to how it should 

be done; we simply give here one of the safest and best 

methods. Lay builon his back and secure him well, cut 

away end of bag and pull out testicles, scrape cord high 

up until it falls awav, release animal and he will bo all 

right, 
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Sw Ene. 
The maintenance of health in his herds should be a mat- 

ter of most serious consideration with every swine breeder 

for it is the oze thing which is of first importance to him. 

It is always much easier to prevent disease in this branch 

of the animal kingdom than to cure it after it has once 

secured a foothold. ‘‘An ounce of prevention is worth a 

pound of cure’’ in every herd of swine, and the breeder or 

fancier who feeds for profit or pleasure will do well to take 

this old adage for his guide. 

Every precaution should always be taken to prevent the 

introduction of disease of any kind among healthy hogs. 

No new comers should ever, under any circumstances, be 

permitted in pens or pastures until we are perfectly satisfied 

that they are free from disease of every character. Should 

disease appear at any time every infected animal should be 

isolated and the pens, barns and sheds where they use, dis- 

infected and fumigated thoroughly. The most heroic 

methods for their prevention should often fail to even check 
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the spread of epidemics, but this should not hinder us in 

employing the only scientific and rational means of escape 

ot our command. No man can afford to sit idly by and 

see death drawing upon his herds and financial loss staring 

him in the face without engaging in and battling to the 

end. Care, energy and perseverence are an absolute neces- 

sity to the success of every man who raises hogs for profit. 

Swine being naturally unclean, revel in dirt and filth; 

but even though chis is the case their pens, stalls and sheds 

should have studied attention and be kept as clean and tidy 

as possible. No hog should ever be allowed to swallow in 

the excrement from his own body, disease sometimes arises 

spontaneously by this being permitted. Disinfectants and 

germicides being our strongest weapon and principle relt- 

ance aside from cleanliness aud care in the fights to prevent 

disease, we should use them freely and often. 

An ounce of Carbolic Acid to the gallon of water makes 

a splendid disinfectant for walls, floors of pens, etc. The © 

best means of ridding barns and closed sheds of infectious 

germs and parasites of all kinds is to take two quarts of 

pine tar to the pound of sulphur and place this upon a 

common tow sack and ignite, letting the fumes go into 

every part of the structure. When this is being used all 

outlets for the fumes should be closed as near as _ possible. 

Hogs are natural gluttons but it is always best to have a 

certain feed and give it regularly, unless you desire to 

fatten, when I would advise a gradual increase in the food 

to a point where to fatten will be profitable and hold it at 

that. Overcrowding with reference to feeding is by no 

means profitable in every instance. 
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Many make the mistake of watering their swine from a 

mud-hole in the pen. If we will but think for, a moment 

the folly of such a course becomes apparent. It is 

almost as essential to the thrift and health of a hog that he 

be served with pure, clean water as that he should have any 

at all. No hog could be expected to thrive when he is 

forced to secure his daily supply of water from a veritable 

cesspool of disease, where all imaginable parasites propa- 

gate and every atom of water is infected with the death 

dealing germs of destruction. 

Swine are subject to but few diseases in comparison with 

other domestic animals, but some of these present them- 

selves in very malignant forms and are extremely difficult to 

treat. A hog is always hard to treat where he can not or 

will not take the medicine along with his feed. 

The best method of administering medicines to swine 

where you have to pour it into them is by means of a horn. 

The animal is placed upon his back, the horn inserted in 

his mouth and the medicine poured slowly into the throat 

always giving the patient time to swallow. 

As a last word we repeat: It isalways better to try to 

prevent the spread of disease than to waste valuable time 

in futile attempts at doctoring. It is often economy to kill 

and burn a hog or two in order to prevent any further 

spread of disease and it will always pay to employ prevent- 

atives judiciously. 

_ The following has stood the test of time as a preventative 

in many of the more malignant troubles. 

PRESCRIPTION 

NUN er yscrs ter ais ee eeeh se... 4 OUNCES 
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Troms sith pinarte not: ny) 30 an a, seetlietes 

Gentian): powdered.s: (e051) sis aaa Porinae 

Antiarony, “black eos si we loos ie ao mltee 

Potashunitrate of 2005.2 2 Ur a2 Gelmaeee 

PAT SOREC  Siicy 2 Ge Nea Eno coe Oh, pil Ngee Tate 

Mix and give one tablespoonful at a dose once a day in soft 

feed. Aside from being a good preventative, this will prove 

to bea splendid tonic for all hogs not thriving as they 

should. 

Quinsy. 

This is an inflammation of the gland-of the throat and is 

very common as well as fatal in hogs. 

Cause- The most prolific cause is from taking cold. 

HOW TO KNOw IT 

The hog (or pig, as is most generally the case) will be 

noticed sneezing or coughing, and it will be observed that 

swallowing is difficult. The throat will be sore and there 

will be swelling under the lower jaw and neck. 

WHAT TO DO 

Paint the swelling with tincture of iodine or poultice 

with flaxseed meal and if patient will eat give the follow- 

ing: 

PRESCRIPTION 

MEE LTULMEs Ul ir e pites ey ae ul ghia el Cleel ella 

Sulphiic yy 20 Hers Misia, Surat Al Ian MBIA 

POtase, MiELAve OL Mme ye ide enters yond ROL tea unt 
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Mix and give at one dose in some tempting feed. If pa- 

tient can not eat give as an injection: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Marnesia  sulpliateé,. Ofer as uo las 3 Ounces 

Gb PEMelite Ms ct My tg | ev serach 

Wate .GcSiae hey hie pee 2 eadcdes ‘GOUNEeS 

Mix and inject into rectum. 

Choking. 

This condition 1s sometimes met with in pigs, but is rare 

in older swine. | 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a continual cough and effort at expulsion with a 

peculiar bowing of the neck and frothing at the mouth. 

WHAT TO DO 

If obstruction can be reached remove it, if this can not 

be done try to work it down with the hand on the outside 

of throat and in the event this fails take a soft rubber tuke 

or probe of some kind (a smooth stick with the end pro- 

tected with folds of sort muslin is good) and after oiling 

well, insert it in the throat and exert gentle pressure upon 

obstruction, forcing it gradually into the stomach. 

Stunt. 

This is a very common trouble and is usually a result of 

early weaning and strong feed which the stomach of 
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the big cannot digest. Sometimes worms are responsible 

for this condition. A stunted shoat usually takes his feed 

all right but does not thrive. 

WHALE LO. DO: 

To prevent a pig being stunted he should have slop and 

soft feed until at lesast three months of age when grain or 

hard corn may be given, in limited quantities at first, grad- 

ually increasing it, until the desired amount is reached. 

Ashes in which there is some charcoal mixed with plenty 

of salt is good for either stunted or growing pigs. A 

change of feed from hard to soft is necessary in securing 

results in cases of ‘“‘stunt.’’ Cooked and soured feed is al- 

ways best in this trouble. Give the following tonic: 

PRESCKIPTION 

So LGU Godt Shaan A AU aue Ar is Phun Ng: siden ue OST ACTS 

Potash aritiraten Olean lige: cube arcane 1 ounce 

Irons sulphatevot (okie oe oon ase 2a ORMICEs 

Antimony, black waren orn Aen coi Uimn@e 

PNGESETMIC sal ac Gh em one oe leet ent aera 

Soda, Bi-corbonate of . Py ie hall erate 

Mix and give one tablespoonful at a dose twice a day in 

soft feed. 

Worms. 

These are often found in pigs but are rare in older swine. 

A pig with worms generally has a good appetite but does 

not thrive as he should, 
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WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Place a plenty of salt and ashes mixed where pig can get 

to them and help himself. Give half a tablespoonful of 

sulphur twice a day in connection with tonic recommended 

in stunt. 

Constipation 

This trouble is by no means common and when it does 

occur it is usually in a stunted hog. It may be caused by 

worms in the stomach or indigestion. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The patient will appear rather full even though he refuses 

his feed, and will lay around and be very dull. He wil; 

strain some in his effort at passing dung but nothing comes. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give the following as a drench: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

EMSOMM Ales tia ood teats | 8 ed OUNCE 

Ginger, (powdered) ... . . . . . 2 drachms 

Centian. Gpowdered) 2), cs 70.0s 2-drachms 

aeRO nS AG bar pe eed. 3) on. 2h 3, OULICES 

Mix and give at one dose to 6 mouths old shoats. For 

older hogs increase the dose and for younger ones decrease 

it according to age. Give same tonic as in stunt for two 

weeks. 
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Diarrhoea 

This is another very uncommon trouble among swine. 

It is a watery discharge from the bowels and is generally 

caused from a change in feed particularly from a poor feed 

Lora ively bic, one: 

HOW STO KNOW Li 

The patient is very thirsty and dull and refuses to eat. 

There is a watery discharge or one of very soft manure 

from the bowels. 

WHAT TO DO. 

_ Give ashes in which there is much charcoal and salt: 

This the hog will eat if it is placed by him. In the allow- 

ance of water, which should be given three times a day in 

half gallon lots. place about 4 ounces of lump starch. 

When bowels begin to check begin the use of a good tonic. 

Staggers. 

This is a kind of congestion of the brain and is most com- 

mon in fat hogs. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

‘The bowels are constipated, the eyes are red and there is 

a general dullness at first; these are followed by partial 

blindness in which the patient is noticed to move in a circle, 

run against fences and walls and at last fall unconscious. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give at once the same injection as in quinsy, andif pa- 
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tient can be made to swollow, give internally 2 ounces of 

Epsom Salts. When the bowels move the trouble will pass 

pway. 

Fits in Pigs. 

This appears to be a brain trouble, but the real cause is 

wo) ms. The pig will grate or champ his teeth, its neck 

will bend back and its legs will jerk, soon it falls over as if 

deal but gets up again and seems all righr until another fit 

comes on. 

WHAT, TO) DO. 

‘Treat at once for worms. 

Pneumonia. 

This is an inflammation of the tissues of the lungs and is 

caused from cold. Init the hog has no appetite but is 

troubled with a continual c ugh. ‘The breathing is labor- 

ious and rapid, and the limbs and body seem to shiver: 

WHAT TO DC 

Rub in mustard paste on side and chest and give the fol- 

lowing either in soft feed or drench. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Soda pi-sulphate of (2) Buin dosis 2 oNnces 

BOrash Wittate Or Liye goa iy el 2 ounces 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every 4 hours. ‘ 
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Mange. 

This is a very common trouble in some sections of the 

country and while not very dangerous it is quite detrimen- 

tal to the thrift of .a hog. Almost every hog raiser is 

thoroughly acquainted with the mange. 

WHAT TO DO FOR IT. 

Give the following internally. 

PRESCRIPTION 

Strip hain Len eS ay oni oe ae a anette 

Potash wnitrate-of i os de ee ones 

Antimony: black, {2.0.4 2°0 4. 0 aieeie? @lnee 

Mix and make into 8 powders and give one night and 

morning in soft feed. 

Apply externally this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Kerosene PRE N lee Hr Na NEVE MM Ne cto eth G55 SE 

Spl a es POA sh Lk cae EN J ean Oe 

5 Dee yc pea a Me ne SIR hrc EM DREN tin ML te ONG hake 

Mix and apply to all mange spots once a day for two-days. 

Lice. 

These pests are quite common but are easy to get rid of. 

An ointment of common lard and Scotch snuff will move 

them and oil of sassafras will do the same. 

Black Teeth 

These are found in a pigs mouth when it comes and 

q 
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grow for a time when they drop out. They sometimes pre- 

sent themselves in such a way as to wound the tongue and 

p: oduce sufficient soreness to prevent eating. When this 

happens they should be removed at once or the pig will die. 

Hog Cholera. 

This. is an infectious disease of the blood and 1s very 

fatal. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

First we notice a dullness with drooping of the ears and 

loss of appetite, then a feverish eondition arises and the 

hog shows signs of pain in the bowels. As trouble pro- 

gresses the skin of the nose, throat and belly turns purple 

and a diarrhoea sets in, the dicharge being black, thin and 

very offensive. A hog with cholera may hang on a day or 

two but more commonly dies in a few hours. 

WHAT TO DO 

Isolate every infected hog and give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SOE SAUER pes hie ed Poca ea the. THOME 

BOLASH aTERATerOle 4 iicufeeks ees Edrachm: 

Caper “(poweered je}. .n.f 20 tee) Sai drachms 

MEE Gus adha Wisin nr me Dh) SCOR NCeS 

Mix and give at one dose, and when bowels act givea 

teacupful of parched rice every 6 hours if patient will eat 

it. A few valuable hogs have been saved by this means 

but all treatment in cholera is uncertain. 
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Pigging. 

Sows should be watched after very closely at pigging 

time, It is seldom they need any assistance in bringing 

forth but occasionly may require it and we should always 

be ready to render it. Sometimes a pig gecs lodged in the 

passage from cause and assistance is necessary. No fixed 

rule of action can be laid down in cases of this kind; good 

judgement is about all that is required. After the second 

day a sow should have plenty of food and a good tonic to 

tone up the system. | 

Bustles 

When we speak of bustles it is with reforence to pigs 

ruptured in the bog. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Castrate very young, to do this, elevate the hind parts 

and press Lowels back remove testicles as in simple castra- 

tion. When this is done sew up cuts with deep stitches 

close together and turn the pig loose to roam at will. 
’ 

Notes 

All medicines and doses of them prescribed in this chap- 

ter are for pigs and shoats about five months old unless 

otherwise specified. The reader should be governed in 

their administration accordingly. 
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POU Raye. 
Health is essential to the success in the breeding of poul- 

try. Every flock should have the careful attention of an 

intelligent keeper. Vo prevent disease is always the wiser 

plan, for after it once secures a foothbola, the best remedies 

often fail to re ieve until a‘ter severe loss has been sustain- 

ed. The yards should be kept clean and all coops and 

houses should have at least two coats of white wash per 

year. Liberal quantities of slacked lime and common salt 

thoroughly distributed over floors of pens and houses will 

keep down many parasites and insecis ef an aggravating 

nature. All houses should be so constructed as that fowls 

may be kept warm in winter and cool in summer, and 

every roosting bar should be at least four inches wide to 

insure a perfect development and healthy growth of young 

fowls. Food should be of a wholesome character and 

given at regular intervals, but never in .excessive quanti- 

ties, and pure, clean water should be kept by all the time. 

Exercise upon the part of every fowl must be encouraged; 
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a good plan is to p'ough in grain and let them scratch for 

it. Where fowls run at large gravel and sand are no 

object, but with penned stuff sharp gravel must be sup- 

plied. , 

When disease makes its appearance every infected fowl 

should be isolated and cared for according to the nature of 

the trouble, and the remainder of the flocks should have 

attention to prevent any further ravages o the disease. As 

a preventative in most troubles the following has proven 

to be of untold worth: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SOU ppg tate) Pe aN he Ss Aa el ON es 

Calcium, phosphate of. . .. . .2 ounces 

Potash. nitrate Of So) ia i oe i ee 

Sassafras Bark, powdered. . . . «3 ounces 

Mix and give one tablespoonful in feed for 6 hens. 

Cooked feed along with their grain will always be found 

best in either sick or well fowls. 

Egg Production. 

The production of eggs and how to induce an increase 

of them is of much moment to every poultry man. If the 

flocks are healthy and the following is employed the in- 

crease in eggs will be surprising: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Oaletum)/ phosphate of.) val in). Sate Ounces 

Capsicum), powdered! 32. asi eh eu nees 

aay 

Pail SS ee. 

= 

DE a ee ae ae Se ae a ee ee fee ee a ee ee ee ey eee 

wens te ad phibines 

4 

‘ 
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Gunger, -powaerea 76 65.0) i 2 Ounces 

SAM aAreGe stan Tete tena ey seek rae nin 

Potash nitrate iol . Pho eek pos ounce 

UME AA Caeser Ca) tie Stroy tonite cay 2 OMNES 

Mix an 1 give one tablespoonful in feed for every 6 hens. 

Crop-Bound. 

This is a condition in which the contents uf the craw 

become an impacted mass and is most commonly a result 

of irregular feeding, but the cause may be from the fowl 

having swallowed some substance which obstructs the 

passage. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The fowl acts as if choked or trying to swallow a large 

body of food, and the craw gets larger all the while. 

WHAT TO DO. 

The best treatment is to maze a slit in the upper part of 

the craw, divide mass and remove it. When this is done 

sew up slit and feed soft feed for ten days. Once in awhile 

a half tablespoonful of castor oil {will relieve this trouble 

without an operation. 

Diarrhoea. 

This is a watery discharge from the bowels and is often 

taken for cholera, but if we wil! watch it closely and ex- 

_amine the discharge we notice that it has no resemblance 

to the ‘‘sulphur and water’’ appearance of the cholera dis- 
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charge; another differenc: the craw in cholera feels as if 

full of wind, whi'e in diarrhoe: this does not appear. 

’ WHAT TO DI 

Give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opi, powdered’); es sa) eras 

Ipecac) powdered 23 oe a a a rats 

Capsicum)’ powdered 2) 4. * 3) 012 aera 

Mix and give at 3 doses four hours apart. 

Cholera. 

This a very contageous disease among poultry and is 

oue which is not so well understood by poultry men as it 

shoul be The cause is most generally due to bad sanitary 

conditions, over-crowding, etc. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The affected fowl gapes often, is very droopy and drinks 

mud water. Ajidisease progresses fowl gets weak, the 

comb and wattles generally turn pale and the craw fills 

with wind and mucous. There is a discharge from the 

bowels which is either greenish, or resembles ‘‘sulphur 

and water.’’ 

WHAT TO DO. 

The best thing to do is to prevent cholera by keeping all 

buildings and runs clean and healthy. The following is 

a good preventative in Cholera: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

oda Wy POSED Ne Ole oc Moe we Er CHEE 

Gentian, ‘powdered... 2%...) . I ounce 

Neer aor Gt ae oe a, .2 PlHts 

Mix and add enough corn meal to make a good stiff feed 

ard give one feed of this each month during the summer. 

All affected fowls shou'd he isolated and given tle fel- 

lowing: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Pie. Slat ede ames > She oe LOC OUNCES 

euliam-poewdeteds 9 ih. Ct. 1: OUNCE 

SAM SeCU MES se fonts ee ae. SF COUTLCE 

Bescer. pow 1G — a ss aes et 2. OUTICeS 

Has airas Back -powdered«. sos... 2.0urces 

PMNs salen en, near. OUT Ce 

Mix and give two tablesp onsful three times a day in soft 

feed to every six fowls Give lime water in spiing quan- 

tities to drink 

Roup. 

This is the most cangerous and fatal ofall the diseases 

with which fowls are affected, and every precaution shoud 

always be taken to prevent its spreading 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The eye lids sw. ll and sometimes the eyes are complete. 

ly closed with a kind of froth in the corners. The face is 

swollen at the sides and the fowl gets weak very fast. 
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There is a pec liar d schaige from the nostrils which is 

opaque and very offensive. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Place affected fowl in warm quarters and feed on soft 

stimuliting focd and give at once (if grown) a tablespoon- 

ful of castor oil. Syringe out nostrils with the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Oye Oc Ea eek ae, ee AO Os 

Camphot! Guanes — 9) sy 2 drachimes 

Mix and fi'l small syringe and insert in the slit in the roof. 

of mouth and inject with gentle force. 

Catarrh. 

Th s trouble is sometimes mistaken for roup cn account 

of the swelling of the eye lids and sid<s ef face. The dis- 

charge from the nostrils in catarrh is watery instead of 

being thick and opaque as in roupe. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give warm food in which there is much pepper and pro- 

tect from co'd. 

Bronchitis, 

This is an affec ion of the air passages and is recognized 

by a cough and peculiar raising of tte head in the act of 

breathing. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Swab the throat with equal parts of powdered borax and 
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chlorate of po'a-h and It psti-nt drink of the followi eg: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Rotas acolorde “of ¢-oors ae or d achim 

the Oot. 7 hat ann ey A 2 prats 

Mix and put conven e tly by. 

Gapes. 

This is a peculiar trouble and affects more directly the 

windpipe. Tee cause of it 1s by no means thoroughly un- 

derstcod, but i is pretty w ll set ied that it is a parasitic 

worm. It usually occurs in chicks from two to three 

months cl.i. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is a constant couzh and sneez: with continual 

gaping. 
‘ 

WHAT TO DO. 

Dip a feather into an ounce of turpentine in which a 

drachm of-gum camphor has been dissolved and with it 

swab out the opening to the witndpipe which can be plain- 

ly seen at the root of the tongue One application is gen- 

erally sufficient. 

Pip. 

This is by no meaus a disease within itself, but merely 

the result of one. All that is necessary in a case of pip is 

to remove the crust at the tip of the tongue. 
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Sore Head. 

This is a peculiar condition which makes its appearance 

seemingly without any cause and runs through an entire 

flock unless promptly dealt with. It resembles roup, but 

is quite different to it. | 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

Knots appear about the head and eyes, and the swelling 

and inflammation of these keep increasing until the eyes 

are closed and the head is apparently one solid sore. The 

fowl goes blind and eventually dies unless treatment is 

resorted to. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Galomelcr ise ices Se ek er, ee OEE 

Sulphur cles a ey ok ee 

Wand ce ; oe be OUmeE 

Mix and apply all over head and face. Ina few days the 

inflammatiun subsides, the eyes open up and the fowlis all 

tight. Extra care should be used in feeding fowls while 

they are so they cannot see. 2 

Leg Weakness 

This is a common trouble with the young of some of the 

larger breeds and it may be readily overcome by feeding 

meats and cracked grain with the fol'owirg tonic: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Proms Citratag Ol Se re wets Ty Grachm 

PERG tha Nita ea aes os ace OUNCE 

@alerim = sulptiate;of 2. 3..\, 2-1 ounce 

Mix aud give a half teaspoonful to each fowl twice a day 

in oat or barley meal. — 

Lice. 

Hen lice are a nuisance for which there ix but little ex- 

cuse. Always be sure that every new fowl brought into 

the flock is free fr m lice, and keep honses and runs in 

good condition from a sanitary standpoint, and lice will 

never make their appearance 

HOW. TO "GET RID2sOF-THEM- 

When lice have once made their appearance we may 

get rid of them by sprinkling hens and nests every third 

day with Scotch snuff mixed with sulphur. When lice 

infest the heads and wings of | ttle chicks, use the follow- 

ing: ? 
PRESCRIPTION. 

PUM. et Pe eee ee Tt. ONCE 

lad pte Pete Ee tee, in eat iia eee ee - OUNCE 

Mix and grease head and wings thoroughly. This will 

also take fleas off of fowls without the slighest danger. 

Fleas. 

Mexican fleas, or ‘‘stick tights’? as they are called by 

some, are multitudious in some parts of the SOE and 

are very annoying to fowls. ee pane 
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WHAT TO DO-FOR THEM: 

To rid a place of these ageravating insects first coop all 

fowls and grease their heads with the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Sup bur, vei See te a er ge 

Kerosene (4 2000) Ce ee eines 

Oe Keli a nem aeMai nme ne Coa tls  L. (LTICL 

Acid ¢carboleer i007 ie 2 ee oe On Gee 

Mix and apply. 

When this is do e take common salt and scatter it thin 

all over the floors of houses, cops, ete; th n spri-kle with 

sufficier t wa er to melt the salt. 

Mites. 

These are ve ritabie pests in some parts cf the ccuptry, 

but they may be gotten rid of if the means employed in 

getting rid of lice and fleas are -e-ort: a to and the- wall, 

floors and and cci.ings are painted with the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ONGTOICHS soo ee, aoe se ineemine 

ACOH ORs Se yee a ae oe eee 

Acid, carbolic (crude)... ...°. .3 ounces 

Oil-of Tar oa eno SS 2 ae ones 

Ammonia, aqua... 4%. >:), . Sgvommces 

Kercsene ® e ° ° ° e ° « ry ry e I 2 ounces ‘ 

Mix and paint every part of building thoroughly, 
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Though incomplete 1n some respects, this part of the 

work comprises all of the more conimon diseases and reme- 

dies which may be easily and successfully employed in this 

class of ruminants. 

Travel Sore. 

This is a common trouble in sheep that have been driven 

on the road. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The actions of the sheep in traveling coupled with an ex- 

amination of the feet will disclose the character of affection. 

WHALE Oa DO: 

Cleanse foot thoroughly with soap and water being par- 

ticular as to cleft, then touch thin or tender with 

sulphuric acid and cover with tar. If any signs of foul are 

preset apply a strong solution of sulphate of copper to 

eleft: 
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Gravel and Swollen Foot. 

This is a condition in which the canal in. the upper part 

of, and front of hoof is swollen and much inflamed. © 

WHAT LODO: 

If graveled remove the gravel and apply any soothing 

medicament, always protecting the foot until it has time to 

heal. If an ulcer or abscess has formed release the pus and 

dress with tincture of myrrh. 

Foot Rot. 

This is a common and fatal affection when not given 

prompt attention. 

How TO KNOW IT. 

First the skin over the heels and top of the clefts of the 

hoofs becomes moist, warm red and rough, this is followed 

by ulceration and the discharge of purulent matter, the foot 

soon becomes a mass of corruption, sometimes filled with 

maggots. 

WEVAG Aa © Or 

Remove all diseased parts with a sharp knife, when this 

is done bathe for fifteen minutes in a saturated solution of 

sulphate of copper and cover hoof with chloride of lime, 

Give internally the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

ron nStipiate Ol mya is). Ais (as. 1-2, Ounce 

Pol as eisthAte Ol wap acene oo ies te oh 2 OtINCe 

SodiameChtoride Of... 204.5. 2-drachms 

Mix and make into 8 powders and give one a day 

Maggots. 

To get rid of maggots cleanse wound thoroughly with 

carbolized water remove every one that can be: found and 

apply the following to wound: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Tre OSOLEH: orton Bon ae ee ee ee AEE Oe OUNCE 

AGO ae re ek ae tt is ek ee POULICES 

Mix and touch wound all over with it 

Worms. 

Intestinal worms in sheep do but little faueeee and our 

only means of telling when a herd is infested with them is 

by finding them in the bowels of a sheep which has been 

butchered or died and the intestines subsequently ex- 

amined. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

Give the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Sodium -clilorideat 20s 2.5/4) ie 16 ounces 

Magpmesias Sulplnate Ol ,.', °-.: 5) «a. 6 OUlICeS 
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Iron, sulphate of . . . se os oe ge. ounces” 

Gentian, (powdered) eee _ gounces 

Mix and give to. 50 sheep once every two weeks. : 

Liver Fluke 

‘ Bb This is commonly known as simple ‘‘rot’’. It is due to ~ 

the presence of small flat worms in the liver. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

eo 5 = , = 

The skin is soft and flabby and there isa crackling sen- 

sation when it is taken between the thumb and finger, The 

eer eyes are yellow, the belly is enlarged and there is tender- 

S ness about the loiis and signs of we Cale > are € apparent. ee 

S : : oa Pees 2 
ae WHAT TO DO. eee 

Place sheep in high dry pasture and give the following:  - 

PRESCRIPTION. 

“Magnesia sulpHateof. 25. 2. Bounces: 

eee Purpentine:s* ayer nee eo ew 2 aes aa 

Water, g..s.ado2) 0. >.-5 A | 2 OUnees =e 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat every other day See 

untit 3 doses have been given. When this is done use the 

following: 

PRESCRIPTIONS] Woe an 28 

Pilaxseeds Meals. i> ee de OO mmees 

a Gentian (Cpewdereds xa Ge Oo ya 0D Ome 
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SCE aCe Ol, Saree el. AO OUNCES. 

PEON SU pMaLe- Ole i ay 2 draclimes 

Mix*and give at two feeds one a day and keep it up for a 

week, then discontinue for two weeks and repeat. 

Lung Worms. 

This disease is marked by the presence of worms in the 

wind pipe, bronchial tubes or lungs, and is recognized by a 

husky cough, rapid breathing and loss of appetite. The 

sheep will place his nose on the ground and rub it. There 

may be a diarrhoea. 

WHAT TO DO 

Have sheep to breathe fumes from burning turpentine 

and give internally the following: 

PRESCRIPTION 

WMasiiesia,.oulphate cot ~- it... 83 ounces 

Potash, NGAUS Ole se ee yet 2? OLLTLCES 

er cal mike Ole ate gana De OUNCES 

Gentian (Powdered)... . . 3.2 ounces 

SMUOUMMegt gone ee he ed cu eee ee OTL CES 

Mix ani give two tablespoonsful at a dose once a day in 

corn meal and keep this up for a week, then discontinue for 

two weeks and repeat. 

Bloating 

This is a condition in which the paunch is distended with 

gas or wind. 
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HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The sheep keeps getting up and down, is uneasy and 

shows signs of pain. The left side will be found distented 

and when tapped upon gives a hollow drum like sound. — 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give at once the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Soda, “bicarbonate of. cin)... Ser diem 

WiterjaSpirits Of. 2h. 2 ee Ole 

EOPSOME DANS so re eel ee ee One 

Ginger Cpowdered). 5. 3 fe -drachin. 

Mix and give ina pint of warm water and repeat in two 

hours if necessary. Should this fail to relieve, tapping 

must be resorted to. ‘Totap, clip wool froma spot half - 

way between point of hip and last rib and about three 

inches from back bones, insert a sharp but small blade 

through into paunch and gas will escape. The wound 

will heal of its own accord. 

Colic 

Colic in sheep is the same as it ts in any other animal. 

The sheep lies down and strikes his feet against his belly, 

moans and and getsup, only to repeat these acts at the 

next pain. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Give the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Goro, tincture of). wo s.0- <5. 2 drachms 

Preanite,. tile ine 7Ols -Ny eo eee Sod rOps 

Sodan DIEALHOnAte Ol. be tne ot Crachm 

Mix and give at one dose, and repeat every hour so !ong as 

necessary. If.the ingredients of above are not at hand give 

this: 
6 

PRESCRIPTION: 

Magma ee ore 8) > drachms 

rests ae eh er ed No, en ia se OP SOLLEICES 

Mix and give at one dose. 

Inflammation of the Bowels. 

This is a common trouble in the colder sections of the couu- 

try, and is supposed to be due to the eating of frozen or 

faulty food. The sheep with inflammation of the bowels 

acts very much as if he has the colic, but there is no inter- 

mission in the pain; he paws the ground, his ears and legs 

are cold, and pressure on the belly brings forth a moan of 

pain. 

WHAT TO DO. 

First give the following as a purge. 

PRESCRIPTION. 

EPS OUP AliSes tacts sikh ane) sak ees 5 OUNGES 

SpA Cee eE Aen oe ARNY ee a oy eh os ATARI) 
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Nter, Spirits: ob .. 22... 0 2208 >, eae 

Mix and giv: at one dose and begin at once the ‘ollowing: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Optam:, tincture of. 600" ( 3 eedieinmie 

Aconite: tincture-0f = 9: 4:0 G55 2s aaa 

Waterq Ss: ado (wie 1 As ee ieee : 

Mix »nd give at one use and repeat every hour so long as 

indicated. 

Grub inthe Head ° 

This is a comm :n trouble in some parts of the county. 

The cause i not und=r-t- od but it is ms! common among 

sheep pastured on sw:mpy lands 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

Th sheep acts very st:ang:; it will hold its head ta ore 

sije and a little higher than natural at first, then a kind 

of fit comes on in which the sheep wil! run egainst fences, 

into ditch s,e¢ Sometimes the sheep falls over and is 

in a p-rfect j-rk for a moment, thes it is all right again for 

a few minutes 

WHAT TO DC 

Place she-p in a-close lot where it. can not hurt itse’f, 

and notice the head each day for a s+ft spot in the bone at 

th= top Wien sofi spot app:ars remcve skin over it first 

and then diseased bone being careful not to touch the 

brain; the grub wil rise up and r- lieve pressure from brain. 

Don t attempt to remove grub na‘ure will throw it off at 

the right time. 
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Scab. 

This trouble might properly be called mange fr it is 

nothing else. It is a parasitic disease, and very con-. 

tagious. 
HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The sheep is continually rubbing itself, the wool falls 

off in spots and it loses flesh rapidly. An expression akin 

to anguish is noticable. 

WHAT TO DO. 

To treat this disease a large tank or reservoir is neces- 

sary for dipping purposes. The following makes a splen- 

did dip. 
PRESCRIPTION. 

SEMI ete eA ae tor em roche TOL 

Cans nis y: aa eles oe ee tn ee pound 

HUD Milige cit Sates Mees ors 2c, he pound 

SOU SOAP ane ace ee ees vt 2 DOUG 

Boiling water Pee ee ei tres ae Se OAM ONS 

Mix and add 35 gallons of cold water. Dip the sheep all 

but the head retsining him fora minute in the fluid. It 

is always best toclip the wool close before dipping. After 

dipping wash the heads every day for a week with this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

CreOMMe aw utes semesehs decrer u2 ONES 

Riabete rs Caan eae hee Maa acc 2 DENTS, 

Mix and wash the head thoroughly. Ticks and lice may 

be gotten rid of by a liberal use of this 





POSS. 

The writer feels that his work would be iscomp’ete, did 

he not devo'e a few paze+ to man's best friend. Dogs are 

by s me considered valueless, while others appreciate them 

beyond their worth. In the clo-ing pages of this work we 

will give some of the more common affections among dogs 

and their treatment. 

Mange. 

Mange isa sin dis2ase and is due to a pirasite or mit>-. 

like organism. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

There is intense itching which often incites frantic 

scratching. The hair is generally worn off of either o:e 

or both haunches. ‘Tue itching generally makes its ap- 

pearance first around the eyes, fore legs and eibows,. then 

on the belly, in the flanks and inside the thighs, soon 

covering the wrole body. There is loss of hair, pimply 

eruptions with scaly patches between. 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Give the dog a thorough scrubbing with soap and 

water and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

SUIPHUE es ete ae se sine ae ae mone 

Oy We Ge Ae har me Or ec yd ho Os) TOES 

KOTOSENE 0 oe ats et se ey ee eee 

Mix and rub in well over all affected parts. 

Fleas. 

These are a source of much annoyance toadog. They 

can be readily killed with this: | 

PRESCRIPTION 

Oil of Anise’seed 2... 5 2. 1. ceoaees 

Olive Oils sc ak ee 2  oiees 

Kerosene @::S:/ad' eis ce 4 ounces. 

Mix and rub in well. 

Lice. 

There are several kinds of lice which infest the coat of 

dogs, either of which may be gotten rid of by oiling the 

dog with whale oil. 

Ringworm. 

Ringworm isa kind of vegetable parasitic disturbance 

and is recognized by an elevation of the skin in the shape 

of a ring, which increases in size. There is much local 
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irritation; the hair drops off showing the skin scaly and 

rough. 

WHAT TO DO. 

Wash affected parts in soap and water, cleansing them 

thoroughly. and then use this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

ieOial ates Ai as eS ei. GU rachins 

By alee pero eo asa th, (2. © COUNIGES 

Mix and rub in well on ringworm. 

Inflammation of the Eyes 

This is what is commonly known as sore eyes, a condi- 

tion in which the eyes are red and inflamed, with the 

lids swollen and tears flowing down the face. 

WHAT TO Do. 

If a mechanical irritant be present, remove it and bathe 

in cold cream. Should the trouble be other than mechani- 

cal, use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

end. aeetateror. s,s. ec 5 de The STAINS 

Zines Siiphate Of a 29. 3 et ES -erains 

Morphine, “sulphate of 7... 5.) - Tosgrains 

Water. adi sii 4 ee. 8. olltices 

Mix and bathe eye twice per day, being sure to get the 

wash into the eye. 
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Ear Canker. 

This trotble is seldom found in dogs not accustomed to 

the chase. It consists of an offensive discharge from the 

ear. With it a dog holds his head to one side and shows 

much uneasiness as well as unwillingness to be examined. 

WHAT TO DO 

Cleanse the ear with warm water.and use the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Lead, Acetate of = 2.72 2 3 drachms 

Zinc, Sulphate of. %o-.4. . 2 = 2.2 dlacimis 

AA WI ye ee ea cle a 

Water, “qS. adie sons: 1 a ae ieee ee 

Mix and inject into ear once a day. 

Distemper. 

This is one of the most common diseases in the canine 

family, and it seems that every dog must have it. In many 

instances the scenting qualities are impaired and sometimes 

the trouble proves fatal. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

The eyes ape red, the nose is hot and dry, there is loss of 

appetite and great languor; the urine is highly colored and 

the bowels are uncertain, with offensive forces always. The 

breathing is usually accelerated. In a day or two the eyes 

and nose begin to run water, but this discharge becomes 
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purulent directly. The eyes and nose sometimes become so 

gummed as that breathing through the nose is impossible, 

and the dog cannot see. Distemper is often complicated 

with other troubles. 

WHAT *LO.DO.FOR: IT. 

In a.fox hound give a tablespoonful. of syrup of buck- 

thorn every twenty-four hours until the bowels move. (Al- 

ways regulate dose according to size of dog.) Give the 

- following from beginning of troubles and continue it’s use 

until all is over: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

MOS oes See as ee fe OUNCE 

motish-aNi{rateer oot. 6) 6 os. he Pounue 

Sentian (powdered 3.2.8.) ee 3 OUNCE 

Blood Root (powdered)... . . 3 drachms 

Mix and give a scanty teaspoonful twice a day to a full- 

grown fox hound. A dog with distemper should always 

be fed lightly. 

Constipation. 

A frequent trouble with dogs is the accumulation and 

hardening of the falces in the bowels. 

HOW TO KNOW IT. 

The belly usually seems rather full, the dog is dull and 

will not eat much, there are frequent efforts at evacuation 

in which there is much straining with but slight passages 

if any at all, and these are diy and hard. © 
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WHAT TO DO. 

Give at once (to grown hound) two tablespoonsful of 

castor oil and repeat twice per day until trouble is passed. 

Rectal injections may be employed advantageously in this 

trouble. 

Diarrhoea and Dysentery. 

These troubles are very uncommon tn dogs. Dysentery 

is distinguished by the presence of blood in the excretions. 

WHAT TO DO FOR THEM. 

First give a tablespoonful of castor oil and in one hour 

begin the following: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

Opti, Dinctire of. = tas ommer 

Aconite: Tincture of <1... % 20. dopee 

Gum Arabie 27. a a, 2 eae 

Chalk; precipitated. 5° m5 4 2 5 Ole 

Mix and give a tablespoonful at a dose every 4 hours. 

Worms. 

Worms as a rule improve the appetite, but the dog does 

not seem to do well, the coat has a dry, dirty and dusty 

appearance, and sometimes a worm is passed in the falces. 

Warm fits are by no means uncommon where a dog is _ bad- 

ly affected. 

WHAT TO DQ 

Give the following: 
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PRESCRIPTION. 

Oil om Male Siield: Wer os os: 9 drachim 

ICM se eu et epee ert T= 2 OUNCE 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat on third day. 

Fits. 

On account of the high development of the nervous sys- 

tem, fits are quite common among dogs. ‘They may be 

brought on by worms, over-eating, indigestion or worry. 

HOW TO KNOW THEM 

The dog usually falls, is delirious and works his legs 

violently. There is frothing at the mouth ani champing 

of the jaws. The fit soon passes off and the dog is all right 

until another comes on. 

WHAT TO DC 

If worms are suspected look after them. If cause of fits - 

is not perceptible give at once a good dose of castor oil and 

follow in thirty minutes with: 

PRESCRIPTION 

Potasit bromide 0m 6 ths. as . 2 drachms 

Wetter ede Se adaware 1 en eget foe Or OUICeS 

Mix and give a tablespoonful three times a day for three 

days. 

Chorea. 

This is a nervous trouble and is recognized by a continual 

jerking of the muscles, 
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WHAT TO DO. 

The bromide prescription used in fits is good in the be- 

ginning of this trouble. Nothing can be done after it has 

once secu.ed a good foothold. 

Hydrophobia 

This is the most dangerous and worst dreaded of all the 

diseases with which the canine family is afflicted. It may 

arise spontaneously or be introduced into the system by 

inocculation, and is always communicable to man and other 

animals. The usual period of incubation is from two to 

four weeks, but it may be a year or even longer. 

HOW TO KNOW IT 

At first the dog seems rather timid and very thirsty; he 

will make some efforts to drink, but cannot swallow, his 

food he cannot chew and he will snap or bite when punch- 

ed with a stick. Next the dog becomes delirious, froths at 

the mouth, runs about and bites everything with which he 

comes in contact. The eyes are blood-shotten, the lower 

jaw is usually dropped and the tongue commonly hangs 

out. A mad dog has seldom been known to go out 

of his way to attack anything. 

WHAT TO DO 

The safest way is to kill not only the dog but every ani- 

mal it has come in contact with, 
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Poison and Their Antidotes 

Dogs frequently get poisoned from eating noxious plants 

or by getting hold of poisonous substances left out for some 

other purpose—sometimes by malicious persons and sonme- 

times by overdose of strong drug. It is well to know some- 

thing about the common poisons, with their modes of 

action and their antidotes, as the loss of a few minutes will 

in some cases cost the dog’s life. A few general directions 

on this line will pay the reader to commit to memory some 

of the following remedies. If the dog is poisoned on an 

alkali, give an acid such as vinegar, etc., in one tablespoon- 

ful doses every 15 or 20 minutes. If poisoned by acid give 

alkali, such as common cooking soda, one teaspoonful every 

20 minutes until you give 3 or 4 doses. 

~ Strychnine Poison. 

This is a very common occurrenee in the dog. They ean 

get hold of this poison in various ways. 

SYMPTOMS. 

This is an irritating poison, manifesting itself by tetanic 

spasms and general convulsions, convulsion of the dia- 

phraghm, causing labored breathing. In this case give 

something to make him vomit as quick as possible. Pro- 

bably the handiest thing will be this: 

PRESCRIPTION. 

CroundeWVensrard 22 S29 255. 255: 2 ounces 

Bommonaalinn oe i re 42.6, tee 3, OUNCES 
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PRESCRIPTIONS FOR CATTLE. 

TONIC POWDERS 

STE NU Se cs Pow ow eee heen es a Be OUGCES 

Mustard, powdered . . 4 ounces 

Sassafras Bark, powdered... . . 2 ounces 

Gentian, “pawdered 36! sos et ounce 

Foenugreek, powdered ..-).-. => i:1 ounce 

Skunk Cabbage, powdered. . . . 2 ounces 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful a day. 

PURGATIVE. 

Epsom Salts. . oe oh t16: Ones 

Gentian, powdered 2°... 2°. 2 2b -ounee 

Gincer, powdered 35.5 3. ek Ounce 

Mix and give at one dose in a quart of water. 

FEVER MIXTURE 

Beouite.-lioctire -Obs( eo: h), «<3 drachms 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of ... . 1 2 ounce 
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Potash; “Nitrate: of. 2° .s. 2 <) eeroamees 

Linséed Infusion 9 ee ee 

Mix and give two ounces at a dose every two hours. 

FEVER MIXTURE No. 2. 

Watreis Spirits Of: i=. 3. 42 3 Ones 

Aconite,: Tincture of = <<... 2.2 diacwme ; 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . . 2 ources 

Potash, Nirate of. . ... . . . 2 ounces 

Ammonis, Mutiate of)" .-4-. 2 2 2,0umees 

Weater,-q.7S. cade. 2-8 Oe eee 2 ee 

Mix and give a haif teacupfui at a dos: every two hours. 

SORE THROAT. 

Potash, Chlorateof:¢ 3 bs i ea ees 

Acid, Carbolie 240 teenage 

Water oq (Ss: sad cs ee ee ee 

Mix and mp out throat 3 cr 4 times a day. — 

CHRONIC COUGH 

Canpror Gums oes. e ae ee Oeee - 

Nitre, Spirit: of . OD Atay deed 4 cunces 

Ginger Pinctureole: se Olea 

Potash, Nirate- Gioia oe ee a ICO tee 

Waterq.s ad... Wd See hee pints 2 

Mix and give a teacupful three times a day. 

HEAVES. 

Mustard, cround iss... :5 a So av OumeeSs 

Gentian, powdered. ...5.5.-...# = 2 ounces 
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Goenugreek (powdered)... . .1 ounce 

243 

Lobelia Seed a fre eh 2 OURCes 

Bleod Root an Mra cise 6 2 OUNCES 

Potash, Nitrate “of .- 642). 21-2 ounces 

Mix and give 2 tablespoonsful twice a day. 

TO RELIEVE PAIN. 

Onumuwliueture son sii fees Te omnce 

Aconite, Tincture of (<4 os 1-2 'drachin 

Mumba Gos adden cote ie oe ye se k plot 

Mix and give at two doses one hour apart. 

STIMULANT. 

IAN fee a <) etn ss re 2) OUNCES 

Ginger. incture Oli sir oes: 23. otrnces 

Pretiete Gens. ad ot ee ere! A ee 2 PITS 

Mix and give half a pint at a dose as indicated. 

CHRONIC INDIGESTION. 

Soda. Bicarbouate Ofla oe... S44 OUNCES 

Gentian. powdered... 0.0%. ce<.2 3 ounces 

Ginger,.- powGered <<. ooo 4a nis 2 ounces 

Skunk Cabbage, powdered. . . . 2 ounces 

Mix and give one tablespoonful at a dose night and 

ing. 3 

CONSTIPATION. — 

BPSOM Als ay ski we LOO OUNCES 

Celmeer sPOWOeIEG crs ys. anes « F OUNCE 

mory- 
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Nux Vomica, powdered. . . . . 2 drachms 

Mix and give at one dose in a quart of water. 

DIARRHOEA. 

Chalk precipitated... ...° - i. 32 @mmees 

Catechu; powdered .°.-.-.9. 2 oe Cae 

Ginger Ss er ee ere ES 

Opium eS D4 vo aiden 

Mix with a pint of water and give a half t-acupful 

and morning. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE KIDNEYS. 

Opium, Tincture of .... .2.> 3 ome, 

Aconite Fluid Extract of. . . . .1dracam 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of. . 2 drachms 

Niter;,. Spirits: Of (2.2 2 at 22 <1) oie 

linseed tea. 

BLOODY URINE. 

Gentian, Tincture of .°..: ...-. I-2,-ounce 

Muriate of Iro7, Ti cture of . . . 2 drachms 

Aconite, Tincture: eh. s/s27.._ ae Ore 

Water-q s~ adie oo >. eke. Ga 

one week 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. 

Opiam;. Tincture: cf... a 

Aconite, “‘Tincturecof <: = 2 « 4°. 200dmane: 

right 

Mix and give three tablespoonsful every three hours in 

Mix aud give at one dose and repeat three times a day for 
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Mindererus; Spiritsof . . <<. 2 . 2 ounces. 

Mix and give at one dose in a pint of linseed tea and repeat 

every 2 hours. 

RHEUMATISM. 

Cinchona, Batik: powdered. . 52.0.2. 1 Ourlcées 

Potash, INGiKaAte Ob Ss Aes. fete F-2 OuMmices. 

-Foenugreek, powdered. : ... . 1-2 ounce. 

POMOC MMos w= ey ees he TOUNCe: 

Mix and give at 4 doses, two a day. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE BRAIN. 

Gtacie eLOMuGesOt st \e cto. vas arse 2s 2 2OUNCES, 

Aronitey Lineture of Jae)... es 2 drachms: 

Belladonna, Fluid Extract of . . 3 drachms. 

Diabet C! Saad) Week te rt: 2,0 OUNCES: 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful at a dose every 2 hours. 

HEAT PROSTRATION. he 

OMIA AGUA arses ere), Li) T=2\ONCeS: 

WV Sea Giea Was. ieee Moree, 72 pints: 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in 30 minutes. 

PARALYSIs; 

Nux Vomica, powdered. . . . . 4 drachms. 

Gentian powdered... (0.6.24. }1-ounce. 

TulaecSecd teasing ta ete vere me eo -, ACOUTICeS. 

Mix and divide into four doses and give one night and 

morning. 
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RETENTION OF AFTERBIRTH. 

Epsom “Salis. 60 Loi°. 2 So) enone 

INIGEG;“Spitits or ze, po: 4 1b goo feo O UMMC 

Belladonna, Fluid Races of ic. . 2 drachime 

Waterig: sad si ice oe ee a moins 

Mix and give at one dose. 

FLOODING. 

Ergot; Hluid Extract, Of 9.34. 7) ommee 

Wiaterqe.S2 ad. sites heel eee are ee 

Mix and give at one dose and repeat in one hour. 

LUMP JAW LINIMENT. 

Oil of (Spike. Ge Soke ee. oe ome 

Camphor Gum 2:03. 22). ee draemme 

Mercury, Bichloride of... +) . 1 ounee 

Hartshorn ie Si ak eae a eet a 

Turpentine@.:s: ad. 4. 2 2 “2, eS oumues 

Mix and apply once a day. 

WARTS. 

Zine, Sulphate Of 580 62.7 ste oe. ie OMe 

PACTS ie NELTIC oh nore ib kel os Meee tele? oar eel = 2 OU 

Acid?-Sulphuric 2°47 0. oie k-2 Ounce 

Mix and apply once a day until wart is dead. 

SNAKE BITES. 

Woktiskey s7555. Sa Wee a ete te lot ere ok ee 
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PeHOMMIa Ade. rast ere chs Te hachm. 

bee ERS ooAele ae toe Oot s cea 2 PENtS) 

Mix and give at one dose. 

MANGE. 

Sul inte ora tien we See yeas ok ACOUTICES. 

Onroprl ar verti owe See ts De Se Ounces. 

Ned. Catpouc GCenude).- = 225". ke ounece: 

io nseetsOis © een he ge TO OUNCES. 

Mix and apply once a day. 

LICH. 

Giese Oiiapo iia eee ee tr hy oS EG ITCe: 

Kerosene Cae enh eeu he er OTT CE! 

SUPINE Ace tera Or tere hak At OUNCE, 

ert Cle Wg ei ot ea se hee een vate I ounce. 

Mix. One application is generally sufficient. 

SCREW WORMS. 

Pine lars. Pal Ag as ia OUNCES: 

PLC MC AL DONC. (ChIGEe)?. Cas enw 1 OUNCE. 

Orion e cedar heron ae a er 1-2. OlCES: 

See COMO ereeM wt harc as ert ter oad Rates. 8 OUTICES. 

Mix and apply. 

INFLAMMATION OF THE UDDER. 

Sanipnor Guin eee i ee OR. TL; -OUTICE. 

PP SeeU ON Nery gh ne ere Uo. ac, BOUNCES, 

Mix and rub in well 3 or 4 times a day. 
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CHAPPE D-AN D: SORE RAS: 

Olive~Oil . oR eh 6 ek cae he he : 

Camplhor-Gim: 54°. os oe ee ees 

Acid Carbohe:-.-15" 3-3 24) se eae 

Mix and apply twice a day. 

BITTER AND BLOODY MILK. 

Mustard, Ground=. (7... 35> 22-53 somnees 

Sulphute 72 Be a Oe 

Potash, Nitrate of i. = 3S = 4 oumees: 

Potash, “Chlorate “of 2... . =. oes 

Sassafras Bark; Powdered... <5“. 2 otmmecees 

Gentian; Pow ered = = = I ounce. 

Skunk Cabbage, Powdered. . . . 2 ounces. 

Mix and give two tablespoonsful once or twice a day as in- 

dicated. : 

JOINT ILL. 

Sodittm, Salycilate of Jo 24> 26. 2 dracmmes 

Blood Root, Powdered... . . 2 drachms. 

Klaxseed: Meal oss cep ety se) Olas 

Mix and divide into 6 powders and give one morning, noon 

and night. | 

SCOURING IN CALVES. 

from; Sulphate of *). 2p pe eo oe oO raenme 

Pe a eG bide il 
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Chats Precipitated: 2222: 2s. 3s 20drachms. 

Pe PEALE He ae oe ek eee ee OG Tacnms. 

Jamaica: Ginger <5. 8-5 ia fe 30 drops. 

NitixV omica; “linctire of (<.-% <=. 2 drops. 

Opium. linctire of 4. aro hho us drops. 

Mix and give at one dose in new milk. 
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Colic, Billious 
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Constipation °. 
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Cough, Acute 

Cough, Chronic . 
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Any person buying a copy of PRIVATE PRESCRIP- 

TIONS AND LECTURFS from one of my authorized 

agents or ordering one from my office will have the privi- 

lege of free advice on any diseases they do not understand 

or anything in the book they want more information about. 

In cases where a new disease should break out, by sending 

the symptoms of the case in full and cause of trouble, as 

near as you cantel, I wiil furyish you by return mail, ad- 

vice and prescription in full free of charge. In writing for 

free advice give the number of the book you have bought 

which will be found on the first page. Also send 2c post- 

age stamp for reply. Address all cor: espondence to 

2. St. Lowrey; Y JS. ; 
Weatherford, Texas. 

Agents wanted to sell my works in every locality. I 

want the services of Farmers and Farmers’ sons. Write 

for particulars. 
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PRIVATE PRESURIPTIONS 
AND 

a 

Se iGhClU RES 
ON 

DISEASES OF THE HORSE 

I have classified this work under sixteen different heads, 

have arranged the different diseases under appropriate 

heads, and have treated each in sucha simpte way that any 

child who can read may understand. This book is the re- 

sult of years of labor and contains the best of all there is in 

science and in practice. It is plainly written, printed in 

bold type, on good paper, finely illustrated and perfectly 

indexed. It tells you the causes of every malady, how to 

know them and distinguish one disease from another in the 

horse and just exactly what to do at every stage of disease. 

Every prescription is written in plain English: No worth- 

less patent medicines are recommended to you for purchase. 

Every line of this book is of practical worth; it is complete 

in every respect. ‘To this work I have added a Supplement 
and in its pages will be found some of the most valuable 

prescriptions for cattle known to the profession. 

This book contains 168 pages and isnicely bound in tag 

board, and will be sent post paid to any address on receipt 

of One Dollar. Address all orders to 

2D. ef. Lowrey, VY S., 
WWiedthertord. Texas. 



Ready P repa) ed Cienvine 

Since the publication of my book, ‘‘Private Prescriptions 

and Lectures on Diseases of the Horse,’’ in 1902, I have™® 

received numerous requests for the remedies prescribed, _ 

prepared by inyself, from patrons who wanted the utmost 

care and the purest drugs in the preparation of their pre- 

scriptions. In response to this demand I have decided to 

keep on hand a number of these remedies oftenest used, 

compounded of the purest of drugs and with full directions. 

as to their use. Prices as follows: 

COLIC CURES: .. 1 will send to.any address om zecenp: 
of 50c 4 oz bottle or 10 oz for $1.00. 

COLLAR AND SADDLE GALL. CURE: 2 oz toneagerar 

5 oz for 50c in powder form or in the salve. In ordering 

please say which is wanted. 

BONE SPAVIN CURE: Will send you enough to cure 

3 or 4 cases for $1.00. 

BOG SPAVIN: 5oc and $1.00 bottles. 

HEAVE CURES FOR HORSES: Will send you 20 

day treatment for $1.00. 

HEAVES IN CATTLE: Will send 15 day treatment 
for $1.00. 

LINIMENT FOR WIRE CUTS: 50c and $1.00 per 

bottle. 

KIDNEY CURE FOR HORSES: .50c’ and $16. 

_TO;PAKE WARTS OFF. HORSES AND CASTE: 

25c and 50c. 

CONDITION POWDERS FOR HORSES: | 25c per Ib. 

CONDITION POWDERS FOR CATTLE: 300 per lb. 
in any a 



ANTICEPTIC POWDERS FOR WOUNDS AND 
SORES- 25c and 50c per box. 

BLIND STAGGERS TREATMENT: z5c and $1.00. 
SORE VES IN HORSES: 3 ounce bottle 25¢. 

Prescription for any remedy not named above will be 

promptly filled from drugs of guaranteed purity, and for- 

warded by mail or express, on applications. 

Prices for filling any of these prescription in this book 

wiil be sent to any address on application Address al or- 

ders to D. J Lowery, V.S , Weatherford, Texas 







Private 

reseriptions 

ON 

DISEASES OF STOCK 

Containing thirty-four Plain and Commion-Sense Lectures 

on Diseases of the Horse, Cattle, Poultry, Hogs, Sheep and 

Dogs, and their Treatments, together with Indispensable 

Information to the Farmer and Stock Man, and hundreds _ 

of the best Prescriptions known to the Veterinary Profes- 

sion. This work is nicely illustrated and perfectly indexed. 

Contains nearly 400 pages and is substantially bound in 

fine cloth, and will be sent to any addxess on receipt of 

$2.50, post paid. 

Address all orders to 

D. DF Lowrey, V. Ss: 
Weatherford, Texas. 



MEMORANDUM PAGES. 

The following blank pages are inserted for the purpose 

of giving space for memoranda relative to the treatment of 

your stock. If you will keep a careful record of each case 

you treat; showing the date, animal, age, disease, or symp- 

toms and their progress, with the remedies used and_ their 

-effect, it will prove very valuable to you for future refer- 

Cnlce: 

MEMORANDUM. 
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